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Introduction

Fhe following work is the first of several monographic studies
dedicated to the key states in the history o f Mesopotamia in the third
and second millennium BC. The future publications will concern the
Akkadian, Old-Babylonian and Kassite monarchies. It is not the goal
o f this series to present a compendium o f all available scholarship on
every aspect of the history o f those kingdoms, and the publications will
by no means aspire to this role; the primary goal o f the authors and
publishers o f this series is to outline the characteristic features o f the
political system, administration and economy of each state against the
background of its political history. Thus, by pointing out the similarities
and differences between consecutive Mesopotamian kingdoms, it will
be possible to demonstrate effectively the evolution and chronological
development o f the idea o f kingdom and, more generally, statehood in
the societies of Mesopotamia.
The present volume, dedicated to the Sumerian —or, more precisely,
the Sumero-Akkadian kingdom o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur, is to a large
extent based on the author’s more substantial monographic study, which
was published exclusively in the Polish language1.

1 M. Stępień, Ensi w czasach III dynastii z Ur: aspekty ekonomiczne i administracyjne pozycji
namiestnika prowincji w świetle archiwum z Ummy (Ensi in the period o f the Third Dynasty of
Ur: economic and administrative aspects of the province governor’s office in the light o f the
Umma Archive), Dissertationes WUW, Warsaw 2006 (540 pages).
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C hapter 1.
O utline o f political history

Among the numerous aspects o f research on the Neo-Sumerian state,
its political history has never been presented in a detailed monograph,
or in fact even in a more extensive study. W hat is currently available
are mostly large introductory chapters or articles, in which political
history is treated as background to the study o f political system,
economy or social relations2. Also, political history o f the period in
which the Third Dynasty o f Ur was in power has a relatively poor source
documentation, as the documents relating to economic issues of the era,
if fairly abundant, contain little information relating to political history.
O ther sets o f sources include royal inscriptions3, scattered remarks in
2 A m o n g the m ore recent studies, th e follow ing (in chronological order) are espe
cially notew orthy: D .O . E dzard, Das Reich der III. D ynastie von U r u n d seine N ach
folgestaaten, [in:] D ie Altorientalischen Reiche I, (ed.) E. C assin et al., Fischer Weltges
chichte 2 , F ran k fu rt - H a m b u rg 1965, pp. 129-164; C . W ilcke, D rei Phasen des
Niederganges des Reiches von Ur III, Z A 60 (1970), pp. 54-69; C .J. G ad d , Babylonia,
c. 2 1 2 0 -1 8 0 0 B .C ., [in:] C A H 1/2, (eds.) I.E.S Edw ards et al., C am b rid g e 1971,
pp. 5 9 5 -643; D . Frayne, R IM E 3 /2 , (esp. pp. 5-20, 9 1 -1 1 0 , 2 3 5 -2 4 2 , 2 8 5 -2 9 4 , 361368); the o ften -q u o te d W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Z eit, pp. 121-350, 3 7 1 -3 9 0 (esp.
pp. 132-178); M . Sigrist, J.G . W estenholz, Das neusumerische Reich: Geschichte, K ul
tu r u n d Religion, [in:] Von Babylon bis Jerusalem. D ie Welt der altorientalischen
Königsstädte, B d .l, (ed.) W. Seipel - A. W ieczorek, M ilano 1999, pp. 163-176;
D .O . E dzard, Geschichte Mesopotamiens. Von den Sumerern bis z u Alexander dem Gros
sen, M ü n ch en 2 0 0 4 , pp. 9 9 -1 0 6 .
3 T heir fu n d am en tal ed itio n is D . Frayne, Ur I I I Period (2 1 1 2 -2 0 0 4 B C ), T oronto l9 9 7 R IM E 3/2.
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chronicles and royal letters, hymns glorifying the kings of Ur, and the
so-called “literary letters”. The first set includes inscriptions which are,
in great majority, standard foundation or votive ones4, containing very
few references to political issues. Little exact information exceeding the
standard ideological and propagandist elements can be gleaned from
royal hymns and other literary texts5. From among all the hymn texts
(five hymns in praise of Ur-Namma, twenty-three of Sulgi, six o f SuSuen and five of Ibbl-Suen), the three hymns o f narrative type (labelled
A, D, and X) devoted to Sulgi, are relatively the most valuable6.
The “literary letters”, in contrast, provide very detailed data,
although limited to particular episodes in the reigns o f Sulgi and IbblSuen. These are Old-Babylonian copies o f those rulers’ correspondence
with province governors and high officials, styled in a stylised literary
form7. Unfortunately, the credibility of those texts is a matter o f serious
doubt, even regarding such a very basic question as whether, and to
what extent, they are based on authentic royal correspondence, and
to what extent they are examples o f semi-literary fiction, referring to
actual events and their participants only in main narrative themes.

11 For this reason H. Steible, editor of royal inscriptions of the Third Dynasty of Ur, titled
his publication Die neusumerischen Bau- und Weihinschrijien, FAOS 9, Stuttgart 1991.
5 Fundamental editions: A. Falkenstein - W. von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hym
nen und Gebete, Stuttgart 1953; see also the exposition of a selection in J. Klein, The Royal
Hymns o f Shulgi, King o f Ur: Man's Quest for Immortal Fame, Philadelphia 1981.
6 J. Klein, Three Sulgi Hymns. Sumerian Royal Hymns Glorifying King Sulgi o f Ur, RamatGan 1981, typology and presentation o f all Neo-Sumerian hymns with a general commentary,
see pp. 21-35, 226-227. An exhaustive historical commentary to the Neo-Sumerian royal
hymns, see D.R. Frayne, The Historical Correlations o f the Sumerian Royal Hymns (2400-1900
B.C.), Ph.D. Yale University 1981.
7 See the fu n d am en tal stu d y by P. M ichałow ski, The Royal Correspondence o f Ur,
P h .D . Yale U niversity, A n n A rb o r 1976, a n d his syn th etic presen tatio n o f th e entire
set, Königsbriefe, RIA V I/1 -2 , B erlin - N ew York 1980, pp. 51-59 (esp. pp. 56-59 on
the historical credibility o f the letters). Earlier, a very useful correlation o f all fragm en
tary passages by C . W ilcke, D rei Phasen, pp. 54-69 (esp. A nhang, pp. 6 7 -6 9 + ta
bles).
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In this situation, those of the “year lists”8 of the Third Dynasty
monarchs which have been preserved in a satisfactory state, turn out to
be of particular importance. Besides the four fragmentary passages from
the “year lists” (records of listed yearnames), found in copies dating
from the Old-Babylonian Period (two for Sulgi, two for Amar-Suen)9,
the several thousand extant economic texts provide supplements and
additional corroboration which is almost complete (with the exception
of the reign o f Ur-Namma). They contain records o f the most important
political events of the period, which additionally are, by definition, very
precisely dated. Year lists of the Third Dynasty o f Ur have been the
subject o f several comprehensive or restricted studies, beginning from
the classical works by N. Schneider10 and A. Ungnad1 to the fullest and
fairly recent studies by M. Sigrist - P. Damerow12 and D. Frayne13.

8 „Year lists”, o r „yearnam es” is a system o f d a tin g th e consecutive years o f a m o n 
arch’s reign an d th e entire official d o c u m e n ta tio n , generally used in S um er a n d A kkad,
an d later in Babylonia. These are usually sh o rt sentences, in fo rm in g o f the m ost im 
p o rta n t political, econom ic, religious o r cu lt-related achievem ents o f th e king. C h ro n 
ologically, they refer to the events o f th e preceding year, w hich only a year after were
officially designated by the central a d m in istratio n .
9 For Sulgi: fragm.l = BE 1/2 no. 125, fragm.2 = C. Wilcke, Neue Quellen aus Isin zur
Geschichte der Ur III-Zeit, O rNS 54 (1985), pp. 299-303 (IB 542a+b+c); for Amar-Suen:
fragm.l = BE 1/2, no. 127, (CB 10799), fragm.2 = C. Wilcke, Neue Quellen, (IB 542a+b+c);
for Ibbl-Suen fragm.l = UET 3, pp. 277-278.
10 N. Schneider, Die Zeitbestimmungen der Wirtschafisurkunden von Ur III, AnOr 13,
Roma 1936.
" A. Ungnad, Datenlisten, R1A II/2-3, Berlin-Leipzig 1934-1935, pp. 139-147 (section
referring to Ur III).
12 M . Sigrist, P. D am erow , M esopotamian Yearnames. N eo-Sum erian a n d O ld Ba
bylonian D ate Form ula, vol. 1, p re p rin t version, P otom ac 1991 (section referring to
th e U r III period, pp. 6-14). See also lists o f Ibbl-S uen’s yearnam es in U E T 3,
pp. 2 7 7 -2 7 8 , and E. Sollberger, Ibbï-Suen , R1A V /l- 2 , Berlin - N ew York 1976,
pp.

4- 7.

13 W ith an exhaustive historical commentary appended to the yearnames of particular
monarchs, see RIME 3/2, p. 10 (Ur-Namma), pp. 92-110 (Sulgi), pp. 236-241 (Amar-Suen),
pp. 285-294, pp. 361-366 (Ibbî-Suen).
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1.1. Ur-Namma and the rise o f the state
o f the Third D ynasty o f Ur.
It is to this day unclear in what circumstances Ur-Namma (21132095 BC), the founder o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur, may have taken
power from Utu-hengal o f Uruk, the legendary vanquisher o f the
Gutians, and slightly later defeated Namhani of Lagas, his main rival to
the hegemony in Sumer. No extant sources refer to the conflict between
Ur-Namma and Utu-hengal; just the opposite, all the later actions of
Ur-Nam ma and his successors clearly demonstrate that not only the
age-old tradition o f particularly close political and religious connections
between Ur and Uruk was being carefully maintained, but also that
Utu-hengal himself, as a forefather o f the dynasty, was much venerated.
A text from Umma corroborates that the official cult o f the divine
Utu-hengal functioned already during the reign o f Su-Suen, and that
commodities were sent to his temple in U ruk in payment of the bala
state tax14. The city itself was guaranteed a special administrative status,
since it never was an ordinary province, but (together with N ippur
and Ur itself) retained its status o f a royal capital and o f an im portant
religious centre, strongly connected with creating the ideological image
o f the king o f Ur. Ur-Namma, after all, proclaimed himself to be not
only the son o f goddess Ninsun, but also the brother o f Gilgames and
the consort o f goddess Inanna.15
Thus, everything seems to point out that the silence surrounding the
struggle with Utu-hengal results not necessarily from the effectiveness
o f royal propaganda in creating this image for future generations, but
o f other, real circumstances. Some source references seem to indicate
14 MVN 16, 1496.4-8: e2 dutu-he2-gal2, sa3 unug1", ki a-gu-ta, kisib ur-dsul-pa-e3, sa3
bal-a.
15 C. Wilcke, Genealogical and Geographical Thought in the Sumerian King List, [in:]
DUM U -E-BU B-BA-A, Studies in Honor o f Äke W. Sjöberg, (ed.) H. Behrens, D. Loding,
T.M. Roth, OPSNKF 11, Philadelphia 1989, pp. 563-565.
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close family connections between the two monarchs - Ur-Nam ma is
reported to have been either a brother of Utu-hengal16 or, as it is related
in the so-called Chronicle o f Kings o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur, his sonin-law17. He had certainly been appointed by the king of Uruk to the
post o f the military governor (sagina) o f Ur, a position which may
have been a promising starting point for a career. All the sources agree,
however, that as an independent ruler he held power for eighteen years18.
Regrettably, several known yearnames o f his reign have so far proved
impossible to order chronologically and since the first publications on
this topic, by F.R. Kraus and E. Sollberger19, the progress of research has
been negligible20.
Notwithstanding Ur-Namma’s continuing efforts in ousting last
groups o f the barbarian Gutians and taking over the land’s northern
reaches, it appears that the main battle for supremacy took place at the
very beginning o f his reign, and his victory over Namhani irrevocably
turned Ur and Uruk, instead of Lagas, into the power centre of the
recovering Sumer21. It is probably not by accident that Ur-Namma
16 C . W ilcke, Z u m K önigtum in der U rIII-Z e it, [in:] Le palais et la royauté, C R R A I
19, (ed.) P. G arelli, Paris 1974, pp. 1 92-193, n o te 6 7 - in terp re tatio n U E T 1, 30;
idem , Isin - Isan B ahriyat III, BAW 94, M ü n ch en 1987, pp. 108-111.
1 This is the record verbatim: line 10: dSul-gi dumu dumu-munus dutu-he2-gal2 lugal
unugki —„Sulgi, son of the daughter o f Utu-hengal king o f Uruk”; see H . Hunger, Spätbabylo
nische Texte am Uruk, I, Berlin 1976, no. 2, pp. 19-20; review and collation C. Wilcke, BiOr
39/1-2 (1982), pp. 143-145; J.-J. Glassner, Chroniques mésopotamiennes, Paris 1993, chronicle
no. 47, pp. 229-230.
is This number is unanimously given by The Sumerian King List-, uri^-m a ur-dnamma
lugal, mu 18 ¡3-ak and The List o f the Kings o f Ur and Isin-. 18 mu dur-<lnamma lugal. See
Th. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, AS 11, Chicago 1939, pp. 122-123; E. Sollberger, New
Lists o f the Kings o f Ur and Isin, JCS 8 (1954), pp. 135-136; A.K. Grayson, Königlisten und
Chroniken. B. Akkadisch, RIA 6 (1980) 1/2, p. 90.
19 F.R. Kraus, Zur Chronologie der Könige Ur-Nammu und Sulgi von Ur, OrNS 20 (1951),
PP- 385-398; E. Sollberger, Sur la chronologie des rois d ’Ur et quelques problèmes connexes, AfO
17(1954-1956), pp. 10-39.
20 See M. Sigrist, T. Gomi, The Comprehensive Catalogue, pp. 319-320; M. Sigrist, P. Damerow, Mesopotamian Yearnames, pp. 6-7; D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 9-20.
21 O n the importance of this battle, the chronological correlations o f the reigns of both
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had this very fact - as the only one among his political successes commemorated in his Code. It is evident that in all the sources (i.e.
hymns, royal inscriptions, and chronicles) regarding his reign, which
are scant at best, very few references can be found to Ur-Namma’s
conquests or his foreign policy. This absence does not indicate lack of
success in those fields, but clearly suggests that the king wished to be
remembered by posterity chiefly as the state’s guardian, lawgiver and
restorer, as well as a great builder of temples and canals. In this, he
succeeded, since Ur-Namma’s achievements in rebuilding the state’s
economic and administrative system after decades o f chaos are indeed
central to his image. He is the builder o f at least eight new canals22, the
great walls o f Ur23, and many temples and shrines, among which the
chief, the great temple o f Nanna(ra) at Ur with its splendid ziggurat,
was expanded. Outside the capital, religious edifices were built in many
im portant towns, such as Uruk, Nippur, Larsa, Eridu and Kes.
However, if the relevant passages from the poem The Death o f UrNamma and Royal Hymns Glorifying King Sulgi, are indeed correctly
interpreted, this heroic monarch probably fell on the battlefield,
fighting the Gutians24, and his son avenged his death by repeatedly
invading G utium 25. W ith regard to his foreign policy, two Ur-

those monarchs, and the contemporary role of Lagas, see W. Sallaberger, Ur Ul-Zeit, pp. 134135, ibid. bibliography, pp. 132, note 41.
22 Correlation of sources on irrigation projects, see W. Sallaberger, Ur lll-Z eit,
pp. 135-137.
23 One of his yearnames is m u bad3 urim ;ki-m a ba-du3-a - „The year the walls of Ur were
built”. This is corroborated by hymns and the famous poem The Death o f Ur-Namma, see
S.N. Kramer, The Death o f Ur-Nammu and His Descent to the Netherworld, JCS 21 (1967),
pp. 115, 119.
24 S.N. Kramer, The Death o f Ur-Nammu, pp. 113, 118 (line 59): [ki]-lul-la ur-^namma
dug-gaz-gin7 ba-ni-in-tag4-as - literally: “(on) the battlefield, Ur-Namma like a broken vessel
was left”.
25 For this interpretation of The Hymn Glorifying Sulgi, see D, X: C. Wilcke, Zum König
tum, pp. 181-182; J. Klein, The Birth o f a Crownprince in the Temple: A Neo-Sumerian Literary
Topos, CRRAI 33, Paris 1987, p. 105.
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Namma inscriptions mention his successful campaign against King
Kutik-Insusinak (or Puzur-Insusinak) of Elam, his reaching Susa and
consequently “liberating” the lands of Awan, Kismar, Maskan-sarrum
and the territories of Esnunna, Tutub, Simudar and Akkad.26 Since,
additionally, a certain Gutarla the G utian27 is mentioned there as the
defeated foe, it can be assumed that Ur-Namma crushed an enemy
coalition o f his neighbours from Elam and the Zagros Mountains
who had been threatening the region of Diyala and the northern part
of Akkad. It is difficult to determine, however, whether this victory
signified a long-lasting subjugation of the territories o f Esnunna and
Elam — in the case o f Elam this would have been corroborated by
a small number o f source records28. It is nevertheless certain that this
victory cemented the king’s hold over Sumer and Akkad, and increased
his prestige in the neighbouring lands. O ne of the royal inscriptions,
known as the Cadastre o f Ur-Namma, includes a part of the territory
freed from the Gutian and Elamite rule, and by delineating the run
of the canals in this region allows to trace the main eastern and north
eastern borderlines o f the state’s central regions. It included, among
others, Kazallum, Marad, Hibaritum, H irtum , U§arum, Apiak, Pus
and Kigal29. Similarly, the preface to the Code o f Ur-Namma mentions,
in the eastern and north-eastern regions, Umma (Aksak?)30, Marad,
26 RIME 3/2 29: V ’l l ’-22’; 30:11’ 7 ’-9 \
RIME 3/2 30: III’ 4’: gu2-tar-la2 dumu gu-tim-um-ma.
’8 T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East. An Archaelogical and Historical Study o f Foreign Rela
tions ca. 3400 - 2000 BC, Oxford 1994, pp. 126-128.
29 R IM E 3 /2 21 (pp. 50-56). See also th e 1st ed itio n o f th e text an d com m entary:

HR. K raus,

P rovinzen, pp. 4 5 -7 5 .
30 D u e to th e location o f U m m a, far from th e o th er b o rd er cities, som e scholars
assum e th a t this is a scribe s erro r (this passage o f th e Code is preserved in a school text
d atin g from the m id -eig h teen th cen tu ry BC) a n d th a t th e city in questio n is actually
Akasak, located in th e n o rth -eastern A kkad close to th e confluence o f D iyali an d T i
gris. This error is easy to explain by th e spelling o f th e tw o placenam es: U m m a (G IS .
K U S U 2.K I) an d A ksak (U D.K U5>U 2.K I). W ritte n in a careless h an d , cuneiform signs
G IS an d U D look very similar. See P. Steinkeller, The Core a n d Periphery, pp. 19-20,
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Girikal, Kazallum and Uçarum31 as cities within the state. A comparison
o f those borderlines with the later diplomatic efforts and fortification
works o f Sulgi and Su-Suen may indicate that it was Ur-Nam ma who
laid the foundations for a future military defence zone protecting the
core of the kingdom.32 Indeed, the ruler of Ur was justified in proudly
styling himself “the mighty warrior, king o f Ur, king o f Sumer and
Akkad” (nita kala-ga, lugal urim5ki-ma, lugal ki-en-gi ki-uri).
Moreover, Ur-Namma set course for a dynastic policy which was
exceptionally beneficial for the empire, obtaining political gains no lesser
than those secured on the path o f war and conquest. The best example
is that he assured friendly relations with, and perhaps even titular
suzerainty over Mari, the key centre o f north-western Mesopotamia,
which controlled the crucial trade and communication route along the
Euphrates to Syria. This economic factor probably prom pted the union
of the king’s son and heir Sulgi with the daughter of Apil-kin o f Mari.
The alliance resulting from this marriage was probably the foundation
for enduring friendly relations between the two states. A telling proof
o f those are the celebrations and commemorative libations (ki-a-nag)
offered in Sumer in honour o f Apil-kin, obviously viewed as a member
o f the royal house o f Ur, even a good few years after his death, for
instance in the years AS.6 and IS. I.33 The ruler (sakkanakku ) o f Mari
was obviously accorded the same marks o f veneration as Ur-Namma
himself, who was by then dead and deified. Another example o f how
permanent was the relationship between the two royal houses is the
n o te 1; T. M aeda, The Defense Z one d uring the R ule o f the Ur I I I D ynasty, ASJ 14
(1992), pp. 154.
31 The most recent full edition o f the Code o f Ur-Namma (without the normative section),
see RIME 3/2 20: 125-130. Ibid. commentary and references to earlier literature, pp. 16,
43-46.
32 See T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 135-171
33 J. Boese, W. Sallaberger, A p il-k in von M a ri u n d die Könige der III. D ynastie von
Ur, A oF 23 (1996), pp. 24 -3 9 ; T .M . Sharlach, Beyond Chronology. The sakkanakkus o f
M a r i a n d the Kings o f Ur, [in:] Proceedings o f the 4 5 RAI, P art II, Yale University, (ed.)
W .W . H allo, I.J. W in ter, B ethesda 2 0 0 1 , pp. 59-60, 62.
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career of Prince Puzur-Erra of Mari, the son of Apil-kln, who probably
held in Larsa a responsible and honourable function of the sanga of
god U tu34. Larsa, as a city with a particular form of administration, was
subordinate to the capital itself, and was therefore governed by members
of the royal family or men close to it. The local sanga was, in effect, the
chief administrator, whose rank equalled that of a province governor.
Judging by their theophoric names containing the name of Mari’s main
deity, the storm god Dagan, it is also possible that two more important
personages hailed from that city: a certain Nur-Dagan, the sanga of
god Utu in Sippar, and Iddin-Dagan, later (in the years AS.4-9) the ensi
of the same city and the hypothetical father of Queen Abl-simti35.
Commercial and economic gains were also the king’s main
consideration in his dealings —the details of which are unfortunately
unknown —with the faraway state o f Magan (presently O m an)36, which
from the mid-third millennium BC had been the traditional region
where Sumer obtained crucial supplies from the transit trade. In his
Code, Ur-Nam ma boasted he had renewed and monopolised trade
relations with Magan.

34 A new document published by T.M. Sharlach (HSM 1995.9.3) mentions Puzur-Erra in
the text as the sanga dutu, while in the legend of a seal pressed into the tablet the inscription is
found: sagina, ma-ri2ki, puzur4-er3-ra, dumu-zu, 'da-gan dingir-zu; see T.M. Sharlach, Be
yond Chronology, pp. 62-63 (text) and pp. 63-65 commentary on Puzur-Erra’s career.
35 T.M. Sharlach, Beyond Chronology, pp. 67-68. The hypothesis on Iddin-Dagans possible
identification as the father of Abl-simti and father-in-law of King Amar-Suen is based on the
fact that in the year SS.l he was offered funerary libation sacrifices ki-a-nag by Abi-simti’s
siblings Babati and Bizua. The same type o f sacrifice was made to the deceased kings of Ur and
to Apil-kln o f Mari, who had been King Sulgi’s father-in-law.
36 O n the importance of Magan and the transit trade through its territory with the state of
Meluhha (in the region of the Indus) and Africa (Somalia and Ethiopia), see T. Potts, Mesopo
tamia and the East, pp. 34-36.
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1.2. Sulgi - the creator o f the states power.
The true creator o f the power enjoyed by the state ruled by Third
Dynasty o f Ur, however, was Sulgi (2095-2048 BC), Ur-Nammas son
and successor. D uring his 48-year-long reign he not only strengthened
the state created by his father, as well as reorganised its system and
territorial administrative structure, but also much enlarged its lands and
increased its international prestige, turning it into a dom inant power of
the region. As his actions are to a large extent the subject-matter of
the following chapters, at this point only his foreign policy and his
conquests shall be delineated. Those latter, however, were achieved only
in the later years o f his reign (after S.23), which is not surprising given
the king’s early accession to the throne due to his father’s sudden and
untimely death.
The selected yearnames of Sulgi s reign37 are already quite telling (the
initial number means the successive year o f the king’s reign):
18. mu li2-wir(GIRI3)-mi-ta-su
dumu-munus lugal namnin mar-ha-si^ ba-il2

The year Liwir-mittasu, doughter
of the king, was elevated to the
queenship o f Marhasi

20a. mu dumu uri^-m a lu2
gi5gid2-se3 KA ba-ab-kesda

The year the citizens of Ur were
conscripted as lancers

21b. mu BAD3.ANki ba-hul

The year Der was destroyed

24. mu kara2-harki ba-hul

The year Karahar was destroyed

25. mu si-mu-ru-um1" ba-hul

The
year
destroyed

26. mu si-mu-ru-um1“ a-ra2 2kam-ma-as ba-hul

The year Simurrum was destroyed
for a second time

Simurrum

was

37 Based on the lists by M. Sigrist, P. Damerov , Mesopotamian Yearnames, pp. 7-10, and
D.R. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 92-110.
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27. mu ha-ar-si1“ ba-hul

The year Harsi was destroyed

30.

mu dumu-munus lugal
ensi2 an-sa-ank,-ke4 ba-tuk

The year the doughter o f the king
was married to the governor of
Ansan

31. mu kara2-harki a-ra2 2-kamma-as ba-hul

The year Karahar was destroyed
for a second time

32. mu si-mu-ru-um^ a-ra2 3kam-ma-as ba-hul

The year Simurrum was destroyed
for the third time

33. mu us2-sa si-mu-ru-um^ ara2 3-kam-ma-as ba-hul

The year after Simurrum was
destroyed for the third time

34. mu an-sa-an^ ba -h u í

The year Ansan was destroyed

37. mu bad3 ma-da ba-du(

The year the wall o f the land was
built

42. mu sa-as-ru^ ba-hul

The year Sasrum was destroyed

44. mu si-mu-ru-um^ u3 lu-lubuki a-ra2 10-la2-l-kam -as
ba-hul

The year Simurrum and Lullubum
were destroyed for the ninth time

45. mu dsul-gi nita kala-ga
lugal ur¡5ki-ma lugal anub-da lim m u-ba-ke,
ur2
4
bi2-lumkl
si-mu-ru-umkl
lu-lu-buki u3 kara2-harki-ra
AS-es su dun-ga su-tibir-ra
im-mi-ra

The year Sulgi, mighty man, king
o f Ur, kin o f the four quarters,
having
overtaken
Urbillum,
Simurrum,
Lullubum,
and
Karahar as a single group, struck
then down

46. mu dsul-gi nita kala-ga
lugal ur¡5ki-ma lugal an-ubda limmu,-ba-ke,
ki-mas1"
4
4
h u -u r-tik
i u,3 ma-da-bi u,5
4
AS!-a mu-hul

The year Sulgi, mighty man, king
o f Ur, king o f the four quarters,
destroyed Kimas, Hurti, and their
lands in a single day
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47. mu dsul-gi nita kala-ga
lugal uri5ki-ma lugal an-ubda lim m u-ba-ke,
ki-maski
2
4
hu-ur,-ti1“ u, ma-da-bi u AS-a mu-hul-a mu us2-saa-bi in a single day

The year after Sulgi, mighty
man, king of Ur, king of the four
quarters, destroyed Kimas, Hurti,
and their lands

48. mu ha-ar-siki ki-maski huur -ti“ ua ma-da-bi u4 -ASa ba-hul

The year Harsi, Kimas, H urti, and
their territories were destroyed in
a single day

D

D

W hat emerges is a list o f the kings victorious battles with particular
cities (states) and his other diplomatic activities (in italics) regarding
those cities, e.g. marriages o f his daughters to the local rulers. The upper
indices specify which subsequent raid on a particular city this was.

Marhasi 18
21
Der
24
Karahar
25
Simurrum
Harsi
Ansan
Sasrum
Lullubum
Urbilum
Kimas
Hurti

262
27

31 333
323

r
44

45
459
48

30

34
42
44 459
45
46
46

48
48,

The geographic location o f the above places is as follows:
Marhasi

location conjectural — a land to the south-east o f Elam
(sometimes incorporated into it, as its farthest, eastern
18

Der

Karahar

Simurrum

part)38, en route to Meluhha; located variously, e.g in the
southern region of the Kuh Rud mountains, between the
present Kerman and Tepe Yahya39 in the Fars province
of Iran, or more to the south, on the Arabian Sea, in
the present region o f Makran40 at the m outh o f the Dast
River.
location certain - (presently Tall Aqar)41, east of the Tigris
at the foot o f the Zagros Mountains, on the line o f the
town o f Kuta (Gudua).
location conjectural - the Assyrian Harhar, located in the
basin o f the upper Diyala, in western ranges o f the Zagros
M ountains (probably Qa§r-i-Slrin on the Huwan River42),
close to Simurrum.
location conjectural - identified with the later Zabban
(capital of Simurrum), probably the present Q al’ah
Slrwanah, at the confluence o f the Pungla and the Sirwan,
the main tributary of the upper Diyala, in Zagros’ Jebel
Sakai range, close to the east from Jebel H am rin43.

38 T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 11, 16-18, 27-28 (ibid. the summary of earlier
discussions on Marhasi).
39 P. Steinkeller, The Question o f M arhasi: A C ontribution to the Historical Geogra
phy o f Iran in the Third M illen n iu m B .C ., Z A 72 (1 982), pp. 2 3 7 -2 6 5 ; W. Sallaberger,
Ur Ill-Z e it, p. 160.
40 F. V allat, La géographie de l ’E lam d ’après quelques textes mésopotamiens, [in;] M é
sopotamie et Elam. Actes de la XXXVP"" R A I, Gand, 1 0 -1 4 ju ille t 1989, M H E 1, G h e n t
1991, pp. 11-21.
41 D .O . Edzard, G. Father, RGTC 2, pp. 22-23.
42 Karahar is located in the vicinity o f Simurrum, which is better known and more often
mentioned in Neo-Sumerian texts, see D.R. Frayne, On the Location o f Simurrum, [in:] Crossing
Boundaries and Linking Horizons. Studies in Honor o f Michael C. Astour on His 80th Birthday,
(eds.) G.D. Young, M.W. Chavalas, R.E. Averbeck, Bethesda 1997, pp. 243-269, esp. pp. 257258, 264-265.; D.I. Owen, Ur III Geographical and Prosopographical Notes, [in:] Crossing and
Linking Horizons, p. 379. Earlier findings, see e.g. D.O. Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, p. 91.
43 For the most recent findings presented here, see D.R. Frayne, On the Location ofSimurrum, pp. 243-269 (ibid. large literature on the subject). O f the earlier studies, see B. Meissner,
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Harsi

Ansan

Sasrum

Lullubum

location conjectural - often m entioned together with
Kimas and Lullubum, and confused with the OldBabylonian Harsi; must have been located to the south of
Arrapha, close to the source of the Diyala, to the north of
Simurrum44.
location certain - a city (presently Tell-i-Malyan, to the
north of Persepolis) and land in Elam, in the present Fars
province, the name often used interchangeably to denote
the entire Elam - the so-called “M ountain Elam”45,
location certain — identified with the Old-Babylonian
Susarra (presently Tell Semsara) at the foot of the Zagros,
in the upper Little Zab, one o f the cities on the Hurrian
frontier46.
location conjectural - although the land itself is located,
with a large degree of certainty, in the north-central
ranges of the Zagros (between the upper Diyala and the
Sulaimanlya region), the exact location of the central city

Simurrum, O LZ 22 (1919), pp. 69-70; E. Weidner, Simurrum und Zab ban, AfO 15 (19451951), pp. 75-80; D .O . Edzard, G. Färber, RGTC 2, pp. 167-168; W.W. Hallo, Simurrum and
the Hurrian Frontier, RHA 36 (1978), pp. 71-83 (esp. pp. 72-73); Kh. Nashef, Die Orts- und
Gewässernamen der mittelbabylonischen und mittelassyrischen Zeit, RGTC 5, Wiesbaden 1982,
pp. 279-280 (Zabban); G. Roux, Mezopotamia, Warszawa 1999, p. 145 (vicinity of Altun
Köprü). Several studies on Sulgi and Amar-Suen’s war campaigns discussed the location of
Simurrum (see below).
44 A. Goetze, H ulibarofTuttul, JNES 12 (1953), p. 118, note 33; D .O. Edzard, G. Färber,
RGTC 2, pp. 74-75; T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 131-132. A possible identification
with Tuz Kurmatli - G. Roux, Mezopotamia, p. 145.
45 E. Reiner, The Location o f Ansan, RA 67 (1973), pp. 57-62; D .O. Edzard, G. Färber,
RGTC 2, pp. 9-11; T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 9-12, 14-15, 127-131 (esp. pp. 9,
15). O n the geography of Elam and Susiana, see the interesting and controversial article by
F. Vallat, La géographie de l ’Elam, pp. 11-21.
46 A. Goetze, H ulibarofTuttul, JNES 12 (1953), pp. 118-121; J. Laessôe, The Shemshâra
Tablets: A Preliminary Report, Copenhagen 1959, p. 70; D .O . Edzard —G. Färber, RGTC 2,
pp. 178-179; W.W. Hallo, RHA 36 (1978), p. 83; T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 23,
131-132; W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, p. 158.
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Urbilum

Kimas

Hurti

o f Lullubum is unknown (in the vicinity o f the present
Sarpol-i-Zohab)47.
location certain - the Assyrian Arbela (presently Irbil), at
the foot o f the Zagros, between the Great Zab and the
Little Zab48.
two locations possible: (1) one o f the cities and a land on
the Hurrian frontier, between the Jebel Ham rin range and
the Little Zab49 or slightly to the south-east; (2) a city and
land in the northern part o f Elam’s sphere o f influence, in
the western part o f the present Kermansah province, in the
vicinity of the towns o f Kermansah and Sahabad50.
location conjectural - often linked with Kimas (the
Hurrian frontier region at the foot of the central Zagros)
and, like it, variously located; probably in the vicinity of
the present Kirkuk51 or more to the south east, to the west
of Kermansah52.

The location o f the above cities and lands is not always certain,
but their list nevertheless clearly demonstrates the directions Sulgi’s
47 D .O. Edzard, G. Färber, RGTC 2, p. 112; T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 19-21
(esp. pp. 20-21); M. Roaf, Wielkie kidtury swiata. Mezopotamia , p. 97. For the overview of
earlier literature and discussions on Lullubum, see H. Klengel, Geschichte Syriens im 2. Jahr
tausend v.u.Z., T. 1, Berlin 1965, pp. 349-350. The direct geographic proximity o f Simurrum,
Lullubum and G utium corroborated by inscriptions o f King Erridu-pizir of Gutium , see
R- Kutcher, The Brockmon Tablets at the University o f Haifa: Royal Inscriptions, Haifa 1989, no.
BT 2+3; D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, no. E.2.2.1.1, E.2.2.1.2
48 D .O. Edzard, G. Färber, RGTC 2, pp. 217-218.
49 D .O. Edzard, G. Färber, RGTC 2, pp. 100-101; W.W. Hallo, RHA 36 (1978), p. 83;
W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, p. 158.
50 P. Steinkeller, O n the Identity o f the Toponym LU 2.S U .(A ), JA O S 108 (1988),
P- 201 (esp. n o te 31); T. Potts, M esopotamia a n d the East, p. 24 {ibid. discussion an d
m ore recent literature).
51 A. Goetze, JNES 12 (1953), p. 118; D .O. Edzard, G. Färber, RGTC 2, pp. 80-81.
52 P. Steinkeller, JA O S 108 (1 988), p. 201; T. Potts, M esopotamia a n d the East,
p. 24.
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expansions was taking - towards the Zagros M ountains and Elam. is Sulgi’s victory over King Tappa-Darah o f Simurrum, who was
Establishing a large permanent army was a crucial prelude to the wars captured57. It is, on the other hand, difficult to determine with any
of conquest, which finds its expression in the yearname o f the year precision which of the expeditions into those regions is described as one
S.20. However, before the war could start, the king had to secure into G utium , the land of the Gutians, in the royal hymn D 58.
the immediate rear o f the planned military front, and to that end he
However, as it was for the first time correctly observed by W.W. Hallo,
conquered Der. It was probably at that time that two key fortresses the dates o f royal expeditions seem to fall into three subsequent large
(Isim-Sulgi and Sulgi-Nanna)53 were constructed between the Diyala campaigns (illustrated as three sets of large parentheses on the graph
and Taban rivers. Thus, the king turned this land into not only a strong above), which he called the First Hurrian War (in the years S.24-27),
background for further expansion in the Zagros Mountains, but also, the Second Hurrian War (§.31-33), and the Third Hurrian War (§.42naturally perhaps, into one of the main bastions of the military zone 48)59. They evidence a widening range of penetration into the enemy
protecting the core regions o f the state54.
territories, finally encompassing the entire western Zagros region, from
The most effort was put into the subjugation of the mountain regions, the arc o f the Kercha River on the line of Kermansah to the Great Zab
located roughly eastwards from the middle section of the Tigris. There, and Lake Urmia in the north. In the final effect, the king most probably
his opponents were the valiant Hurrian, Lullubian and Gutian tribes. managed to more or less permanently extend his suzerainty to the small
It was most probably coalitions o f those tribes that Sulgi was repeatedly local states and tribes, although it required constant military presence
forced to fight in Simurrum (nine times, e.g. in the years S.25, S.26, in the region. This is corroborated by frequent remarks on slaves taken
S.32, S.44, §.45), Lullubum (nine times, e.g. in the years S.44, S.45), in war (nam-ra-ak) and loot, found in the administrative texts60, and
Karahar (four times, e.g. in the years S.24, S.31, S.33, S.45), Sasrum above all by the fact that tribute and taxes were received from those
(§.42), Harsi (§.27, §.48), Kimas (§.46, §.48), H urti (§.46, §.48) and regions.
The other key direction o f Sulgi’s armed thrust were Susiana and
Urbilum (§.45). §ulgi’s campaigns against Simurrum and its allies ir>
Elam. His father did manage to subjugate Susiana, yet the suzerainty
the Zagros M ountains are subject o f several monographic analyses.
O ne o f the better known episodes o f those campaigns, and one well constantly required either military demonstrations of U rs supremacy or
corroborated by the sources (e.g. the Old-Babylonian omen textsS(>)> diplomatic efforts. §ulgi successfully applied either, depending on the
circumstances, although in contrast to the Zagros region, he seems to
53 D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, p. 103.
54 T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 154-155.
55 I.J. G elb, H urrians a n d Subarians, S A O C 22, C h icago 1952; W .W . H allo, R H A
36 (1978 ), pp. 71 -8 3 ; T. Potts, Mesopotamia a n d the East, pp. 1 31-133 (chapter; The
H urrian Frontier)-, R .D . Biggs, Sulgi in S im urrum , [in:] Crossing Boundaries a n d L in k '
ing Horizons. Studies in H onor o f M ichael C. Astour on H is 8 0 th Birthday, (eds.)
G .D . Young, M .W . C havalas, R .E. Averbeck, B ethesda 1997, pp. 168-178; recently
D .R . Frayne, The Zagros Campaigns o f Sulgi a n d A m ar-Suena, [in;] N u z i a t SeventyFive, (ed.) D .I. O w en , G . W ilh elm , S C C N H 10, B ethesda 1999, pp. 141-201.
56 O n the omen texts, see A. Goetze, The Old Babylonian Omen Texts, YOS 10, New Haven
- London 1947; idem, Historical Allusions in Old Babylonian Omen Texts, JCS 1 (1947).
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PP- 259-260. A critique of the historical credibility of the omen texts (although not of the
Tappa-Darah episode), see J.S. Cooper, Apodotic Death and the Historicity o f "Historical" Omens
t>n:] Death in Mesopotamia, (ed.) B. Alster, Copenhagen 1980, pp. 99-105.
57 See the catalogue of earlier literature in D.R. Frayne, RIME 3/2, p. 105; for later studies
sec above, note 55.
58 J. Klein, Three Sulgi Hymns, pp. 58-60.
59 W.W. Hallo, RHA 36 (1978), pp. 71-83 (esp. the catalogue on p. 82).
60 O f the numerous texts, see ones quoted by e.g. D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 104-110, and
T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 156-158.
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have preferred diplomatic endeavours, obviously mindful o f the might
of his opponents and the greater distance that separated them from his
capital. Hence, as early as the year S. 18, Sulgi’s daughter Liwir-mittasu
through her marriage to the ruler o f Marhasi became queen of this
im portant state, located at the eastern frontier o f Elam, and a crucial
point on the trade routes to Meluhha. In the year S.30 another princess
o f Ur was married to the ensi of Ansan, one of Elam’s most im portant
centres. Just four years later (S.34), however, her father Sulgi did not
hesitate to commence an incursion on Ansan, which probably was not
diligent enough in fulfilling its vassal duties. The king’s third daughter
was married to Suddabani, the ruler of Pasime (Basime), another state
in Elam, on the northern shore of the Persian Gulf.61 King Sulgi himself
was, after all, married to a princess from Esnunna - the very active
Queen Sulgi-simtum62, which may be the additional reason for his
exceptional interest in the region of the Diyala and the unique position
o f Esnunna in the state’s organisational system.
The king’s martial achievements were cemented by the well-developed
system of military settlement (of eren2, the soldier-settlers)63 in the
regions of the kingdom’s defence zone (equal to the region paying the
gun2 ma-da tribute), which ranged from H uhunuri and Susiana to the
on the north.64 In this region, T. Maeda, supplementing the data given
by P. Steinkeller, quotes no less than eighty-five villages which confirm
the fact of being military settlements by paying the gun2 ma-da tribute
61 P. Steinkeller, ZA 72 (1982), s. 241.
62 O n Sulgi-simtum, see T. Gomi, Shulgi-simti and her Libation Place (ki-a-nag), “O rient’
12 (1976), pp. 1-14.
63 Extensive studies o n th e soldier-colonist-labourers e re n 2 w ere c o n d u c te d by
M . Sigrist: see M . Sigrist, E rin-un-il, RA 73 (1 9 7 9 ), pp. 101-120; RA 7 4 (1 980),
pp. 11-28; his catalogue o f m ilitary settlem en t p o in ts (e ren 2) in M . Sigrist, Drehern,
pp. 3 6 7 -3 7 0 .
64 A. G oetze, Sakkanakkus, pp. 1-9 (esp. list p. 4 -7 ); I.J. G elb, Prisoners o f War in
Early Mesopotamia, JN E S 3 2 (1 973), p. 85; P. M ichałow ski, Foreign Tribute to Sum er
during the Ur I I I Period, Z A 6 8 (1 9 7 8 ), pp. 34 -4 9 ; P. Steinkeller, The Core a n d the
Periphery, pp. 30-40; T. M aeda, The Defense Zone, s. 135-143.
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or sending details o f soldiers65. All those efforts proved effective enough
to secure for the Third Dynasty of Ur long years o f suzerainty over
Susiana and strong connections with Elam.
Towards other regions, Sulgi’s policy appears to have been more
defensive in character. N o information whatsoever is found regarding
more active endeavours, let alone military actions, undertaken towards
the north-west, in the direction o f the upper Euphrates. It is difficult
to ascertain the reason for this reluctance; perhaps the king wished to
avoid the always-possible dilemma o f having to fight on two fronts,
the Amorite (Martu) tribes were a too-strong, or, from the economic
point o f view, too-unattractive an enemy, or the land was not an equally
coveted economic and political gain. A combination o f all above reasons
may have come into play66; yet two telling facts seem to indicate the
true state o f affairs. Firstly, still during the kingdom’s heyday (S.3738), a clear signal o f defensive policy is visible in the construction of
a military defensive system on the northern borders of the state’s central
region, the so-called bad2 ma-da - the “O uter Country Wall67” or bad3
*gi-hur-sag-ga2 - “Up-Looking Wall” (literally ‘mountains’ eye’). It
most probably extended from the western bed of the Euphrates (known
as the Abgal canal) on the line of Bad-igihursanga, through Tigris to the

65 See list in the appendix toT . Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 165-171.
66 C ore studies on the relations o f th e U r III state w ith th e W est-Sem itic tribes
(A m orites) a n d Syria are G . B uccellati, T h eA m o riteso fth e U r I I I Period, N aples 1966;
P- M ichałow ski, The Royal Correspondence o f Ur, pp. 7 7 -1 3 2 (esp. C h a p te r 4: The Geo
graphical H orizon o f U r I I I Letters a n d the Problem o f M ardu, p p . 101-132); a n d re
cently D .I. O w en , Syrians in Sum erian Sources fro m the Ur I I I Period, [in:] N ew H ori
zons in the Study o f A n cien t Syria, (ed.) M . W . C havalas, J.L . H ayes, B iM es 2 5 , M alib u
!9 9 2 , pp. 107-183 (esp. pp. 109-114).
67 The term ma-da denotes ‘country’, ‘region’ or ‘territory’, but neither ‘homeland’ (ka
lam) nor ‘foreign’, ‘hostile’ or ‘m ountain country’ (kur). In this instance, in reference to the
defensive wall bad, ma-da, it denotes a territory included in the state, but outside the core
lands (i.e. Sumer and Akkad), located outside the wall - the ‘outer territory’, ‘periphery’; see the
historical linguistics study by H. Limet, Étude sémantique de ma.da, kur, kalam, RA 72 (1978),
PP- 1-11 (esp. pp. 2-6).
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Diyala on the line of Zimudar.68 As corroborated by its late appellation
bad2 mar-du2 mu-ri-iq ti-id-ni-im - “The Wall (against) the M artu
(called) It keeps Tidnum at a distance'’, after renovations conducted by
Su-Suen in the 4th year of his reign, it was supposed to protect the state’s
central region against the Amorites from the Tidnum tribes. This may
have been forced by the lack o f success in the first campaign against
them, the fact o f which is evidenced by references to royal soldier’s
supplies for a military expedition69 in contemporary economic texts.
The references dating from the period of the so-called Third Hurrian
War, after the campaign against Kimas and H urti w S.4670, mention
spoils and prisoners of war from the M artu tribes, which seems to attest
that the Hurrians were supported by the Amorites penetrating the
northern frontiers.
The other fact indicative o f the nature of the king’s actions towards
the north-west is that the cordial relations with Mari, the key city of
the central Euphrates, which had been initiated by Ur-Namma, were
reinforced by the marriage o f Sulgi himself, whose successive wife was
Taram-Uram, the daughter of Apil-kln of Mari and the future mother
of King Amar-Suen.71 It seems that due to its cooperation with Mari
- a city which in any case remained under an overwhelming political
and civilisational influence of Sumer - Ur achieved its aim concerning
this region: freedom in using the trade and communication route of
the Euphrates.

68 Building the wall is the main topic o f the royal “literary letters” exchanged between Śulgi
and his military governor (śagina) Puzur-Sulgi; see P. Michałowski, The Royal Correspondence of
Ur, letters no. 9-11, pp. 187-211.
69 TRO M 14, 10-13: mu aga3-us2 lugal-ka-se3, zi-ga, a2-bi2-li2-a, sa3 kaskal-la.
70 No less than ten texts from Puzriś-Dagan corroborate, for the years Ś.46-AS.1, spoils
won on the Martu: nam -ra-ak k u r mar-tu: MVN 15.201 (S.46); SRD 9 (S.46.xii); PDT
2.802 (Ś.47); Buccellati, Amorites 11 (Ś.47); JCS 22,57 (S.47.iii); O IP 115, 336 (S.47.v);
TRO M 1.53 (Ś.48); Buccellati, Amorites 12 (S.48.vii); O IP 115, 287 (Ś.48.vii); RA 62, 8, 11
(AS.l.i).
71 J. Boese, W. Sallaberger, Apil-kln, pp. 4-39.
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The long, forty-eight-year reign72 o f King Śulgi left the kingdom
enlarged threefold, strong, with fortified frontiers and an efficient
centralised administrative system, and above all, with an immense
mternational prestige and a large flock of vassal states - or countries
persuaded into being friendly - in its sphere of influence. That friendly
sphere extended round the entire south-eastern, eastern and northern
border o f the kingdom: from Marhaśi, through Anśan, H uhunuri,
Simaśki and Zabśali, to Simanum (i.e. the entire Zagros Mountains,
Kurdistan and part o f central Iran, from the Arabian Sea to Lake Urmia
in the north).
No less importantly, Sulgi left his state strong internally - a monarchy
with an ideology revolving round the figure o f the king, whose authority
^as further strengthened by his deification while alive (introduced ca.
20th year o f his reign)73. In this, the king undoubtedly followed the
example of the Akkadian Naram-Sin, whose decision to deify himself
'vas dictated by purely political reasons, as one o f the main moves to
structure and integrate a country which, after a period o f sweeping revolt,
be had only with the greatest of efforts managed to save from utter ruin.
The entire religious and ideological mechanism introduced by Śulgi,
together with the administrative/sacral apparatus organised around the
cult of his person, and later also his successors and their long-deceased
r°yal ancestors (hence an entire divine dynasty), served to strengthen
the position o f the king and to integrate the state. Temples o f the kinggod were built not only in the capitals, but also in the provincial cities
and even, as modest chapels, in villages and small settlements. Similarly
to the temples o f gods, they had their own priestly, administrative and
labour personnel, as well as their households74. The entire calendar of
72 Circumstances and precise dating o f Sulgi’s death, see P. Michałowski, The Death o f
Shulgi, OrNS 46 (1977), pp. 220-225; see also the more recent commentary, W. Sallaberger, Ur
Hl-Zeit, pp. 161-163.
73 Extensive literature on the topic is discussed in W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, pp. 152-156.
74 In th e discussion o f th e tem ples o f U r’s deified rulers, th e eco n o m ic aspect o f
’h eir o p eratio n was especially stressed in th e in terestin g article by H . L im et, Les tem -
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holy days, celebrations and daily sacrifices connected with the cult of
the monarch and his divine ancestors constituted an im portant part
of the official cult'5. The efficacy and importance of this system in the
ideology of Sumerian and Akkadian monarchy is amply evidenced by
the fact that it was continued not only throughout the reigns o f all
the remaining monarchs of the Third Dynasty of Ur, but also by their
directs successors, the Amorite First Dynasty of Isin.
Some scholars claim that, as a result of a palace conspiracy76, King
Sulgi was assassinated amid much violence (Queen Sulgi-simtum and
the kings another wife, Geme-Ninlili, also lost their lives). If this was
indeed so, in no way did these dramatic events reflect on the empire’s
international standing. The monarch fully deserved the proud style
“divine Sulgi, the mighty warrior, king of Ur, king of the four points
o f the world” (dsul-gi, nita kala-ga, lugal urim5ki-ma, lugal an-ubda lim m u2-ba), which he had adopted in his 26th year of reign and
in which the last element had replaced the earlier “king of Sumer and
Akkad” (lugal ki-en-gi ki-uri).77

1.3. Amar-Suen and Su-Suen - the period o f prosperity
Both sons and successors of the great conqueror: Amar-Suen
(2047-2039 BC) and his brother78 Su-Suen (2038-2030 BC) reigned
pies des rois sumériens divinisés, [in:] L e temple et le culte, C R R A I20, 3 - 7 Ju illet 1972
(Leiden 1972), L eiden 1975, pp. 80-94.
75 See the core study by W. Sallaberger, Der kultische ¡Calender, passim (esp. pp s. 70-72,
85-87, 105, 143-144, 150-152, 179-191, 230-231, 246, 252-253, 272-273, 287-288).
76 See P. Michatowski’s hypothesis, The Death ofShulgi, pp. 220-225 (ibid. E. Sollbergers
similar opinion). See communique on the events in W. Sallaberger, Ur Ill-Zeit, pp. 161-163.
77 See chronological table o f the Ur III monarchs’ styles in W. Sallaberger, Ur Ill-Zeit,
pp. 178-180.
„
,
78 T he sources give co n tra d icto ry d a ta o n Sulgi, A m ar-S uen a n d S ù-S uens fam ily
relationship, e.g. according to th e Sum erian K ing List Sü-Suen was n o t th e b rother,
b u t th e son o f A m ar-Suen. T his topic, however, is obviously o u tsid e the scope o f the

f°r a relatively short period o f nine years each79 and their political
achievements can in no way equal those of their mighty father. It is
possible, however, that the empire had by then already reached the
limits achievable in its era and in the given political geography, and
to Sulgi’s successors was left the challenge of protecting its borders.
^ so, nothing indicates their failure in their duty. Yearnames of both
rheir reigns imply that their wars were fought in faraway lands, in the
hitherto sphere o f influence, which seems only a natural reaction to
enemy attempts to change a satisfactory status quo. Yet administrative
documents demonstrate that payment o f tribute from the periphery
(gun2 ma-da)80 was regular, which permits to assume that in those
regions power was executed w ithout serious problems. Only a few
yearnames indicate that military expeditions were undertaken:

fenA mar-Suen: (consecutive years of reign)
2. mu ur-b^-lum1" ba-hul

The year Urbilum was destroyed.

6. mu sa-as-ru-umki a-ra2-2-kam The year Sasrum was destroyed
ba-hul
for a second time.

present text; for the su m m ary o f this discussion, see D . Frayne, R IM E 3 /2 , pp. 2 3 5 236, 242, 244, 2 6 7 -2 6 8 , esp. pp. 2 8 5 -2 8 6 . T he a u th o r leans tow ards th e thesis preSen ted by, am o n g others, B. L afo n t a n d E P o m p o n io , th a t A m ar-S uen was Su-Suens
fether. See B. L afont, D eux notes sur les regnes de Śu-Sin, RA 7 7 (1983), pp. 69 -7 1 ;
te^ n , L ’a venem ent de Śu-Sin, RA 88 (1 994), pp. 9 7 -1 1 9 ; F. P o m p o n io , Le sventure d i
Ą m ar-Suena, SE L 7 (1990), pp. 3-14.
n O n the disagreement of all available sources on the length o f each monarchs reign and
(^e possible co-regency in the years AS.6-9, see D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 235-236, 242-244,
2^5-286 {ibid. earlier literature); W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, pp. 165-168.
80 See e.g. P. Michałowski, Foreign Tribute, ZA 68 (1978), pp. 34-49; T. Maeda, The De
fense Zone, pp. 163-164 and appendix: pp. 165-171.
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7. mu damar-dsuen lugal-e b i tum -ra-bi -um k‘ ia3-ab-rukl mada ma-da-bi u3 hu-uh2-nu-rik‘
mu-hul

The year Amar-Suen, the king
destroyed Bitum-rabi’um, Iabru,
and their territories, together with
H uhnuri81

for Su-Suen (consecutive years of reign):
3. mu dsu-dsuen lugal uri^-m a- The year Su-Suen, king o f Ur,
ke4 si-m a-num ^ mu-hul
destroyed82 Simanum83.
4. mu dsu-dsuen lugal uri^-m a- The year Su-Suen, king o f Ur,
ke4 bad3 mar-du2 m u-ri-iq-ti-id- built84 the Amorite wall called “It
ni-im mu-du3
keeps Tidnum at a distance85”.
7. mu dsu-dsuen lugal uri^-m a- The year Su-Suen, king of Ur,
ke4 ma-da za-ab-sa-liki mu-hul destroyed86 the land of Zabsali.
Thus, in the 2nd and 6th years o f his reign Amar-Suen led campaigns
in the same Hurrian regions of the north-eastern Mesopotamia in
81 Huhunuri is located in the present Arrajan in Iran, 8 km north of Behbehan en route
from Chuzestan to Fars, see J. Duchene, La localisation de Huhnur, [in:] Fragmenta Historiae
Elamicae. Melanges offerts a M.J. Steve, (eds.) L. De Meyer, H. Gasche, F. Vallat, Paris 1986,
pp. 65-74.
82 O n the links of the Third Dynasty of Ur with the state of Simanum (sending Su-Suen’s
daugher, Kunsl-matum, as a daughter-in-law to the royal court in Simanum, still during the
reign of Sulgi) see RIME 3/2 pp. 287-290 and Michałowski, The Bride o f Simanum, JAOS
95(1975), pp. 716-719.
83 Simanum / Simanum, known as Asimanum in the Old-Akkadan period, was located
somewhere on the Upper Tigris and probably should be identified with the medieval Sinan on
the confluence of Batman River and Tigris (near the present Bismil in Turkey).
84 O n building the Muriq-Tidnim wall and the Amorite wars, see Michałowski,
Correspondence, pp. 20-23, 53-55, 225, 229; Ali, Sumerian Letters, pp. 92-98; RIME 3/2
pp. 290-292.
85 Tidnum was the name of one of the tribes o f (or lands conquered by) the Amorites.
86 O n the campaigns against Zabsali and Śimaśki, see inscriptions E 3/2.1.4.5 and
E 3/2.1.4.6.
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which Sulgi had fought before him, and those cannot be interpreted
otherwise as punitive expeditions designed to maintain suzerainty87.
Numerous prisoners and spoils from Urbilum i Sasrum are ample proof
of Amar-Suens martial success, yielded by administrative documents
from Puzris-Dagan88. In the case o f Sasrum, the yearname AS.6 suggests
that this was the king’s second expedition (a-ra2 2-kam) against this
minuscule state and all seems to indicate this is indeed true, since
several surviving texts dated to AS.4 mention either spoils from Sasrum
and the neighbouring Suruthum (Suruhtum, Sariphum, Saribhum)
or outright victory over those cities89. The concentration o f military
action in the territory between the Great and the Little Zab seems to
indicate that a Hurrian state later known as Arrapha was Amar-Suen’s
main opponent.
The events o f the year AS.7 seem to have been much more serious.
The royal expedition reached to Bltum-rabi’um, Jabru and the land of

8 D.R. Frayne, The Zagros Campaigns, pp. 171-182.
88 Only two texts mention spoils (nam-ra-ak) from the campaign against Urbilum: AUCT
2. 284 (AS.2.VII) and AUCT 1,28 (AS.3.V1I); many more various documents corroborate the
victory over Sasrum; see overview with literature and commentary in D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp.
238-239.
8" T D 2,6 and RA 10 (1913), pp. 219,25-26: u4 damar-dsuen-ke4 sa-as-ru-umki u} su-ruut-hu -uni1“ hul-a - “when Amar-Suen Sasrum and Suruthum conquered”; TCL 2:5545,4: sa3
tau-DU nam-ra-ak sa-as-ruki u3 su-ru-ut-hu-um1“ - “delivery of booty from Sasrum and
Suruthum”;YOS 4,6 and RA 15 (1918), 61-62 and RA 24 (1927), 44-45 and ASJ 7 (1985),
191-192 and Fales, Alfabeto 33 contain a note: nam-ra-ak a-ru-a dsara;! urusa-ri2-ip-hu-um■na1** - “booty (sacrificed to) god Sara from the city of Sariphum”. See also analysis o f eco
nomic documents concerning the prisoners, I.J. Gelb, Prisoners, pp. 70-98 (on prisoners taken
by Amar-Suen in this campaign, pp. 74-76). The city of Sariphum may certainly be identified
^ ith Suruhtum —see D .O. Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, p. 177; I.J. Gelb, Prisoners, p. 76. The
Vcrs'on on Amar-Suen’s victory over Sasrum in or before the year AS.4 is accepted by, among
others, D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 237-238; idem, The Zagros Campaigns, pp. 179-184.
Several texts corroborate the second campaign against Sasrum. According to Laessoe and
^allo, Sasrum is Semsara in the Great Zab region; hence Amar-Suen would have subdued the
hurrian Arrapha. This view is shared by, among others, D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 237-238
and idem, The Zagros Campaigns, pp. 179-184.
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H uhunuri. The location of the first two cities is unknown90, so H uhunuri
remains the key to locating the theatre of war —a place not accidentally
styled the gate to Elam”, or to Ansan (sag-kul - literally ‘bolt-lock’).
This land was situated between Susiana and the highland part o f Elam
proper, in the region of today’s Behbehan91, probably in the vicinity
of the present town of Arrajan, in the arc of the upper stretch of the
Jarrahi River, on the famous royal road which once linked Susa and
Persepolis. Obviously, Amar-Suen was quenching some disturbances
on the faraway south-eastern frontiers of his empire, the threat to
remove being probably Elam’s highland tribes. The wide range of the
operation - three cities with their lands (ma-da) - points to the conflict’s
considerable scale. Unfortunately, very few references to this campaign
have been found in the economic texts, and a record as fascinating
as the one informing that a feast for the veterans o f the H uhunuri
war was given on the “Hill of Seven Heroes”, is a rare find indeed.92
This is as much as can be gleaned from the yearnames. In the case
of Amar-Suen, they, and the data contained in economic documents,
are in fact the only sources of information on his foreign policy. The
few royal inscriptions are totally devoid of relevant information, and he
is the only monarch of the Third Dynasty of Ur of whom not a single
hymn has survived. W ith regard to those, his successor Su-Suen is in
90 For Bïtum-rabi’um, identified with Egula (whose rulers held the title of ensi2), there are
no location indicators; see D .O. Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, pp. 27, 44. Similarly Jabru, al
ways linked with Huhunuri - D .O . Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, pp. 83.
91 T he core stu d y o n th e location o f H u h u n u ri (H u h n u ri) o n th e basis o f M eso
po tam ian , E lam ite an d Persian sources, from w h ich th e iden tificatio n o f H u h u n u ri
w ith th e B ehbehan region is derived, is by J. D u ch en e, La localisation de H u h n u r,
pp. 6 5 -7 4 {ibid. extensive polem ic w ith earlier literatu re a n d o th e r a tte m p ts at id e n ti
fication). A t present, J. D u ch en e s thesis is generally accepted, see e.g. E Vallat, La
géographie de L’E lam , pp. 11-12; T. Potts, Mesopotamia a n d the East, pp. 16-17.
92 BIN 3.402 (AS.8.VI. 10), 1-3, 6: 1 udu niga, d u /u r-sa g -7 , uzu-bi qar-du lu2 hu-uh2nu-riki-ke4-ne ba-ab-guy, ..., sa3 a-sa3 damar-dsuen engar den-lil2-la2 - “one sheep fattened on
barley for the Hill-of-Seven-Heroes, its fresh flesh, the soldiers, the H uhunuri men, ate [...] on
the field ... Amar-Suen-god-Enlil’s-farmer”.
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a rnuch better position, since six o f his royal hymns93 and a number of
inscriptions mentioning his war campaigns have survived. Among the
latter are the “historical collections A and B”, called thus by their first
publisher M. Civil94.
All the questions connected with the death o f Amar-Suen95 and the
circumstances and exact date o f Sü-Suen’s accession (AS.9), including
Ąe probability of their co-regency throughout the last three years or
Sü-Suen’s earlier takeover o f actual power96, shall be om itted in the
present study. Even if those events were accompanied by upheavals at
the royal court and violent changes on the highest levels of provincial
administration97, they did not have any direct bearing on foreign policy
that could be demonstrated. From this point o f view, it seems more
pertinent to recollect that the prince who was to be the heir to the
throne (dum u lugal) had considerable experience in government and
firsthand knowledge o f military affairs, having held for a few years the
post o f the śagina (military governor) at the fortress o f D ürum in the
vicinity of U ruk98.
53 J. Klein, Three Śulgi Hymns, pp. 226-227 (bibliography and references).
94 M. Civil, Sü-Sins historical inscriptions: collection B, JCS 21 (1967), pp. 24-38 (publica
tion of collection B and description of collection A). Collection B: D .O. Edzard, Neue Inschriften zur Geschichte von Ur III unter Süsuen, AfO 19 (1959/1960), pp. 1-32; Â. W. Sjôberg, A
Commemorative Inscription o f King Süsin, JCS 24 (1972), pp. 70-73. The most recent and full
edition of not only those, but all inscriptions of Sü-Suen containing data on the kings wars,
vvith a full bibliography and commentary, D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, nos E 3/2.1.4.1, E 3/2.1.4.2,
E3/2.1.4.3, E 3/2.1.4.5, E3/2.1.4.6, E3/2.1.4.13, E3/2.1.4.17, pp. 295-312, 323-324, 327328.
95 E.g. according to the Old-Babylonian omen texts (prophecies), Amar-Suen died of some
contagious foot disease (probably of dermatological character); see A. Goetze, The Old Babylonian Omen Texts, text no. 25:32.
96 As assumed by, for instance, B. Lafont, L ’avènement de Su-Sîn, pp. 97-119.
97 K. M aekaw a, Confiscation o f Private Properties in the Ur I I I Period: A Study o f
é-dul-la a n d n ig -G A , ASJ 18 (1 9 9 6 ), pp. 123-130; Supplem ent 1, ASJ 19 (1 9 9 7 ), p.
^74 (the case o f a fam ily o f governors o f U m m a); M . Sigrist, Drehem, pp. 2 7 3 -2 7 4
(the case o f P uzriś-D agan).
98 R Michałowski, Dürum and Uruk during the Ur III Period, “Mesopotamia” 12 (1977),
Pp- 84-89.
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Judging by the yearnames, Su-Suen fought along the entire length of
the empire’s northern border. His opponents were certainly the Hurrians,
Amorites and north-Zagros highland peoples. The already-mentioned
Simanum (SS.3) and Zabsali (SS.7) were on the extremes, western and
eastern respectively, of the northern edge o f the Ur kingdom’s sphere of
influence. Simanum, identified with the later Sinan, was most probably
located close to the source of the Tigris, at its confluence with the
Batman tributary, slightly to the south-east o f Lake Van. Being close to
the crucial northern trade route, it was o f great strategic importance,
and still in the Byzantine period was, under the name o f Sinas,
a notable fortress o f the Amida region (presently Diyarbakir).99 Zabsali,
in turn, associated with the so-called SU (lu2 SU.A) peoples (that is, in
agreement with P. Steinkeller’s almost-generally accepted hypothesis100,
the state and dynasty of Simaski), is very variously located, depending
on the perception of Zabsali as, geographically, a part of Simaski
(P. Steinkeller) or as a state subjugated by the Simaski dynasty
(F. Vallat), as well as on the location o f Simaski itself01. According to
the version which is at present viewed as the most probable, Zabsali
was the most northerly point o f a large territory controlled by Simaski
and was situated in the northern range of the Zagros M ountains, to the
north-east o f Lake Urmia, in the land of M anna well-known from the
Neo-Assyrian period102.
99 Summary of source data on the location of Simanum, see D. Frayne, RIME 3/2,
pp. 288-290 (map on p. 289). Earlier attempts at location, see D .O . Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC
2, pp. 165-166.
100 P. Steinkeller, O n the Identity, pp. 197-202; idem , M ore on L U 2.S U .(A ) =
Sim aski, N A B U 1990/1, pp. 10-11. Earlier, th e land o f L U 2.S U was lin k ed w ith Suba rtu (S U .B IR J , see D .O . E dzard - G . Farber, R G T C 2, pp. 171-175 {ibid. earlier
literature).
,01 F. Vallat, L a géographie de ÏELam, pp. 11-13. For th e first m ore successful at
tem p ts at locating Sim aski, see M .W . Stolper, O n the D ynasty o f Sim aski a n d the Early
Sukkalm ahs, Z A 72 (1982), pp. 4 2 -6 7 (esp. pp. 4 5 -4 6 ); idem , Texts fr o m Tall-i M alyan, Vol. 1: E lam ite A dm inistrative Texts, P hiladelphia 1984, pp. 20.
102 Summary of the more recent research on the location o f Zabsali and Simaski, see
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As demonstrated by P. Michałowski103, the king’s campaign against
S'manum was provoked by upheavals at the local court, which since the
ast years o f Sulgi’s reign was the home of Su-Suen’s daughter Kunsil^atum, living there as the ‘bride’ or ‘daughter-in-law’ (e2-gi4-a). It is
lrUpossible to determine the extent to which the argument over the
Princess’s hand (Puśam, who ruled Simanum at the time, had two sons:
c e elder Arib-atal and the younger Iphuh) had led to the conspiracy
^>d outbreak o f revolt, in the aftermath of which Pusarn lost his throne.
11us, although Su-Suen’s intervention may have had dynastic reasons
and a legitimate purpose (as his daughter had been driven from her
ouse)104, its main aim was certainly to maintain Ur’s influence over
J is important Hurrian centre, the key to the entire region o f upper
xgris. According to the royal inscription describing the campaign
a§ainst Simanum, the city had stood at the head o f a revolt o f the small
° cal states and tribes (ma-da ma-da-bi), among which, apart from
S'nianum itself, H abura was the most im portant105. The situation was
lr>deed threatening, as the rebels received support from the Amorite
tr'bes ofT idnum (ti-id -nu -u m ki) and Jamadium (ia}-a-m a-di3-um ki).
the end, however, Su-Suen’s enemies were annihilated, enormous
sPoils were taken to the greater glory o f Enlil and N inlil106, the king
restored the peace in the entire region, compelled Simanum and Habura
to obey him, and, no less importantly, reinstalled Princess Kunsi'■ Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 27-34 (ibid. complete literature); earlier findings, see
D ° - Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, pp. 242-243.
P. Michałowski, The Bride o f Simanum, pp. 716-719.
'M RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.1: III 35-36, IV 8’-10’: [dumu-munus]-a-ni, e2 [ki-tus-a-ni]-ta,
Sa8j [>m-ta]-es-(am ) - “the king’s daughter from her house drove”. Variant with an enclitic
CoPula am3 in col. IV.
105 RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.1: III 30-34, IV 4 ’-7’: si-ma-num2ki, ha-bu-raki, u3 ma-da malugal-da gu2-erim2-gal2 ba-an-da-ab-gal2 - “Simanum, Habura and countries (nearby)
*8a'nst the king with enmity advanced”. Habura was probably located on the west bank o f the
l8ris, opposite its confluence with the H abur tributary; see ibid. pp. 288-289.
106 O n the spoils and prosoners taken during Śu-Suens campaign against Simanum, see
Gelb, Prisoners, pp. 76-77 (analysis o f economic texts).
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m atum at her house107. Many economic texts corroborate, one way or
another, the victorious Simanum campaign, to the list of vanquished
foes adding Niniveh and the city ofTalmus located probably slightly to
the north108. Su-Suen’s diplomatic efforts in this region are corroborated
by the origin of his second wife (lukur) Ti’amat-basti, who might have
been the sister ofTis-atal of Niniveh109.
The remark on the participation o f the Amorite tribes of Tidnum
and Jamadium in this conflict is worthy o f attention. In the opinion
o f I.J. Gelb110 (accepted by D.R. Frayne), the latter may be identified
with Jamhad, which later held dominion over Syria, and the presence
o f both Amorite tribes among Simanum’s allies gives substance to the
hypothesis that the king undertook an expedition, not evidenced in
the yearnames, against the Amorites o f north-western Mesopotamia
and Syria. It would have reached such countries as Mahazum, Ebla,
Mari, Tuttul and Urkis, Mukis and Abarnum. It seems, however, that
a political spectrum as broad as is outlined in the inscription is more
suited to the military activities o f the Akkadian monarchs (Sargon the
Great or Naram-Sin), and it is difficult to decisively ascribe this heavily
damaged inscription to Su-Suen111.

107 RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.1: IV 26-33: dumu-munus-a-ni, e2 ki-tus-a-ni-a, im-ma-si-ingi4, si-m a-num “, ha-bu-raki, u3 ma-da ma-da-bi, nam-ir3(?)-da-ni-se3, sag-se3 mu-ni-rig,
- literally “his daughter to her house returned, of Simanum, Habura and the countries (near
by), to obedience their heads (compelled)”.
108 See examples listed by D. Frayne - RIME 3/2, p. 288.
ura q Wilck£j /{ [\[0te on Ti’amat-basti and the Goddess Sa(w)us(k)a o f Niniveh, DV 5
(1988), pp. 21-26, 225-227; idem, Ti’a mat-basti, NABU 4 (1990), note 36; see also D. Collon,
The Life and Times o f Tehes-atal, RA 84 (1990), pp. 129-136; R. W hiting, Tis-atal o f Niniveh
and Babati, Uncle o f Su-Sin, JCS 28 (1976), pp. 173-182.
110 I.J. Gelb, Computer-aided Analysis o f Amorite, AS 21, Chicago 1980, pp. 24, 607;
D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 290, 300-301 (ibid. more recent literature).
111 It seems that rather its earlier ascription to Naram-Sin o f Akkad ought to remain valid,
see D. Frayne, Sargonic and Gutian Period (2334-2113 BC), RIME 2, Toronto —Buffalo - Lon
don 1993, E 2.1.4.1004, pp. 162-163.

Su-Suen’s second large-scale military campaign was the expedition
against Zabsali in the 7th year of his reign. It is well known due to the socalled “collection A” of his royal inscriptions, described as inscriptions
horn the statues of the monarch112. Assuming those sources are creditable,
entire eastern and north-eastern frontier was burning, and the king’s
opponents formed a powerful coalition with Simaski and large states of
absali at its head, reaching from the lands of Ansan (Elam) to the
pper Sea (here certainly the Caspian Sea)1,3. The inscriptions, although
^eriously damaged, enumerate many of the hostile states, which have
^warmed like locusts”: Nibulmat, Sigris, Alumidatum, Garta, Azahar,
ulrna, Nususmar, Nusgalenum, Zizirtum, Arahir, Satilu, Tirm i’um
probably many others beside them 114. Su-Suen apparently defeated
ls foes in a decisive battle and captured their leaders (en-en), among
which were the grand princes of the Zabsali states (ensi2-gal-gal, ma-da^ a-d a za-ab-sa-li^) and many other princes of numerous cities (ensi2ensi2 u ru ^ -u rn 1*1)115. All of them, to the greater glory of Enlil and Ninlil,
led in trium ph into Nippur. The following passage, unfortunately
rTlUch damaged, describes the spoils o f war. Data gleaned from both
'Ascriptions is corroborated by the colophons which give information
0r*the images of the captured rulers, among whom were Ziringu ensi2
^ a -d a Zabsali, Indasu ensi2 Zabsali, Titi ensi2 Nususmar, Samri ensi2
[QN], Nu[x]li ensi2 Almidatum, Bunirni ensi2 Sigris, Barihiza ensi2
^ a h ir, W aburtum ensi2 Lullubum, Nenibzu ensi2 Zizirtum, Tirubi’u
e«si2 Nusganelum, [X]amti ensi2 Garta and D ungat ensi2 N ibulm at116.
12 The most recent full edition, see D. Frayne, RIME 3/2 nos E3/2.1.4.3, E 3/2.1.4.4,
Pp- 301-308 (inscription from Statue 1); and E3/2.1.4.5 and E3/2.1.4.6, pp. 309-313 (inscript'° n from Statue 2).
" 3 RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.3: II 15-20: simaski (LU2.SU)ki, ma-da-ma-da, za-ab-sa-liki, za3
an-sa-anki-ta, a-ab-ba IGI.NIM-ma-se3, buru5-gin7 zi-ga-bi - literally “Simaski (and) Zabsali
^°untries, from the border of Ansan to the Upper Sea, as locusts creeped out”. Por. E 3/2.1.4.4:
112P-23’.
114 RIME 3/2, E3/2.1.4.3: II 21-33; cf. E3/2.1.4.5: Ex.2, 11-20 + E x.l, VIII 16-28.
" 5 RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.3: 22-29.
116 RIME 3/2, E 3/2.1.4.5: colophons.
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Economic documents contain much information on the spoils from
Simaski and Zabsali, as well as exacted tributes, most often paid in
livestock.
A good corroboration o f Su-Suen’s political achievements and the
range o f his titular suzerainty is found in the foundation inscription
of his temple in Girsu, which was dedicated to him by such dignitaries
as sukkal-mah Ir-Nanna, sagina o f Usar-Garsana, sagina o f Basime
(Pasime), ensi2 o f Sabum and the land o f Gutebum , sagina of DimatEnlil, ensi2 o f Al-Su-Suen, sagina o f Urbilum, ensi2 o f Hamazi and
Karahar, sagina o f Simaski and the land o f Karda. The presence of
dignitaries coming from distant reaches o f Ur’s sphere o f influence,
including those which had recently rebelled (Basime, Sabum, Urbilum,
Simaski), eloquently indicates that his possessions had remained
undiminished.
Su-Suen’s political passivity, and perhaps even an increasingly
defensive stance towards the Amorite threat from the north-west, remain
in stark contrast to the military successes and constant capability for
offensive action in the north and east. It would be difficult to perceive
the extension o f the defensive system, finished in the 4th year o f Su-Suen’s reign and known as the “Wall (against) the M artu”, as merely
a continuation of Sulgi’s policy. Considering the steadily increasing
Amorite infiltration, no longer o f only the periphery (the “outer” lands
in relation to the wall), but also the core territories o f Sumer and Akkad
- evidenced by the growing number o f West-Semitic names among
state officials, even high-ranking ones - the extension of the wall is
a clear sign o f a growing fear of the dangerous Amorite thrust into the
kingdom o f Ur. Soon, at the beginning o f the next monarch’s reign,
these fears would come true, and the Amorite menace would mercilessly
reveal the long-concealed internal weakness o f the state.
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1*4. Ibbi-Suen - the period o f d eclin e117
At the beginning of Ibbl-Suen’s reign (2029-2005 BC) nothing at
all indicated how close the state was to collapse. The ritual celebrations
°f his father’s death and his own coronation were observed, with great
display of lavishness, in all three chief centres of the state cult (temple of
Enlil at Nippur, temple of Inanna at U ruk and temple of N anna at U r)"8,
hut in spite of this, the new monarch began his rule - quite in keeping
1,7 T he reign o f th e last m o n arch o f th e T h ird D y n asty o f U r a n d th e fall o f th e
j^npire have been described n o t o n ly in extensive chapters in th e m ore general studies,
L
Ut also in several interesting m onographs. T he m o st im p o rta n t o f those, in th e
chronological order, are: E. Sollberger, Remarks on Ibbisin’s Reign, JC S 7 (1953),
PP- 48-50; T h. Jacobsen, The Reign o f Ibbi-Suen, JC S 7 (1 9 5 3 ), pp. 3 6 -4 7 ; T h. Jacob*en> O n the Textile Industry a t Ur under Ibbi-Sin, [in:] Studia Jo anni Pedersen dedicata,
^ a u n ia e 1953, pp. 172-187; C . W ilcke, D rei Phasen, pp. 54-69; E. Sollberger, Ibbiuen, R1A V / 1-2, Berlin - N ew York 1976, pp. 1-8; J. van D ijk , Isb i’erra, K indattu,
hornrne d ’E lam, et la chute de la ville d ’Ur, JC S 30 (1 9 7 8 ), pp. 189-208; T. G o m i, On
airy Productivity a t Ur in the Late Ur I I I Period, JE S H O 23 (1 9 8 0 ), pp. 1 -4 2 ;T . G oO n the C ritical Economic S ituation a t U r Early in the Reign o f Ibbisin, JC S 3 6
” 984), pp. 2 1 1 -2 4 2 ; M . Sigrist, Le d e u ilp o u r Sii-Sin, pp. 4 9 9 -5 0 5 ; B. L afont, La
°hute des rois d 'U r et la fi n des archives dans les grand centres adm inistratifi de leur em Pi**, RA 89 (1995), pp. 3 -1 3 ; see also D .O . E dzard, Geschichte Mesopotamiens,
PP- 106-109.
118 M any econom ic texts co rro b o rate th a t th e c o ro n atio n o f th e k in g was repeated
lf! all three centres (5-day celebrations a t N ip p u r, th e n 6 -d ay ones a t U ru k a n d 16-day
° nes at U r) a n d the solem n progresses o f th e a n o in te d m o n arch betw een th e capitals.
^•8- th e sacrifices at Ur, on occasion o f th e c o ro n atio n only, offered at nightfall (a28*6'ba-a) an d daybreak (a2-u4-te-n a), see U D T 100 (SS.9.xi): 18-19: sa3 u rim 5k'-ma,
d'-b i2-dsuen a g a . su ba-an-ti-a; JC S 10, 2 8 -4 (SS.9.ix): 4-5: a2-g if-ba-a, u 4 i-b i2Suen aga3 su ba-an-ti-a; sacrifices at N ip p u r a n d U ru k , an d d u rin g th e cerem onial
progress betw een the tw o cities for th e co ro n atio n : JC S 7, p. 4 8 (SS.9.ix): 18-21: a2U4~te-na, lugal ku 4-ra, lugal n ib ru k'-ta u n u g kl-se3 d u -n i, u 4 <li-b i2-dsuen aga3 su baat1-ti-a. See the analysis o f an d co m m e n ta ry to d o cu m en ts p ertain in g to th e co ro n a
tion cerem onies: E. Sollberger, Remarks on Ibbisins Reign, pp. 4 8 -5 0 ; T h. Jacobsen,
Retgn 0f Ibbi-Suen, pp. 36; E. Sollberger, Ibbi-Suen, pp. 2; M . Sigrist, Le d euil
p0*r Sit-Sin, pp. 4 9 9 -5 0 5 ; W u Y uong, Ib bi-Sin became kin g before the fifth m onth o f
w-Sz'h 9 possibly a t the beginning o fS u -S in 9, N A B U 1 9 9 6 /4 , no. 9 9 (112); W . Sallaerger, D er kultische Kalender, pp. 112-113.
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with the Ur dynasty’s usual practice - from the general cleansing in the
central and provincial administration. Numerous cases of confiscation
of private properties (e2-du6-la) in the years SS.9 - IS .l are known
mostly from the capitals (Ur and Nippur), but the reorganisation at
Umma is probably not unconnected."9
It is impossible to resist an impression that in the case o f Ibbl-Suen,
the yearnames do not present a satisfactory picture of the king’s activity
on the international arena —unless their very silence is in itself quite
telling. They were, after all, meant to extol the monarch’s victories anil
conquests, definitely not the recurrent defeats. It seems that, since
the king would certainly not have overlooked any occasion to spread
the positive message, the following events were the only ones worth
mentioning:
3. mu di-bi2 -dsuen lugal u ri^ - The year Ibbi-Suen, king o f Ur,
ina-ke si-mu-ru-umki mu- destroyed Simurrum
hul
5. mu tu-ki-in-PA-mi-ig-ri-sa The year the governor o f Zabsali
dumu-munus lugal ensi2 za- married Tukln-hatti-migrlsa,the
ab-sa-liki-ke/i ba-an-tuk
daughter o f the king
6. mu di- b i - dsuen lugal uri5ki- The year Ibbl-Suen, king o f Ur,
ma-ke4 nibruu uri^-m a bad3 built the great walls of Nippur
gal-bi mu-duj
and Ur
9. mu di-bi2- dsuen lugal u ri^ ma-ke4 hu-uh2-nu-riki sag-kul
ma-daan-sa-anki-se3a2-dugud
ba-si-in-gin [,..]-ra giny a2
mah si3-bi sa bi-in-gar

The year Ibbl-Suen, king o f Ur,
marched with heavy forces against
H uhnuri, the open m outh of
the land of Ansan, and like a ...
his might [having surrounded it,
caught it in (his) net]

119 K. M aekaw a, Confiscation o f Private Properties, pp. 1 34-145; S u p p lem en t 1>
ASJ 19 (1997), p. 275.
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14. mu d\-b i- dsuen lugal uri5klma-ke, susinki a-dam-dunki
ma-da a-wa-ank'-ka u4-gin7
S lD b i2-in-gi7 u4-l-a mu-unGAM u3en-bi LU2x<KAR>-a
mi-ni-in-dab5-ba-a

The year Ibbl-Suen, king o f Ur,
roared like a storm against Susa,
A dam dun120, (and) the land of
Awan121; made them submit
in a single day; and took their
lord(s)as bound captive(s)

17. mu di-bi 2- isuen lugal uri5klma-ra mar-tu a2-IM -ulu3
ul-ta uruki nu-zu gu2 im-mana-na-ga2-ar

The year the Amorites o f the
southern border, who from
ancient times have known no
cities, submitted to Ibbl-Suen,
king o f Ur

20. mu di - b i - Asuen lugal uri^ - The year Ibbl-Suen, king o f Ur
ma den-lil -le me-lam2-a-ni — the god Enlil made his fearful
kur-kur-ra b i-in
-d u l,4
radiance cover the lands
2
^2. mu Ji-b i- dsuen lugal uri5ki- The year Ibbl-Suen, king of
ma-ke4 a-ma-ru ni3-dun- Ur, held firm the cities o f Ur
ga
dingir-re-ne-ke4 za3 and URUxUD which had been
an-ki im-suh3-suh3-a u ri^ devastated by the ‘flood’ which has
URUxUDki tab-ba bi2-in- been commanded by the godsand
which shook the whole word
ge-en
23. mu Ji- b i - &suen lugal uri5ki- The year in which the people (of
nia-ra
ugu2(A.KA)ku-bi its country) brought a ‘stupid
monkey”’122 to Ibbl-Suen, king o f
dugud kur-bi mu-na-e-ra
Ur

P
° Location unknown. According to F. Vallat, one o f Gudeas foundation inscriptions,
0|Un<^ ‘n the vicinity o f the present Sustar, tells of the construction of a temple in Adamdun,
lcn may indicate the city was situated in this region, i.e. ca 60 km. S-E o f Susa.
Name better known from the Old-Akkadian period (the Rimusa inscription), denoting
Clty close east o f Susa and the Qablitum River (today probably the Diz).
(see
ugu2k”-bi - ' ape” - the name, used also in the literary letter o f Puzur-Sulgi to Ibbi-Suen
C< S. Dunham, The Monkey in the Middle, ZA 75 (1985), p. 242), is probably an ironic allu-
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It is fortunate the yearnames do not constitute the sole source on
Ibbi-Suen’s reign. Considering the almost-total absence o f data from
royal inscriptions, the course of events can be roughly sketched only
by correlating information gleaned from yearnames with the “literary
letters”, which are exceptionally useful in this case.
They inform that the key to the seemingly sudden fall of the kingdom
is the question of the Amorites, or, more aptly perhaps, the “Amorite
factor”123. Those numerous and valiant West-Semitic tribes, nomadic
or semi-nomadic, originating probably in the region o f the Jebel Bisri
mountains (Sum. Mar-tu, Mar-du), had been appearing in north
western Mesopotamia since the times of Naram-Sin, in ever greater
numbers, steadily pushing towards the south. It ought to be recalled
that even in the period o f its greatest might, the kingdom o f Ur’s policy
against the Amorites was practically never offensive, nor even directed
towards the region o f their domination, that is towards the north-west.
Economic and military activity o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur was, due
largely to a tradition dating as far back as the Old-Sumerian period,
generally directed east, towards either the lands of Elam or the Zagros
Mountains; yet it would be difficult to assume that Sulgi, for instance,
would not have noticed any benefits in an expansion directed up the
Euphrates. Considering the additional fact, evident already by S.37,
that the kingdom separated itself from its Amorite neighbours with
a line of fortifications on the very frontier o f Sumer and Akkad core
lands, and that in the north-western reaches of Mesopotamia, which

sion to the enemy forces. The “mountain land” (kur) is probably a reference to Elam and its
Zagros allies. The entire phrase seems to allude to an Elamite attack. A. Sjoberg refers the insult'
ing epithet to Isbi-Erra, another enemy of the king of Ur; see A. Sjoberg, The Ape from the
Mountain who Became King o f Isin, [in:] The Tablet and the and Scroll. Near Eastern Studies if
Honor o f William W. Hallo, (eds.) M.E. Cohen - D.C. Snell - D.B. Weisberg, Bethesda 1993.
pp. 211-230.
123 P. Michałowski, The Royal Correspondence o f Ur, chapter 4: The Geographical Horizon of
the Ur Letters and the Problem o f the Mardu, pp. 101-132; other studies on Amorites in the
II Period, see note 191 above.

11 held under its own domination, it implemented a policy of, at best,
diplomatic restraint and alliances cemented with marriages o f its
daughters to the local royal houses, the picture that emerges is clearly
°ne of policy dictated by a realistic assessment o f the situation and
c°nsciously limited to typically defensive actions. It is noteworthy that
there was never any attempt to include any state along the Euphrates,
eyen the friendly Mari, into the ma-da sphere, or even the system of
yassal states, so much so that the kingdom, cushioned from the east by
^ o large buffer zones, in this region, slightly north o f Sippar, had an
Unprotected frontier running between the very core o f the state (Sumer
aud Akkad) and the lands beyond its control; hence the need for and
die importance of the “Wall (against) the M artu”.
This state o f affairs must have grown more acute during the reign
Su-Suen, who was forced to concentrate all his attention on the
Ptotection o f the kingdom’s “vital interest zone” —the ma-da lands and
dieir strategic rear, the vassal states of the entire Zagros region, Susiana
ar>d Elam, which were increasingly threatened by the growing power
° f the Iranian Simaski. That is demonstrated by the growing range o f
’he king’s successive campaigns; it is worth to recall that it was precisely
during his northern campaigns that the Amorite peoples o f Tidnum
and Jamadium, in alliance with the Hurrians and the mountain peoples,
f°r the first time constituted such an intense threat. This may indicate
d>eir advancing thrust towards the east, along the route skirting the
Sumerian fortifications from the north.
Another characteristic aspect o f the “Amorite factor is the question
°f their presence in the Third Dynasty’s kingdom itself and role they at
diat time were already playing there. Regardless of the growing threat
fr°m the large and hostile tribal confederations such as Tidnum or
Jarnadium, throughout the entire twenty-first century BC smaller or
tatger groups of Amorites (tribes or single clans) arrived, usually in peace,
'nto the lands o f the periphery (ma-da) or even settled in Sumer and
^^kkad itself. The authorities attempted to deal with this dynamic influx,
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or even turn it to advantage, in various ways: by allocating benefices of
royal land to the newcomers, employing them as shepherds or other
labourers, and finally adm itting an ever-growing group o f immigrants
into the ranks of clerical cadres. It appears that this peaceful process,
although it increased the Semitic-language element o f the population
o f a state already peopled by two ethnic groups (mainly Sumerians and
the Semitic Akkadians), was not perceived as a threat - and in fact it
did not constitute one, save for one aspect o f the entire movement.
It appears that the factor which proved detrimental to the future
run of events was the curious process o f “Amoritisation” o f the
kingdom’s entire military sector. O ne way of dealing with the rapid
influx of immigrants, and a frequently applied m ethod o f assimilation,
was a wholesale conscription to the royal army, often o f entire clans,
who continued to serve under their original chieftains, but to the
greater glory o f the king of Ur - and often fighting their own kinConsequently, the largest number of Amorites is found among officers
o f various levels, and it was due to their military service and position
in the army that Amorites reached the highest ranks o f administrative
officialdom, including those of province governor (ensi2) or military
governor (sagina). As this state of affairs became more pronounced, an
extremely delicate situation evolved, where not only the defence o f the
kingdom, but also its internal cohesion would depend on the loyalty of
new citizens, who often were not yet fully assimilated. It seems that the
kingdom of Ur faced the same challenge as the Imperium Romanum
after the late fourth century: the state was to be protected from the
barbarian hordes by soldiers and armed frontier settlers to whom the
invaders were basically kinsmen.
The escalating “Amorite factor”, although it destabilised the i n t e r n a l
balance and created a serious external threat, is not the overall explanation
for the crisis. It does not explain, for instance, how the system, which
was fragile and potentially dangerous but had functioned fairly well
for quite a time, could disintegrate so rapidly and violently. It s e e m s
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'hat still too few sources are available to pinpoint the exact reasons for
sudden collapse o f the international prestige of the king, his army
and the whole state —the collapse which lay at the root o f the internal
breakdown o f the hitherto effective centralised mechanism.
It is hard to tell to what extent the first indications of crisis, which
appeared at the very beginning of Ibbl-Suen’s reign, were the result of
'Eternal disintegration or of external pressure from hostile neighbours.
Certainly the Amorites’ crossing the Tigris and invading the Diyala
region was the direct cause o f the loss o f Esnunna —the head city o f the
region and the key point of the buffer zone in the north east. Already in
^027 BC (IS.3) Su-illja124, who most probably was the son o f Iturija125,
c^e last official governor (ensi2) appointed by the Third Dynasty o f Ur,
Proclaimed himself an independent monarch and adopted the proud
style of “the son (favourite) of god Tispak, the mighty king, king of the
^ a ru m land, king of the four points o f the world” - dumu (na-ra-am )
tispak, lugal da-num 2, lugal m a-at u>a-ri-im, lugal ki-ib-ra-tim, ar^a -w».126 At this point economic documents dated with Ibbl-Suen’s
yearnames ceased to appear in Esnunna.
The loss o f Esnunna meant the collapse of the whole system
defence in the strategic region o f the Diyala. A wave o f invaders
'fistantly broke into Sumer and Akkad and soon other governors or
military commanders of local garrisons (sagina), often men o f Amorite
f r a c tio n , began to rebel against authority, either of their own initiative
0r under threat of the invading nomads. Two years later, in 2025 BC
124 This name, spelt AN,su -i-li2-a, is read in two ways, depending on the perception o f the
euneiform sign AN as a predeterminative before the name o f the deified king: Jsu-i3-li2-a (Suor a word element o f the name (DINGIR = Akkad, ilu — god in Nom. or ili in Gen.).
D ,NGIR-5u-i3-li2-a (Ilusu-illja or Ilisu-ilija). The reading adopted by D. Frayne, RIME 3/2,
PP- 433-437, was chosen here.
125 A dedication seal is known, devoted to Ibbi-Suen by a certain Su-illja, a scribe, son o f
'jurija the ensi of Esnunna:
EN.ZU, [lu]gal kala-ga, lugal uri^-ma, lugal an-ub-da
*'n>«nn2-b a /‘,/»-»J-/»2-a,dub-[»ar], dumu j-i«-/W-'»/,ensi2,ir11-zu(RIM E3/2,E3/2.1.5.2002).
^ ° s t probably he and the future king of Esnunna are the same person.
126 E.g. RIME 3/2, E3/2.3.1.2002 and E 3/2.3.1.2003.
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(IS.5), the Amorite leader Naplanum took over power in Larsa - a city
in close proximity to Ur, the capital.
The most telling example of the state’s disastrous condition is
the exceedingly rapid progress o f disintegration of the provincial
administration structures, not only in the more distant regions, but in
the very heart of the state. This disintegration is clearly demonstrated by
the way certain provincial archives suddenly “fall silent”, either ceasing
to exist altogether or offering sporadic texts and discontinuing the IbbiSuen yearname dating. It is a clear proof o f that the clerkly structure
linked to the kingdom o f Ur had collapsed. This process can be dated
precisely enough, in the years o f Ibbl-Suen’s reign, at the following
centres127:
15.2
Puzris-Dagàn, Isân-Mizyad
15.3
Uruk, Esnunna, Susa
15.4
Umma
IS. 5
Girsu-Lagas
IS.8
N ippur
Moreover, this disintegration caused a truly dramatic situation to
emerge in Ur itself, where it became a permanent and serious problem
to provide necessary supplies o f foodstuffs, fodder and raw materialsAfter the loss o f such provinces as Girsu-Lagas or Umma, the capital,
which had never been self-sufficient, was deprived of regular, or indeed
o f any provisions (grain especially) and faced disastrous famine. The
local production of foodstuffs was able to fill the need only to a minimal
degree and in a short period128. Economic documents from Ur dating
from the period of Ibbi-Suen’s reign (especially from the years IS. 15
IS.17) prove beyond any doubt that prices o f basic foodstuffs soare

127 See the fund am en tal stu d y by B. L afont, La chute des rois d Ur, pp. 3 -1 3 ; ear
lier e.g. Th. Jacobsen, The Reign oflb b i-S u en , p. 38; recent findings, W . Sallaberger, '
III-Z e it, pp. 174-176.
128 See the study on this topic: T. Gomi, On Dairy Productivity, pp. 1-42.

dramatically (e.g. prices of grain increased first by a factor o f ten, and
then by a factor of forty)129.
In this situation, the highest-priority goal o f the state was to
obtain a stockpile o f grain, or even better to hold at least one line of
c°mmunication open to guarantee steady flow of such supplies for
which there was still gold in the royal treasury. At this very moment
Isbl-Erra130, hailing, according to tradition, from Mari, enters the
arena: the man who was destined to push the Third Dynasty’s state
0yer the brink. Three stages o f the fall o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur state
were distinguished by C. W ilcke131 precisely in connection with mutual
Nations between Ibbl-Suen and Isbl-Erra, on the basis of the alreadymentioned “literary” correspondence between them 132 and between
£he king and Puzur-Sulgi (Puzur-Numusda), the then-loyal ensi of
^azallum133. At the first stage, c. 2021 BC (IS.9)134 Isbl-Erra, then
a governor o f Isin, was entrusted with the vital mission o f purchasing
^arge supplies of grain for the starving capital, for the enormous sum
°f 20 talents o f silver. He did buy 72.000 gur o f grain (= c. 21.600.000
^res), but citing the danger o f Amorite plunderers, he stored it in the
granaries in Isin, promising to deliver it by water down the Euphrates as
s°on as the king sent him the ships. This was no more than an attempt

IM T. Gomi, On the Critical Economic Situation, pp. 211-212.
130 G enerally on Isbl-E rras career, see D .O . E dzard, Bbi-Erra, RIA 5, B erlin - N ew
0fk 1976, pp. 174-175; Â. Sjöberg, The A pe fr o m the M o u n ta in , pp. 2 1 1 -2 3 0 .
1,1 C . W ilcke, D rei Phasen, pp. 54-69 + tables (esp. pp. 54-67).
132 Two letters exchanged between Ibbl-Suen and Isbl-Erra have survived in several Oldylonian copies; see P. Michałowski, The Royal Correspondence o f Ur, no 19 (Isbl-Erra to
^oi-Suen), pp. 243-249 (text and translation); no 20, p. 252 (Ibbi-Suen to Iśbl-Erra), see.
• Wilcke, Drei Phasen, p. 55 (translation) and P. van der Meer, The Chronology o f Western Asia
and Egypt, Leiden 1955, p. 45 (text).
33 Also two letters in Old-Babylonian copies; see P. Michałowski, The Royal Correspondence
° l ^ r' no 21 (Puzur-Śulgi to Ibbi-Suen), pp. 253-266 (text and translation); no 22, p. 269
Di-Suen to Puzur-Sulgi), see A. Falkenstein, Ibbisin —IsbiErra, pp. 59-61 and S.N. Kramer,
e Sumerians, Their History, Culture and Character, Chicago 1963, pp. 333-335.
131 See C. Wilcke, Drei Phasen, pp. 54-56.

.
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to win time and a pathetic cover for an obvious act o f treason — the
grain never reached Ur and shortly after, in 2017 BC (IS.13), IsbiErra proclaimed himself a sovereign o f Isin and seized control over the
ideologically crucial Nippur.
At the second stage, c. 2010 r. BC (IS.19)135, referred to in the
two letters between the king and Puzur-Sulgi, Isbl-Erra is clearly
presented as the hegemon of the northern region o f Sumer; supported
by the authority o f the priests o f the N ippur temple o f Enlil, he was
gradually taking over the heritage of the kings of Ur, subduing both
the immigrant Amorite tribes and the local dignitaries o f Ibbi-Suens
administration, who had revolted against the king. Having received
military reinforcements from the king, Puzur-Sulgi was nevertheless
troubled with the growth o f Isbi-Erra’s power and was clearly wavering
is his loyalty to the king, who by then could resort only to frantically
begging the ensi o f Kazallum to remain at his side. Isbi-Erra’s betrayal
and his later triumphs deprived Ur of the last sources o f provisions; ac
this point the arrival of the final catastrophe was only a matter o f timeAt the third stage, in 2008 BC (IS.22)136 the final coup was delivered
to the virtually defenceless capital by the Elamites in alliance with the
Gutians and other tribes o f the Zagros. The valiant Ibbl-Suen repulsed
the first attack, led probably by Kindattu o f the Simaski dynasty137, wh°
had gathered under his command all the eastern states from Marhas*
to Zabsali. The yearname of IS.22 makes and allusion to a flood, aftet
which the king strengthened the walls o f the capital. To credit the mains
source for those events, the Hymn to Isbt-Erra,m and the yearnameS
of his reign, the king o f Isin, frightened o f the Elamite attack, which
135 See C. Wilcke, Drei Phasen, pp. 56-65.
136 See C. Wilcke, Drei Phasen, pp. 65-67.
137 O n the basis o f a passage in H ym n to Isbi-Erra, J. van D ijk , Isb i’erra, p p . 189
208 (esp. p. 191-197).
138 Compiled from four fragments of the ki-ru-gu2 genre, it was published by J. Van Dijk
Isbi’erra, p. 191 (first fragment), pp. 192-194 (second fragment), pp. 197-199 (third fragment)’
p. 202 (fourth fragment).
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Was probably an equal threat to his own state, actually gave military
SuPport to the king o f U r139. The last three years o f Ibbl-Suen’s reign
'Vere filled with repeated frantic attempts to stem the course of the
^agedy by playing diplomatic games with Isbl-Erra, the successors of
’ndattu in Elam, at odds after fighting for the throne after his death,
and their allies140. In the end, however, having regained the initiative
ar>d won back their allies, the Elamites returned in 2005 BC (IS.25),
Captured and plundered Ur. The last king o f the Third Dynasty was
taken prisoner, led into captivity to Ansan and nothing was ever heard
him again. The fall o f Ur is celebrated, with a shattering awareness o f
,*41 end
o f an era, in the famous Lamentation over the Destruction oJ f Ur
.
>where in one o f the final passages the blame for the tragedy is laid
ec^ally on Tidnum , G utium i Ansan142.
W hat is, however, the most surprising fact about the entire reign
Ibbl-Suen - provided of course that his yearnames are not just an
e'ement of the propaganda of success - is that given the hopeless situation
^•e- the loss o f the state’s core lands) the king was for a relatively long
tlrHe able to conduct an effective military offensive in a very distant
territory:
Yearname of the 16'1' year of Isbl-Erras reign is mu Jis-bi-Ir-ra lugal-e ugnim śimaś1*'
i elam-e bi2-in-ra - “The year Isbl-Erra, the king, armies of Śimaśki and Elam defeated” - see
' Sigrist, Isin Year Names, Berrien Springs 1988, p. 16.
140 SeeJ. van Dijk, Isbierra, pp. 197-206; T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, pp. 135-136.
his 15* year 0f reign, Isbî-Erra, as part of those diplomatic contests, attempted even to strike
' aHiance with Elam by sending his daughter as a daughter-in-law for the sukkal o f Elam. This
^ Mentioned by BIN 9.438, 21-24: nig2-ba li-bur- ni-rum dumu.munus / lugal, u4 isdumy~ln' dumu hu-ba-si-im -ti sukkal, ba-an-tuk-a - “gifts for Libür-nïrum, daughter o f the
'nS (for) the day (in which) to Isdum-kïn, son of Huba-simti, the sukkal, she shall be mar• See text, translation and commentary by M. Van de Mieroop, Crafts in the Early Isin Per‘0d> OLA 24, Leuven 1987, pp. 108-110, no 24. Huba-simti the sukkal is probably identical
the later “regent” of Elam Humban-śimti son of Hutran-tem pt. The alliance probably fell
r°ugh since a year later the two monarchs fought each other at Ur.
41 Full edition with commentary, see P. Michałowski, The Lamentation over the Destruction
Punier and Ur, W inona Lake 1989.
42 Lin. 486-491 - see P. Michałowski, The Lamentation, pp. 66-67.
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IS.3 - victory over the north-M esopotamian Simurrum
IS.9 - assault on the Elamite H uhunuri
IS. 14 - victory and capture of the monarchs of Susiana (Susa,
A dam dun143 and Awan144)
IS. 17 - subjugation of the Amorites from the southern border area
(region unknown)
It is possible, as some scholars claim, that the short-term economic
boom in Ur in the years IS. 14 to IS. 16, which is demonstrated by
a rise in the number o f the surviving economic texts, was an effect of
an influx o f spoils after the successful assault on Susiana145. The king
tried to resort to diplomatic counteroffensive as well, hoping to keep
the alliance with, or at least ensure neutrality of, the strong state of
Zabsali by continuing the dynastic policy towards it and marrying his
daughter Tukin-hatti-migisa to its ensi (IS.5). Considering that at that
point the king no longer controlled even Esnunna, en route to Zabsali,
it is difficult to judge whether those actions brought any effect, e.g. in
preventing Simaski from attacking146. Extension o f the walls protecting
both the capitals o f Ur and N ippur in the year IS.6 is a clear indication
of the king’s awareness o f an increasing danger to the state’s core landsThe later events were to demonstrate that Ibbl-Suen’s determination
only prolonged the agony of his kingdom.
143 Probably the present Sustar or in its vicinity, 60 km south east of Susa —F. Vallat,
Groneberg, Les noms géographiques dee sources suso-élamites, RGTC 11, Wiesbaden 1993, pearlier locations —e.g. Deh-e nou, see D .O. Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, pp. 3-5 {ibid. earli^
literature).
144 Inscriptions of Rimus, king of Akkad, informing of his battle upon the Qablitu River’
permit to locate Awan close to Susa, towards the north east, in the vicinity of the present Deztu
- see D.O. Edzard, G. Farber, RGTC 2, p. 20; M.W. Stolper, Encyclopaedia Iranica 3/5, PP'
113-114; D. Frayne, RIME 3/2, p. 364.
145 See B. Lafont, La chute des rois d ’Ur, p. 5.
146 A spectacular increase o f Sim aski’s pow er in th e N eo -S u m erian p eriod, i n c l u d '
ing Ibbi-S uen’s, see M . Stolper, O n the Dynasty o f Sim aski, pp. 4 9 -5 2 ; F. Vallat, Sus^
a n d Susiana in Second-M illennium Iran, [in;] C A N E (ed.) J.M . Sasson, N ew York
1995, pp. 1 0 2 3 -1 0 3 3 - p . 1025.
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Chapter 2:
Territorial and organisational structure
o f the state

From the formal point o f view, an attem pt to present the organisation
°f the state o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur in a hierarchic order yields a very
simple model, typical not only for the monarchies o f the ancient East147,
c°nsisting o f five levels148. At its head was the king, the divine anointed,
deified after his death, and from a certain point in time deified already
during his lifetime. He was an intermediary between gods and the real
"'orld, with certain functions and sacred duties at his disposal, which
ta b le d him to fulfil his mission correctly (level one). The circle of
authority and power closest to the king consisted o f members o f his
nUrnerous family149, to a certain extent also surrounded with divine
M See for instance the extremely synthetic and clear outline of the state structures in
^ Grégoire, Archives administratives sumériennes, (AAS) Paris 1970, pp. XIII-XVIII.
118 I.J. W inter, Legitim ation o f A uthority through Image a n d Legend: Seals Belonging
0 Officials in the A dm inistrative Bureaucracy o f the Ur I I I State, [in:] The O rganization
/.
er: Aspects o f Bureaucracy in the A n cien t N ea r East, (eds.) Biggs, R .D ., G ib so n ,
, c C .,S A O C 46, C hicago 1987, pp. 88 -9 1 , accepts a four-level division o f society in
e kingdom o f Ur, perceiving th e province governors as b elo n g in g to th e sam e level
as the co u n t and th e closes circle su rro u n d in g the king.
149 For the m ultiplicity o f U r III royal fam ily m em bers a n d th e range to w hich
ey particip ated in public life, see for instance th e very telling lists in D . Frayne,
.
3 /2 , pp. X X X V II-X L (entire dynasty), p. 85 (U r-N am m a’s fam ily), pp. 167¡1 ? (Sulgi’s fam ily), pp. 2 6 7 -2 6 8 (A m ar-S uens fam ily), pp. 3 3 6 -3 3 7 (S ü-S uens fam y '1 P- 375 (Ibbl-S uen’s fam ily); also the chronological table o f royal wives, W . Salla-
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splendour (the queen - nin, other wives or concubines, termed lukur in
Sumerian, the firstborn heir150, the sons, the princess-daughters, other
children, sometimes brothers and various family members by adoption
or marriage151) and a group of the highest state officials, holding either
leading positions in the central government (with the vizier su k k a lm a h at the fore) or specific court functions (level two).
Level three consisted of province governors, holding various
positions with a varying range o f power and duties, depending on their
province’s location in one o f the three organisational zones o f the stateAs a rule, those were province governors (ensi2) or military governors
(sagina). The next, fourth level — essentially the foundation for the
state structures - consisted of clerks of various levels, who created the
totality o f the administrative apparatus both in the provinces and in the
central offices. This group includes the temple bureaucracy, structurally
and economically connected with the state (the crown), with the
priestly hierarchy at its fore, as well as the highest officials of the local
government - the heads (h a zd n n u m ) o f small towns, settlements and
villages. The latter form a level o f administrational structures by the
sheer fact of being the representatives o f local communities before the
official administration.
The last, fifth level is the populace - the inhabitants o f the kingdomregardless of their financial or professional status and the presence o[
absence of economic links with one or another organisational sector o>
the state’s economy. From the point of view o f social stratification, the

berger, Ur Ill-Z e it, p. 183. See also th e interestin g analysis in M . Sigrist, Drehern, pP’
3 5 7 -3 6 3 an d in a survey ap p ro ach in I.J. G elb, H ousehold a n d Fam ily in Early M&0
p o ta m ia , [in:] State a n d Temple Economy in the A n cien t N ear East, I, (ed.) E. Lipirisk1’
O L A 5, L euven 1979; pp. 65 -6 8 .
150 For the analysis whether, and to what extent a formal institution o f the crown princ
(Kronprinz) - heir apparent existed in the times o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur, see W. Sallaberg£r'
Ur III-Zeit, p. 182.
s
151 Numerous examples of careers in the highest state offices of the royal family membef
by blood or by marriage were listed by e.g. T.M. Sharlach, Beyond Chronology, pp. 65-68.
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Cornmon people included, firstly, freemen, who were both socially and
^c°nomically independent and active in the private sector and in the
°cal government, secondly, all categories of labourers in the economic
p itie s of state or temples (including the free hired workers and the
alf-free” men, bound to labour duty for those entities), and finally
e slaves (urdu2) ,,S2. Due to their small number, however, throughout
e entire period of the Third Dynasty o f Ur the last group formed
e demographic and economic margin o f the society153. In the present
Marked with the cuneiform sign IRn (NITA^xKUR) with the readings irn , urdu2 or
“ I*^2’ ° r m° re rarcly wit^ t*le cune‘f°™ sign IR , with the reading ir} - for the meaning
^ ave >see R. Labat 50, p. 59; R. Borger, AOAT 50-51, p. 66. It is also possible, although there
^ no source proofs to corroborate it, that already in the Neo-Sumerian period there existed
^ategory of “hostages” (akkad. nipûtum ), that is people given, or giving themselves, in thrall
erfdom) for the period until their debts were paid by labour or service. This phenomenon
rr*Ust have been common in the societies of the Old-Babylonian era, considering that H am 
murabi devoted so much attention to it in his Code (§§ 115-118).
153 Social stratification o f various p o p u la tio n groups (also as a category o f th e em ^ °yees o f th e state/tem p le sector), in clu d in g slaves, has m erited polem ical literature
enorm ous th a t it is im possible even to cite it here in its entirety. O n e o f th e m ore
Vlgorously discussed issues w ere the form s o f rem u n eratio n for w o rk in th e state/tem e sector. T he follow ing are selected studies, w h ich co n ta in also bib lio g rap h ic refertt1ces to earlier studies on th e topic: I.M . D iakonoff; Obszczestwiennyj i gosudarstwienj stroj, pp. 2 4 9 -2 6 8 (earlier literature, chiefly in th e Russian language, e.g. studies
y A.I. T ium ieniev and V.V. Struve, p. 2 5 2 , n o 10); V.V. Struve, Som e new data on the
'¿anization o f labour on social structure in Sum er d u rin g the reign o f the I llr d Dynasty
“ r> [in:] A ncient Mesopotamia: Socio-Economic History, A Collection o f Studies by
°viet Scholars, (ed.) I.M . D iakonoff, M oskva 1969, pp. 1 27-172; I.M . D iakonoff,
Ves, Helots a n d Serfs in Early A n tiq u ity, A ctA n H u n 2 2 (1 9 7 4 ), pp. 4 5 -7 8 [translat'° n o f the article Raby, iloty, kriepostnyje w ranniej driewnosti, V D I 1 9 7 3 /4 , pp. 3-29];
^ CtT1> The Structure o f N ear Eastern Society before the M id d le o f the 2 n d M illen n iu m
> [in:] O ikum ene. Studia a d historiam antiq u a m classicam et orientalem spectantia,
V^- H i, B udapest 1982, pp. 23 -9 7 ; I.M . D iakonoff, Probliemy ekonom iki. O strukturie
® Szcziestu>a Bliźniego Vostoka do sieriediny I I tyc. do n.e., V D I 1 9 6 7 /4 , 13-35; 1 9 6 8 /3 ,
2<P’ 1968/4, pp. 3-40; Mesopotamia, ed. I.M . D iakonoff, M oskw a 1983, pp. 2 6 9 . ■*> idem , Slave-Labour vs. N on-Slave Labour: The Problem o f D efinition, [in:] Labor
* the A ncient N ear East, (ed.) M .A . Powell, A O S 68, W in o n a Lake 1987, pp. 1-4;
T Gelb, Terms fo r Slaves in A n cien t Mesopotamia, [in:] Societies a n d Languages o f the
ncien t N ear East. Studies in H onour I.M . D iakonoff, (eds.) M .A . D andam ajew ,
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work, however, of interest are those elements of the kingdom’s social
and political system which are directly related to the post o f the ensiHence all the following chapters, in presenting the problems indicated
in their titles, are limited to issues selected exclusively for their relevance
to this matter.

I. G ershetitch, H . K lengel, G . K om oróczy, M .T . Larsen, J.N . Postgate, W arm inster
1982, pp. 81-98; idem , From Freedom to Slavery, [in:] Gesellschaftsklassen im Altei>
Zw eistrom land u n d in den angrenzenden Gebieten: 18. R A I M ünchen, 2 9 J u n i bis 3- J u^
1970, (ed.) D .O . E dzard, BAW ph. 7 5 , M ü n ch en 1972, pp. 81 -9 2 ; idem , The Ancien1
M esopotamian Ration System, JN E S 24 (1 965), pp. 2 3 0 -2 4 3 ; idem , The A ru a Institit'
tion, RA 66 (1972), pp. 1-32; idem , Prisoners, pp. 7 0 -9 8 ; idem , D efinition andD iscuS'
sion o f Slavery a n d Serfdom, U F 11 (1 979), pp. 2 8 3 -2 9 7 ; K. M aekaw a, N e w Texts oH
the Collective Labor Service o f the Erin-People o f U r I I I Girsu, ASJ 10 (1 9 8 8 ), pp. 37'
94; K. M aekaw a, The erin-People in Lagash o f Ur I I I Times, RA 7 0 (1 9 7 6 ), pp. 9-44;
K. M aekaw a, Rations, Wages a n d Economic Trends in the Ur I I I Periode, A oF 1 6 (1 9 8 9 )’
pp. 42 -5 0 ; M . Sigrist, E rin-un-il, RA 73 (1979), pp. 1 01-120; RA 74 (1 9 8 0 ), pp. H '
28; P. Steinkeller, The Foresters o f Umma: Toward a D efinition o f Ur I I I Labor, [>n:l
Labor in the N ear East, (ed.) M .A . Powell, A O S 68, N ew H aven 1987, pp. 7 3 -1 1 5>
D .M . Sharashenidzhe, K voprosu o racjonie adm inistrativnogo piersonała gosudarstvA
epochi IIId in a s tii Ura, V D I 159 (1 9 8 2 ), pp. 9 9 -1 0 9 ; idem , Formy ekspluatacji roboczej
siły w gosudarstvennom choziajstve Szum iera I I poł. I l l tys. do n.e., T b ilisi 1986; idefl1’
Juridiczeskij status geme i dietiej rabov w epochu I I I dinastii Ura, V D I 1 9 7 5 /3 , pp. 9^
101; idem , N ajem naja raboczaja siła w gosudarstvennom choziajstve epochi I I I d in a s^
Ura (2 1 3 2 -2 0 2 4 gg. do n.e.), KBS 6 (1 9 8 0 ), pp. 3 2 -4 7 ; idem , Osobiennosti oplatf
truda raboczego piersonala gosudarstvennogo choziajstva Szum iera epochi I I I d in astf
Ura, “M acne” 4 (1981), pp. 7 5 -8 4 ; id e m , Jeszcze raz o p o n ia tii raboczej siły u szum i1'
row, KBS 7 (1984), pp. 49 -5 6 ; K. M aekaw a, Collective Labor Service in Girsu-LagtHbThe Pre-Sargonic a n d the Ur I I I Periods, pp. 4 9 -7 2 ; H . W aerzoldt, Compensation
Craft Workers a n d Officials in the Ur I I I Period, pp. 117-141; H . K lengel, N on-Sid
Labour in the O ld Babylonian Period: The Basic O utlines, pp. 1 59-166; H . Lim e1’
Complexité salariale et complexité sociale à l'époque néo-sumérienne, A oF 15 (1 9 8 8 ), pP;
2 3 1 -242; A. U chitel, Erin-ès-didli, ASJ 14 (1 992), pp. 3 1 7 -3 3 8 ; idem , E riin -ès-d w 1
(II): patterns o f conscription a n d work assignment d uring the years A S 8 —SS 1, ASJ 1
(1996), pp. 2 1 7 -228.
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! • The territory o f the state and its division in three
regions
The kingdom of the Third Dynasty o f Ur, as it had been finally shaped
territorialIy and organisationally by Sulgi’s conquests and reforms,
^compassed territories which were, especially in the reality of the late
lrd millennium BC, nothing short o f enormous. It was the largest
and the most powerful state of its era - the only one which in those
rj-spects may have been its equal, Egypt of the pharaohs, from roughly
e mid-twenty-second century BC was plunged into the permanent
tUrmoil of the First Intermediate Period. The Neo-Sumerian kingdom
'v,th the territory of its satellite (vassal) states stretched on the west-east
^ ' s from the Euphrates (slightly to the north from the Tigris) to the
vlarkazi and Isfahan provinces o f todays Iran (including their western
regions), and on the north-south axis from Kurdistan (including) and
Lake Urmia to the Iranian provinces o f Kerman and Fars (including).
^ etKe, it encompassed the entire eastern part of today’s Iraq and the
A stern, mountainous part o f Iran.
From the point o f view o f the state organisational structure and the
c^aracter of the political and economic integration within the empire,
this territory consisted, as it has been noted by P. Steinkeller, o f three
Very diverse zones: the core, the periphery and the vassal states154.
The core, that is the historical and geographical Sumer and Akkad,
"'as divided into provinces, with their capitals in the old Sumerian
, 154 A ltho ugh earlier m any scholars m ade sim ilar assu m p tio n s in th e ir ap p ro ach to
e issue o f the territorial differentiation o f th e T h ird D y n asty o f U r’s lands, th e first
^ Propose th a t consistent a division in to th ree zones a n d d e m o n stra te th e essence o f
lr differentiation was P. Steinkeller, The Core a n d the Periphery, pp. 19-41 (m ap
38). This conception has been generally accepted, see e.g. T. Potts, M esopotamia
and the East, pp. 136-142; J.N . Postgate, Royal Ideology a n d State A dm inistration,
j5- 395-411 (esp. p. 4 0 2 , 4 1 0 ); W . Sallaberger, Ur III-Z e it, pp. 1 9 0-199; T .M . Sharach, Provincial Taxation, passim (esp. p. 6 -8); T. M aeda, The Defense Zone, p p . 135'*■ (developm ent a n d su p p le m e n t to P. S teinkellers data).
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city-states dating from the pre-Sargonic era or, sporadically, in newly
established centres. Judging by the lists of the bala tax payers, those were
at least eighteen provinces: Adab, A.HA (Tiwe?)155, Apiak, Babylon,
Girsu-Lagas, Isin, Kazallum, Kis, Kuta (Gudua)156, Marad, Pus, Zimbir
(Sippar), Surupak, Umma, Ur, Uruk, Urum and Uru-sagrig.157 This list
should probably be extended by further five: D abrum , Eres, N ippur158*
Girtab i IS.SU, in reference to which the records of paying the bala tax
did not survive, but their ensi2governors are known form elsewhere159Apart form the capital city, the territory o f a province included small
towns, villages and settlements, sometimes numerous indeed, and
dozens or hundreds of the smallest territorial/economic units known
simply as “fields” (a-sa3). For instance, the province of Um m a with its
capital in this city (presently Jokha) encompassed the following centres,
all described with the post-determinative KI, which in this sense
indicates a territorially separate toponym: Amrina, Apisal (Akasala)lW)>
Asarum-dagi, Dintir, Garsana, Garkuruda, Id-dula, Kamari, Kardahi>

155 Possible identification, see. P. Steinkeller, A Rediscovered Akkadian City?, ASJ 17 (1995)'
pp. 275-281.
156 M o nographic table o f d ata regarding th e ensis o f K uta (G u d u a): U r-sagam ti,
N am zitarra, G udea, Pilah-is, Lu-Sara, see D .I. O w en , The Ensis o f Gudua, ASJ l5
(1993), pp. 131-152 (chronological list o f d o cu m en ts from P u z ris-D a g in referring t°
th eir activity, pp. 133-136).
157 See the lists by P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 22-23 (map, p. 23) an
earlier by W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 92, 94-95 (table).
158 O n e instance o f the ensi o f N ip p u r having p aid th e bala tax has survived. This
text was published in M . T anret, Nouvelles donnees à propos de l ’a m phictyonie ne°'
sumérienne, „A kkadica” 13 (1 9 7 9 ), pp. 2 8 -4 5 (pp. 2 8 -2 9 text e d itio n ). O n th e possi
bility o f an error o r identification o f A h u m a th e en si2 o f N ip p u r w ith th e con cu r'
rently active A h u m a the en si2 o f Pus, see ibid., pp. 35 -3 7 .
159 P. Steinkeller’s data was corrected and supplemented by a comparison regarding bala
payment and the presence of ensi by T.M. Sharlach, Provincial Taxation, pp. 6-8.
160 Similarly to the case o f Kidingir, several readings o f the toponym written in c u n e i f o r m
signs A.KA.SILA3.KI: a-KA-sala^, a-KA-saltki, a-pi4-sal2u are accepted; see J.-J. GrégoireAAS, text no 63 and commentary, pp. 91-92 (analysis o f the reading).
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Karkar, Kidingir (KI.AN)161, Maskan, Nagsu, §arbat and Zabalam162.
Each of those had its assigned, definite territory, delineated mainly with
'he fields (a-sa3). To stay with the example of the Umma province: at
east thirty-four different a-sa3 belonged to Apisal, and in its territory
'here were about twelve different cult centres, some of which certainly
ternples with their own households163. The entire Umma province held
at 'east 238 a-sa3, equal to c. 1000 km2 o f arable land, apart from other
types of land (pastures, woods, rushlands, canals and other types of
e^°n°m ic infrastructure)164. To compare, the Girsu-Lagas province,
' e largest (or the one having the most arable land), had as much as
K 5 a-sa3, which, depending on the various conversion units o f the
’, equals from 3000 to 5000 km2 of farmland.165 O f course, not all
Provinces were as large as Umma and Girsu-Lagas, and their economy
was not centred on farming to the same extent as that o f those southern
Provinces.
h is a matter of discussion whether the core zone included the
s°uthern part of the Diyala River region, with such key cities as Esnunna
ar>d Isim-Sulgi, as well as Susiana with Susa. In his list and description,
^ Steinkeller includes both the Diyala cities into the core, whereas the

Several readings of the town name written in cuneiform signs KI.AN.KI: ki-dingirki,
KLAN“ are accepted, depending on the decision of how to interpret the meaning of
e Slgns used in the toponym; see J.-J. Grégoire, AAS, text no 39 and commentary.
^
" P. Steinkeller, The Core a n d the Periphery, p. 24. T he territorial analysis o f th e
^ rTltIla province is th e to p ic o f th e m o n o g rap h ic stu d y by H . Sauren, Topographie der
r°vinz U m m a nach den U rkunden der Z e it der III. D ynastie von Ur. Teil 1: K anäle u n d
eu’àsserungsanlagen, B am berg 1966 (fu rth er in this text: T U U ).
An exhaustive description of the territory of Apisal, with detailed economic and territola^ units, see. J.-J. Grégoire, AAS, pp. 90-100.
G.
P ettinato, Untersuchungen zu r neusumerischen Landwitrschaft. H l, D ie
e*, N apoli 1967, (fu rth er in th is text: U N L ) pp. 11-12.
G. P ettin ato , U N L 1/1, pp. 11-12. See also th e very d etailed d escrip tio n o f the
^ rucrure o f the so u th ern G irsu-Lagas province w ith an analysis o f its d ev elo p m en t
0rn A e O ld-S um erian period in th e large m o n o g rap h by J.-P. G régoire, La province
^ rid io n a le de l'état de Lagash, Paris 1962, pp. 4 2 -1 3 5 (T hird D y n asty o f U r Period).
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map locates them, similarly to Susa, clearly within the periphery zone1*’6Throughout his article, however, this author clearly seems to regard
both cities as part o f the core, a view shared by W.W. H allo167 and W
Sallaberger168. The issue, however, is problematic, given the fact that the
governors o f all the three cities (Esnunna, Isim-Sulgi and the distant
Susa) in some cases are mentioned as payers of the bala tax, in others
—as payers of the gu n 2 ma-da tribute, which is the main determinant
o f inclusion into the periphery zone. T. M. Sharlach may be correct
in assuming, in accordance with the source materials, that the status
o f those centres changed depending on the political situation169. The
Cadastre o f Ur-Namma, which has already been m entioned earlier it1
this text170, in describing the extent of Ur-Namma’s conquests, does not
mention any of those cities as freed from the power of Ansan (Elam)This does not necessarily mean, however, that Sulgi did not include any
o f the newly subjugated cities into the core zone, and that the situation
could not have changed dynamically in the course of time. Considering
the traditional relations of the Diyala River region with Sumer and
Akkad, it would probably not be erroneous to include Esnunna and
Isim-Sulgi into the core zone of the Third Dynasty o f Ur state. The fact
that Susa paid the bala tax should, in turn, be viewed as an exceptional
situation and should not be regarded as basis for its inclusion into the
core.
The “peripheries” are, generally speaking, the regions subjugated and
organised by Sulgi, nearly twice as large as the core of the state, which
they surrounded from the north-east and east. They encompassed the
land at the foot o f the Zagros Mountains and partially the wester11
m ountain ranges, from the line o f the Tigris and the Great Zab in the
north to the eastern shores of the Persian Gulf, up to the Zohreh River»
166 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 22 (description and list), p. 38 (map).
167 W.W. Hallo, The Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 92-93, 94-95 (table).
168 W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, pp. 190-191.
169 T.M. Sharlach, Provincial Taxation, pp. 7-8.
170 See above, Ch. 2.1.1.
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Perhaps even to the Sapur River. This area corresponds in general to
entire eastern Iraq (from Tigris) and the western Iran provinces of
ordestan (Kurdistan), Lorestan (Luristan) and Khuzestan (Khuzestan).
eographically and strategically, this area was the natural buffer zone,
e core’s defensive zone against foreign states.
Accepting the fact of paying the gun2 (ma-da) tribute by a city, land
0r Population of a given region as the criterion of its inclusion into the
Periphery, as much as eighty-nine city-states are known to be part of
Abal (a-ba-alkl), Abibana (a-b^-ba-na'1’), Adamdun (a-dam-dunw),
8az (a-gazki), Arami (a-ra-mi11*), Arman (ar-ma-an^), Arraphum (ara-ap-hu-umld, ar-ra-ap-hu-umki), Asur (as-sur^), Azaman (a-zama-n<k>>), Baa-NE, BAD3.AN-kizi (BAD3.AN-ki-ziki), Badaris-[x],
a'ue (ba-lu-e^), Barman, Bidadun (bi^da-dun111), Daltum (da-Ia*Un»ki). Dasinewi, Der (BAD3.ANki), Durebla (dur-eb-laki), Durmas
idur-mask'), Ebal (e-ba-alki), Eduru-Sulgi (e2-duru5-dsul-giki), Erud,
-snunna* (as2-nunki), Gablas (gab^la-as*1*), G ar-N E.N E (gar3^ e-NEki), Gu(na)rasina, H abura (ha-bu-raki), Hamazi (ha-ma-ziki),
Hafsi (ha-ar-si1“), H urti/H u’urti (hu-ur5-tiki), H ubi’um (hu-bu-um111),
^ ubni (hu-ub-niki), Innaba, Ilsu-rabi, Isim-Sulgi* (i-sim-dsul-giki),
¡^'m-Su-Suen (i-sim-dsu-dEN.ZUki), Isum (i-sum^), Ja’amis (i3-a-milski)> Kakkulatum (gag-gu-la-tumki), Kakmum, Karahar (k a ^ -h a r1“),
^>smar (ki-is-marki)» Kisgati (ki-is-ga-ti^), Kimas (ki-mas^), Likri,
Lulubu (lu-lu-bu1"), Lululu (lu2-lu-luki), Mahazum (ma-ha-zumkl),
barman (mar^ma-an^), Masatum, Maskan-abi (mas-kan2-a-biki),
^askan -garas (mas-kan2-ga-raski), Maskan-kallatum (mas-kan2-ga^-tum^), Maskan-sarrum (mas-kan2-sar-ru-umkl), Nebir-Amar-Suen
ne-bi-ir-damar-dENZUki), Nebirum (ne-bi2-ru-umkl / ne-bi-irki),
^'-daraswi (Nl-da-ra-as-wiki), Nihi (ni-hiki), N inua / Niniwa (ni-nu2akl). Nugar (nu-ga-ar14*), Pl-il (PI-ilki), Puhzigar (pu-uh2-zi-gar3ki),
^iit-sadar (pu-ut-sa-dar1"), Put-tuli’um (pu-ut-tu-li-im^ / pu-ut-lii,i»ki), Ra-NE (ra-NEki), Sabum (sa-bu-umki), Sallanewi, Simurrum
Si’ummi (si-um-mi^), Suza (MUS2.ERINki), Sami
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(sa -m i^ ), Sanidat (sa -n i-d a -a t^ ), Setirsa (se -ti-it-sa ^ ), Su’ahi / Su’ah
(su -a h ki), Su’irhum (su -ir -h u -u m ^ ), Sunti / Sumti’um, Surbum (suu r ^ b u 1"), Su-Suen-nihi (d-su - dE N .Z U - N I .H I ki), Tablala (ta b -la -la ki).

Tabra (ta b -ra ki), Tasil (ta 2- s i- ilki), Terqa (ti-ir -g a ^ ), Tiran (ti-r a -a n kl)>
Tumbal (tu m -b a -a l. ki), Tutub (tu -tu -u b 1"), Tuttul, U 2-[ra?]-e (u2'
[ra?]-eki), Urbilum (u r -b i 2- lu m ki), Urguhalam (u r -g u -h a -la m ^ ), Urua
(U R U x A ki),W a n u m (w a -n u -u m 1") , Zababa (dz a -b a 4-b a 4ki), Zatum (za3'
tu m ^ / z a -tu m ki) i Zimudar (zi-m u-dar*1')171. Even though only some
o f the above could have been located precisely on the basis o f existing
data, they quite sufficiently corroborate the area of the periphery as
described in the preceding paragraph.
The third zone, which it would perhaps be most correct to term
the “sphere of influence”, consists o f a system o f vassal (satellite) statesTheir territories were, in relation to the periphery, a surrounding zone
in a similar manner that the periphery surrounded the core lands, and
protected the periphery along the entire eastern and northern border
Geographically, this even wider arc ran from the present Turkish-Iraq1
border and Lake Uri in the north, to somewhere around the line
Bakhtegan - M aharlu - Tasik lakes in the south, encompassing almost
the entire region o f Kurdistan mountains and the Zagros Mountains»
with the Iranian province of Fars in the south. It consisted o f state5
which remained in the orbit o f influence o f the Kingdom o f Ur (e.gthrough dynastic marriages), but did not pay the gun2 ma-da tax (f°r
the detailed list see below, Ch. 2.4.).

171 P. Steinkeller’s list in The Core a n d the Periphery, pp. 3 6 -3 7 , n o te 56, was sup
p lem ented, w ith source co rro b o ratio n , to include K arahar, K iśgati, K im aś, M aska11
abi, N in u a, Su-Suen-nihi an d T u tu b , by T. M aeda, The Defense Z o n e, A ppend'*’
pp. 165-177. T he cities w here the original spelling o f th e n am e is n o t given in pare11
theses, according to T. M aeda d o n o t have co rro b o ratio n in th e available source m ate
rial. E arlier lists, less detailed d u e to a sm aller n u m b e r o f available sources, was cort*
piled by: A. G oetze, Sakkanakkus, pp. 4-7; P. M ichałow ski, Foreign Tribute, pp. 48-4 )■
A sterisks m ark th e cities w hich m ay have b elonged to th e core.
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2*2. The centre —organisation o f provinces in the
territory o f Sumer and Akkad
The character and organizational structure of the core has been
Scribed, at least partially, while delineating its territory. In general,
Provinces, into which the entire Sumer and Akkad were divided, were
governed by the ensis, civilian governors, who held the highest civil,
Judiciary and strictly administrative power in the social and economic
•rnension172. In the last aspect, they were superior also to all the
temple households in their province, at the head of which stood the
Pr’est-officials sanga or śabra. The position o f an ensi was a resultant
rwo factors. Appointed and recalled by the kings o f U r173, they
governed the province in their name, as a part o f the kingdom; at the
Sarr>e time, however, very often hailing from the local aristocracy, they
continuously maintained an element of traditional leadership o f the
Cornmunity resident in their territory - a territory which was often
entical with the territory o f a once-independent city-state. To state it
Mmply, an ensi represented the authority and power o f the king in front
°f the population and provincial institutions, as much as he represented
e latter in front o f the central authorities. The fact that boundaries
2 C oncise, synthetic characteristic o f th e position o f ensi in th e T h ird D ynasty
. Ur Period can be fo u n d in: P. Steinkeller, The Core a n d the Periphery, pp. 24-27;
th <',r^ S °'re' AAS, pp. X III-X IV ; W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Z eit, pp. 191-192; see also
^ ^ar8e m o n o g rap h in Polish: M . Stępień, Ensi w czasach III dynastii z U r: aspekty
°nom iczne i adm inistracyjne pozycji nam iestnika prow incji w świetle arch iw u m z
,TUny. D issertationes WTJW, W arszawa 2006.
,.
Possible exam ples o f p ertu rb a tio n s in h o ld in g th e office o f province governors
n e-g- G irsu-Lagas, U m m a o r N ip p u r) in co n n ectio n w ith th e changes in adm inisJ ati° n after a new m onarch h ad assum ed th e th ro n e, see K. M aekaw a, Confiscation o f
s rivate Properties, pp. 103-168; ASJ 19 (1 9 9 7 ), pp. 273-291 (S u p p lem en t 1) (inSti?nces o f G irsu-L agas an d U m m a); M . T anret, Nouvelles donnees, pp. 36 -4 0 (instance
Cp PPu r). Also the insurances w h en G u d ea replaced N am zitarra as th e ensi o f K uta
■udua) in the year A S.2, w hereas Lu-Sara replaced Pilah-is in IS.2, m ay be a trace o f
SUch actions, see data com piled by D .I. O w en , The Ensis o f G udua, pp. 1 31-152 (esp.
p-

133- 136).
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which were to a large extent similar were maintained both by the Old'
Akkadian and the Neo-Sumerian monarchs resulted most probably
from the similarity of economic factors that lay at the foundation
the process in which the city-state’s territories were shaped - usually
around a single religious and economic centre - in the initial process
of their creation, which began with the “city revolution” and continued
even in the late fourth and early third millennium BC174. They arose a$
a result of a gradual development of the local irrigation networks and
usually encompassed a territory which from this point o f view formed
a natural economic unit. A disturbance o f such unit always caused
social unrest and unnecessary costs o f more problematic economy and
administration, and hence it was an exception introduced only for vital
political reasons.

174 A m o n g th e very m an y studies devoted to this issue, see th e already class'1'
w orks by V.G. C hilde, The Urban Revolution, „The T ow n P lan n in g Revue” 21 (19 5 0 '’
pp. 3-17; R. M cC . A dam s, The Evolution o f Urban Society, C hicago 1966; idem ,
Study o f A n cien t M esopotamian Settlem ent Patterns a n d the Problem o f Urban O r iÿ ni'
“S um er” 25 (1969), pp. 111-123; M .B . R ow ton, The Role ofWatercourses in the Grou’t >
o f M esopotamian C ivilization, A O A T 1, N eu k irch en -V lu y n , 1969; R. M cC . Adar115'
H . N issen, The U ruk Countryside, The N a tu ra l S ettin g o f U rb an Societies, Chicag
1972; G .A. Jo hnson, Spatial O rg an izatio n O f Early U ru k S ettlem ent Systems, [>n'
L ’a rchéologie de l ’I raq d u d ébut de l ’é poque néolithique à 3 3 3 a va n t notre ère. Perpectiï
et limities de l'interprétation anthropologique des documents, (ed.) M .-T h. Barriet, I a
1980, pp. 2 3 3 -2 6 3 ; R. M cC . A dam s, H eartland o f Cities: Surveys o f A n cien t S e t t l e d
a n d L a n d Use on the Central Floodplain o f the Euphrates, C hicago - L o n d o n 19
J.-P. G régoire, Production, p ouvoir et parenté, Paris 1981; R. M cC . A dam s, D ie
,
des Bewässerungsbodenbaus bei der E ntw icklung von Institutionen in der altmesopotii,,>l^
sehen Gesellschafi, [in:] Productivkräfte u n d Gesellschaftsformationen in vorkapitah
scher Z eit, (ed.) J. H e rm a n n , B erlin 1982, pp. 11 9 -1 4 0 , a n d recently E .C . Stone,
D evelopm ent o f Cities in A n cien t Mesopotamia, C A N E I, N ew York 1995, pp■>,
248; J.-J. Glassner, Les petits Etats mésopotamiens à la fin du 4e et au cours d u 3e /W/
lénaire, [in:] A Comparative Study o f Thirty C ity-State Cultures. A n Investigation
ducted by the Copenhagen Polis Centre, (ed.) M .H . H an sen , C o p en h ag en 20
pp. 35-53. See also the article in Polish, presen tin g a su m m ary o f a stage o f r e s e a r c
J. Targalski, Formowanie się m iast-państw w południow ej M ezopotam ii, P H 71 (1 9 “
pp. 2 9 5 -3 2 3 .
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Regardless of the presence o f the ensi, in each province there resided
at least one military governor (sagina), whom with regard to the core
reg>ons it would be perhaps more appropriate to call a “commander”. In
the particularly large and im portant provinces, in which several separate
garrisons were stationed (e.g. Umma), there may have been more
an one sagina. His main tasks were to command the local garrison,
in sistin g o f the professional soldiers (aga-us) and the reservist soldierw°rkers (eren2) living in the barracks, as well as to manage the royal
estates in the given province. In both spheres of his activity he was
"dependent from the ensi and, similarly to him, was responsible directly
Jo the central administration (the king or the vizier sukkal-mah). As it
as been correctly observed by P. Steinkeller175, the fact that the sagina,
a direct representative of the king and leader o f the “enforcement resort”,
acl been granted such powers, in the core provinces was undoubtedly
Motivated by the need to limit the ensi’s freedom o f manoeuvre and to
guarantee the coherence and internal security of the kingdom. It has
to be added that, since the ordinary division o f power into civil and
^ilitary (a division which would once and for all remove the danger of
^proportionate growth o f the province governor’s powers) is clearly
n°t an issue here, the very position o f the sagina in relation to the ensi
ls an indication that the latter was perceived by the central authority
rr‘°re as a leader o f the local community than as a royal deputy, and
^ a t the sagina was to be the guarantor o f the ensi’s loyalty. It was even
j^ r e so considering that the sagina usually hailed from outside the
°cal community, most often from the families or clans which were
altogether new to the region (typical homines novi), even in the ethnic
^etlSe (Amorites). Having been sent to the province from outside, the
*agina linked his entire career with advancement in loyal service to the
lrig- It is not by accident that a significantly larger percentage of nonumerian names (Akkadian, Amorite, and even Hurian and Elamite) is
175 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, pp. 24-26; on the sagina, see also J.-P. Gregoire> AAS, p. XIV; W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, p. 194.

found among the sagina than among the ensis176. Recently discovered
texts of Garsana, presented by David I. Owen’s team during the RAI 52
conference in Munster, corroborate this view beyond any doubt177. On
the other hand, many o f those men simply belonged to the royal family
by birth or by marriage178.
As has been demonstrated by I. J. W inter179, as a mark o f their
personal favour (and as a m ethod o f ensuring the loyalty o f key
governors, military governors and officials of the central administration)
the monarchs o f Ur very consciously used the act o f granting the right
to use the royal “dedication” seal, especially one recalling the personal
connection between the king and the given official: seal o f the u rd u 2'
da-ni-ir in-na-ba type (“to his servant [the king personally] gave it’ )•
This glorious fact was commemorated on the seal with an audience
scene, in which the owner o f the seal was introduced to the seated kings
presence by his protective deity. All the above protective measures m u st
have been growing in importance in a situation when the tendency
to inherit the function o f the ensi o f a given province within one
aristocratic house was growing. This process can be observed in UmWa’
Girsu-Lagas, Surupak, Nippur, Babylon and Marad, and hence can be
viewed as a general one180.
Due to their direct connection to the royal court and their special’
state-wide religious and cult importance, the “capitals” of the kingdom»
Ur, U ruk and Nippur, had a separate political and administrative statusThe region o f the capital of Ur, which was the permanent residence o

176 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 25.
177 For a more detailed discussion of the conclusions drawn from the Garsana texts, se
below, Ch. 3.1.
178 A list o f royal sons (dumu lugal) holding the post of sagina, A. Goetze, Sakkandkkt^
p. 30; see also emphasis on this fact as part o f a conscious personnel policy, P. Michalovvsk1,
Charisma and Control, p. 58. and examples in footnote 149.
j179 I.J. W in ter, Legitim ation o f A uthority, pp. 6 9 -1 1 6 (esp. pp. 7 2 -7 6 , an d lists 0
holders o f such seals pp. 9 5 -1 06 ).
180 See examples compiled by P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 24, note 15-
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l^e king, his court and the central government, was administered by
temple administrator śabra or sanga (of the temple of Nanna),
w^o in this capacity was also a payer of the bala tax181. Similarly, an
exceptional, and rather complicated, system o f administration was in
f°fce in the second capital, U ruk182, probably due to the ideology of
double source of monarchy that had been shaped already by Ur^ arnma. There present are both the śagina - a post at some point held
V three consecutive sons (dumu lugal) of Śulgi: Śu-Enlil (probably
'dentical with Su-Suen, the future king), Ur-nigar and Ur-Suen183, and
ensi2, also the king’s son Sarrum-ili184. Additionally, as the payer of
e bala tax in the name of U ruk appeared one o f temple administrators
vsabra) o f the temple of Anu-Inanna or N anna185. In his studies on
ruk, P. Michałowski, considering the active role of the king’s sons in
administration of Uruk and the role of this city in the state, assumed
chat it was a kin(} Qf a “Dauphine”, and later the residence of Queen
^ •-s lm ti186. In one of his recent works, P. Steinkeller, having the widest
s°Urce material at his disposal, assumed that Uruk was administered
Personally by the king, since it was he that held the function o f the
arch-priest en at the temple o f Eanna187.

81 W .W. H allo, A Sum erian Am phictyony, p. 92; T .M . Shalrach, Provincial Taxa. n<pp. 9-10. O n th e exceptional role o f U r an d th e state cerem onies h eld there, see
' Sigrist, D rehem , pp. 3 8 1 -3 8 9 ; W . Sallaberger, D er kultische Kalender, pp. 59-208;
econom ic role, see H . L im et, Ur et sa region, pp. 29 -3 6 .
q
See the views on the issue collected by T.M. Sharlach, Provincial Taxation, pp. 10-11.
11 the cult role of Uruk and the state ceremonies held there, see W. Sallaberger, Der kultische
Kaltnder, pp. 209-221.
See list o f source corroborations D . Frayne, RIME 3/2, pp. 168-169.
84 W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, p. 192.
W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, p. 92.
, 8f’ P. M ichałow ski, D u ru m a n d U ruk during the U r I I I Period, “M esopotam ia” 12
^ 7 ) , p. 88-90; idem , Charisma a n d Control, p. 58.
£ " P. Steinkeller, O n Rulers, Priests a n d Sacred Marriage: Tracing the Evolution o f
j, rk) Sum erian Kingship, [in:] Priests a n d Officials in the A n cien t N ea r East, (ed.)
■^ a ta n a b e , H eidelberg 1999, pp. 103-137.
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N ippur was also governed by an ensi, but his position was exceptional»
since his city was the location of the main centres o f the state c u lt
(temples o f Enlil and Ninlil) and the periodical sojourns of the king
and his court at the palace in the nearby Tummal (e2-gal tum-ma-al^)'
The unique situation of the ensi of N ippur is demonstrated by the fact
that he was not a payer o f the bala tax188. In Nippur, the function of the
ensi was practically hereditary in the Ur-Meme family, whose members
combined it w ith a function, also inherited, of the priest-administrator
o f the local temple of Inanna189.
To conclude, from a certain point in time - possibly from the second
half of Su-Suen’s reign, as demonstrated by the example o f Apilasa,
governor o f Kazallum190, in three cities: Kazallum, Marad and Apiak
the posts of the ensi and sagina were held by a single man. According to
T. Maeda, in the provinces which were close to the protective wall, this
accumulation of power may indicate a growing threat and increasing
militarisation of the northern regions of the core within the framework
of the entire protective zone191.
W ith regard to their economy, the central provinces created a very
coherent and centralised organism, linked with the rotational bala s y s te m
(see below, Ch. 4) in which the parts were mutually interdependent
due to the central government’s decisions that some provinces ought to
specialise in a given branch o f economy.

188 T.M. Shariach, Provincial Taxation, p. 12.
r
189 O n N ip p u r and th e role o f th e U r-M em e family, see W .W . H allo, The House °J
U r-M eme, pp. 87-95 an d studies by R.L. Z ettler, The Genealogy, pp. 1-9; idem ,
ministration o f the Temple o f Inanna, pp. 117-131; idem , Sealings as Artifacts o f I n s t i l
tional A dm inistration in A n cien t Mesopotamia, JC S 3 9 /2 (1 987), pp. 197-240; extefl
sive m o n o g rap h , The Ur I I I Temple o f Inanna.
190 R. K utscher, Apillasa. Governor o fK a za llu , JC S 2 2 (1 966), pp. 63 -6 5 .
191 T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, p. 155 (instances of sources for NE.NE of Marad an<->
Sarrum-bani of Apiak).

^•3. The peripheries —the “outer lands” (ma-da)
The scholars seem in agreement with regard to both the range and
the actual role o f peripheries within the framework o f the empire, yet
|hey differ with regard to the formal issue of whether the periphery
ar>ds ought to be perceived as an integral part o f the state’s territory or
0t% as conquered lands, only temporarily included into the state, for
^hich they were no more than a protective buffer zone.
In the latter dimension they were perceived by P. Michałowski on
t e basis o f his analysis o f the meaning and usage of the term gun2,
Specially in the com pound gun2 ma-da, applied since SS.3, which
e translated as “impost on the unincorporated territories”, and
thus ultimately “foreign tribute”192. In this sense, he saw it in a strict
opposition to the bala tax system, which applied to the core provinces.
assumption finds a corroboration, to a certain extent, in manner
^ e monarchs o f Ur perceived the practical role and the propagandist
Slgnificance o f the great system o f fortifications erected by Śulgi (Ś.37)
and probably extended by Sü-Suen (ŚS.4), initially known, certainly
n°t by accident, as bad3 ma-da —“the wall o f the ma-da (territory)”.
this expression, the term ma-da denotes the „outer land”, located
° utside the core o f the state, literally outside the “wall”. Logically
linked to the above is the consistent application o f the term ma-da
lri yearnames and royal inscriptions to denote the lands which were
'0reign, rebellious, conquered or raided by the armies o f the Ur
Monarchs. Having conducted a thorough overview of the application
°f the term and its linguistic analysis, H. Limet described two possible
Meanings: “a region in the vicinity, a rural region (in contrast to the
Clty)” or “a foreign region/country”, located on the plains rather than in
the mountains (kur), as the latter by virtue o f its mountainous nature
Would be denoted as a “hostile” land193. While in the first meaning
1.2 P. Michałowski, Foreign Tribute, pp. 34-49 (conclusions of the article), pp. 34-35 (transat‘°n of the terms).
1.3 H . L im et, É tude sém antique, pp. 1-11, esp. pp. 2 -6 , 11-12.
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the term could be applied to any city (including a Sumerian one), in
the contexts presently under discussion in was certainly used in the
second meaning. Also, analysing the. perception of the “foreigners
by the inhabitants of Sumer and Akkad, H . Limet finds references to
“foreigners” with regard to both the inhabitants of the third zone (vassal
states) and the periphery194.
It remains a matter o f debate, however, whether these readings
of the term ma-da should determine the non-inclusion of the gun,
ma-da-paying lands to ones constituting the integral territory of the
state. A different view is expressed by, for instance, P. Steinkeller in
his programmatic article on the three zones of the empire. Steinkeller’s
stance is clearly that the integral territory comprises o f both the core
and the periphery, albeit to different degrees195. W.W. Hallo, who was
the first to analyse texts regarding the gun2 ma-da, perceived it simply
as a “territorial tribute”, paid not by the core provinces, but by the entire
regions from outside the core196. An interesting aspect of this tribute was
first pointed out already by I. J. Gelb, who demonstrated the obvious
geographic coincidence between the lands and cities paying the gun2 ma197
da with the areas of military settlement of the colonists known as eren 2
194 H . Limet, L’étrangere dans la société sumérienne, [in:] Gesellschaftsklassen im Alten Zweit'
tromland und in den angrenzenden Gebieten. X V III RAI, München, 29■ Juni bis 3. Juli 1970>
BAWph, München 1972, pp. 123-138 (esp. appendix regarding geography, pp. 135-138).
195 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, pp. 30-40.
196 W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 88-89.
197 G eneral studies on the soldier-colonist-labourers, n o t o n ly in th e peripheriesb u t also in core provinces, see M . Sigrist, E rin-un-ü, RA 73 (1 9 7 9 ), pp. 101-120; RA
74 (1980), pp. 11-28; K. M aekaw a, The erin-People, pp. 9-44; idem , N ew Texts on the
Collective Labor, pp. 37-94 ; P. Steinkeller, The Foresters oftU m m a, pp. 73 -7 5 ; A. U chi
tel, Erin-ès-didli, pp. 3 1 7 -3 3 8 ; idem , Erin-ès-didli (II), pp. 2 1 7 -2 2 8 . The p h e n o m e'
non o f em ploying groups o f eren2 in farm in g is well researched since th e stu d y by
A. S alonen, Agricultura M eso p o ta m ia nach sumerisch-akkadischen Quellen, AASF
149, H elsink i 1968 (fu rth er in this text: AASF B 149), see esp. lexical co m m en tary to
eren2, pp. 366-371 a n d tran slatio n o f the term as “Soldat, A rbeiter, A rbeitergruppe ■
In the follow ing section o f th e presen t study, in the analysis o f provincial texts from
U m m a in particular, 1 have accepted th e tran slatio n o f this term as “reservist , because
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^hich were located outside Sumer and Akkad198. Following this lead, P.
Steinkeller demonstrated, firstly, a strict connection between the paying
°f the gun2 ma-da tribute and the entire groups o f soldier-settlers, and
Secondly, the existence of certain stable rules and amounts of the tribute
relating to the settlement status of a given location and the size o f its
ere*i2 contingent199. Relative to the above factors was the military rank
°f the direct payer o f the tribute, who may have been the commander
°f the troop, who represented his men before the higher authorities, the
c°rnmander-governor o f the given settlement, or governor of the entire
military district.
As has been demonstrated by P. Steinkeller, texts provide the
Allowing data regarding the value o f the gun2 ma-da tribute, where
rhe first three categories additionally point to the existence o f garrisons
°f three different sizes, with leaders o f appropriate rank:
Qüfflber o f cattle
10
2
1

number of goats or sheep
100
20
10
1/20 (part of an ox)
1/2

1/300

1/30

tribute paver
sagina(morerarelyensi2)
nu-banda3- “captain”
nu-banda3200
ugula
ges2-da
“commander o f sixty
soldiers”
eren2 (calculated from
ugula ges2-da)201

11 seems best to reflect the m an ifo ld aspects o f his everyday existence in th e core provlnces, an d th e various aspects o f his social position a n d fu n ctio n (d u rin g war: a soldier,
a M em ber o f the local garrison, p robably in som e w ay attach ed to th e barracks; d u rin g
Peace: a labourer, detailed to particu lar lab o u r as needed, an d , especially in th e peripheries, a soldier-colonist).
H I.J. G elb, Prisoners, pp. 84-85.
' ” P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, pp. 31-35.
Jo° It is probably the case when an officer o f the same rank commanded a unit of half the size.
’ R Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 31; W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, p. 197.
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Linking the issues of gun2 ma-da payment with military settlement
flawlessly develops our knowledge of the extent of this phenom enon20'»
earlier researched by A. Goetze203, and above all permits to correctly
describe the organisational character and function o f the periphery
territories within the framework o f the state. The periphery, with
its network of military settlement, was not only a protective zone
surrounding the core, but also an economic unit linked to the core. In
other words, the periphery created, demographically and economically»
the core’s strategic background. If the deliveries from the ma-da land5
were indeed the foundation for the supply of herds in the central
department o f livestock distribution in Puzris-Dagan, it indicate5
a large degree of structural and economic integration of Sumer and
Akkad with the periphery
Due to the military character of the periphery, main administrators o
local territorial units were the sagina, military governors, standing at the
head of districts of varying sizes and with varying numbers o f settlements
commanded by subordinate officers. It is very rarely that an administrator
of a periphery region held the title of an ensi and it appears purely a matter
of tradition that he was granted a title associated with the representation
of one’s own country; such instances were indeed found in places where
loyal representatives o f local royal families were allowed to retain power
This is corroborated by a list of those centres, which are evidently the most
important lands with their own tradition of statehood: Adamdun, Asur.
Hamazi, Sabum, Simurrum, Susa and Urua. It does not seem, however,
that apart from a certain differentiation in the title’s meaning, such ensis
had any different powers and capacities than “military governors” sagina
as demonstrated by, for instance, the career of a certain Zariqum, ensi
and sagina of Asur, later transferred as an ensi to Susa204.

202 See above, table in Ch. 2.1. and quite up-to-date by M. Sigrist, Drehern, pp. 367-370203 A. Goetze, Sakkanakkus, s. 1-31 (esp. p. 4-7, the list o f eren2 garrisons).
204 See W.W. Hallo, Zariqum, JNES 15 (1956), pp. 220-225; R. Kutscher, A Note on the
Early Careers o f Zariqum and. Samsi-illat, RA 73 (1979), pp. 81-82.

The issues of this tribute were viewed in a different light byT. Maeda
ln his comparison of the two taxes: the ordinary gun2 (transliterated gu2na). paid by e.g. the foreign or more distant lands, and the gun2 ma-da
(gu2-na ma-da), paid by the lands closer to the core (mainly those on
*^e eastern bank o f the Tigris). He concluded that the existence o f two
ta*es was absolutely not a question of a mere change in terminology in
year SS.3, but that there was a very clear difference between them:
latter should be viewed as a kind o f evidence o f “obedience and
l°yalty to the monarchs o f Ur” paid by regions crucial to the kingdoms’
protective zone205.
fhe direct supervisor o f the whole periphery was the highest official
lri the state after the king: “the (great) chancellor, vizier” (sukkal•Hah)206, who acted through a system of his subordinate intermediaries
(sukkal). The sukkal were his plenipotentiary inspectors rather than
^ere emissaries, and they controlled the quality o f administration in
a given region and the degree to which it fulfilled its obligations towards
the crown. If need arose, they were entitled to take independent,
lrrUTtediate decisions within the bounds of their authority; in this they
resembled the missi dominici of the monarchy of Charles the Great.

^•4. The sphere o f influence and the vassal states
A close analysis of the territory encompassed by the vassal states
conducted by T. Maeda207, who made the formal assumption to
aPply the term not only to states mentioned in this context by the
r°yal inscriptions, but to all whose emissaries known as lu2 kin-gi4-a
° r administrators with the title o f ensi2 came to Sumer and to meet
205 T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 138-149 (Ch. 2: gu2-na from foreign lands; Ch. 3:
S'Vna and gu2-na ma-da).
206 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 26, note 21.
20' T. Maeda, The Defense Zone, pp. 143-149.
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the expense of their maintenance were allocated cattle from the royal
herds at Puzris-Dagan. Applying those criteria, T. Maeda specified
the following as vassal states: Abarnium (a-ba-ar-ni-um1“), Ansao
(an-sa-anki), D uduli (dug-du8-liki), Egula (e2-gu-laki), Ebla (eb-lak,)>
Gigibinum (gi-gi-bi-ni-umki), Gubla (gu-ub-lakl), Harsi (ha-ar-siki)>
H abura (ha-bu-raki), H urd (hu-ur-tiki), Jabru (i3-a-ab-ruki), Jabtum
(i3-ab-ti-umki), Inbu (in-buki), Kumi (ku-muki), Mari (ma2-ri2ki)’
Magan (ma2-ganki), M ardaman (mar-da-ma-anki), Marhasi (m ar-ha'
si1"), Rimus (ri-mus^), Simanum (si-ma-nu-umki), Sari-AM3 (sa-ri'
A.ANki), Sigris (si-ig-ri2-iski), Simaski (lu2-SU.Aki), Sudae (su-da-e1“)»
Tutula (tu-tu-laki), Urum (uj-ra-umkj), Ul (u3-ulki), Urkis (ur-kiski)
and Zidanum (zi-da-num2ki).
The territory delineated in this manner is much larger than the
geographic zone described in the preceding chapter. According to TMaeda208, its boundaries were Gubla and Ebla in Syria, Abarnium»
Mardaman and Simanum at the sources of the Tigris in the north, Mar1
and Tutul on the line o f the Euphrates, Simaski in the east, Ansan and
Marchasi in the south-east, and Magan in the south. Thus perceived»
the vassal states o f the kingdom of Ur would have stretched over a huge
tract of land, reaching from the Mediterranean Sea to the plains of Iran
and from Kurdistan to O m an (Magan) and the Iranian provinces of
Fars or Mekran (Marchasi). In view o f P. Steinkeller’s generally accepted
delineation of this zone, the inclusion o f additional states, such as Man»
Tuttul in the west, and even the distant Marhasi in the east, bordering
Elam, is still conceivable within the geopolitical reality of the kingdom
o f Ur and coincides with the directions o f its natural expansion. lc
would be, however, difficult to accept without question that the Syrian
Ebla, Gubla (Byblos), or the overseas Magan could have belonged to
the zone of vassal states. There are no sources which might corroborate
the Ur monarch’s military activity so far to the north-west, with the

208 Ibid., p. 148; see also T. Potts, Mesopotamia and the East, p. 140.
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exception o f one fragmentary royal inscription, which, additionally, is
ascribed to Su-Suen without any certainty^09.
In this situation it seems that the criteria regarding the maintenance
granted to local emissaries or princes, which have been accepted by T.
J^aeda, may be sufficient to define the range o f the Ur empire’s diplomatic
lnks, but not necessarily to delineate the zone o f vassal states. N ot
every foreign state, the emissary o f which was alotted a support from
j^zris-Dagan, must have been a vassal one. The custom o f granting
hospitality to foreign emissaries and maintaining them at the expense
°f the monarch was then a generally accepted diplomatic practice, and
as demonstrated by the Old-Babylonian letters from Mari, it concerned
eyen emissaries o f the countries which the host’s relations were strained
0r straightforwardly hostile210. Moreover, if the titular suzerainty o f the
monarchs indeed stretched as far as Gubla and Ebla (and this is
a condition for describing a given state as a vassal one), why did they
r'°t manage to create a buffer zone in that direction (up the Euphrates),
’■hat is a “periphery” obliged to pay a fixed tribute, in the same manner
as they did in the east? O n the other hand, Magan, which for a long
tlrne was in the Mesopotamian rulers’ sphere of interests and was often
described (e.g. by the Akkadian king Man-istusu) as subjugated, due to
'ts overseas location could never be put under enough pressure to justify
aPplying the term o f a vassal state to it.
It is also crucial that the military power was not the only, and
definitely not the most im portant factor shaping the mutual relations
between the empire and the dependent states, especially with the
stronger and more distant neighbours. In order to achieve their
Political and economic (commercial) goals, the kings o f Ur skilfully
aPplied various diplomatic means, e.g. the policy o f dynastic marriages,
which has so often been mentioned earlier in this text. This policy of
30’ See above, Ch. 1.3.
See for instance the correspondence of Jarim-Addu o f Babylon, D. Charpin, F. Joannes,
1^ckenbacher, B. I.afont, Archives epistolaires de Mari, 1/2, ARM 26, Paris 1988, pp. 159-186.
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alliances, which has correctly if bluntly been termed “Heiratspolitik”21'
by many scholars, was a pillar of the Third Dynasty o f Ur state’s foreign
policy, implemented with much success precisely in relation to the
vassal principalities and independent neighbours, in order to assure
their friendship and loyalty. The mechanism at work here was in many
respects the same as the one used by the royal house to establish family
connections, by adoption or by marriage, with the families o f the states
head officials.

211 See e.g. W. Sallaberger, Ur III-Zeit, pp. 159-161, with an interesting table arranging ^
marriages in relation to the geographical directions of the kingdoms expansion (pp. 160-1
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C hapter 3
3. Adm inistrative and econom ic sectors
o f the states econom y in the period
o f the Third D ynasty o f Ur

It has been traditionally accepted that the final shape was given to the
administrative and economic system of the Third Dynasty’s state by the
reforms o f Sulgi, introduced mainly in the years S.20-21. P. Steinkeller,
developing to a certain extent the assumptions o f E. Sollberger212,
specified ten reforms which the monarch apparently introduced in
a relatively short period o f time213:
1. Deification o f his own person (not later than S.20)214
2. Establishment o f permanent army by conscription (S.20)215

’ E. Sollberger, Su r la chronologie des rois d ’Ur, pp. 17-18.
11 E Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, pp. 20-21. The author assumes also that the
^ e o f Laws constituted an element o f those reforms, and that its real creator was not Uran,ma but Sulgi. This hypothesis, however, does not find sufficient corroboration in the
s°urces.
1 As to the precise dating of the deification o f his own person by Sulgi, see P. Steinkeller,
0re on the Ur III Royal Wives, ASJ 3 (1981), p. 81, note 48 - reasoning based on the concurCtlt appearance o f the predeterminative D IN G IR before the name of the king, and on the
^ esence of the priestess lukur, as his wife. The latter argument does not seem definitive, since
<; governor o f Umma, Ur-Lisi, had a wife-concubine lukur - see below.
Is Y earname S.20: m u d u m u u r i^ -m a lu 2 giig id 2-se3 KA ba-ab-kesda - ‘The
Vca
L
• •
r
ar the citizens o f U r w ere co nscripted as 1am eers’.

3. Reorganisation o f temple households (S.2 1)216
4. Introduction of an unified system of provincial administration in
the entire Babylonia
5. Establishment of the bala system, combined with establishment
of redistribution centres, for instance in Puzris-Dagàn, where the state’s
resources were collected and distributed
6. Establishment o f an enormous clerkly apparatus and a stateschool training system for clerks
7. Radical reform o f the writing system
8. Introduction of new procedures o f economic accounting
9. Reorganisation o f the system o f measurement
10. Introduction of a new state calendar (Reichskalender)217
According to H. Waetzoldt, only the reforms no. 1, 5, 10 do not
arouse doubts concerning their introduction, nos. 6 and 8 do not have
any source corroboration, and the others are very doubtful218. It appears
that at least with regard to the reforms no. 3 and 4, which are the most
interesting in the context of the present study, H. Waetzoldt’s criticism
may be perceived as excessive. The yearname of S.21 is a clear and
probable, if not equivocal, corroboration of the reform identified by P
Steinkeller - the more probably since together with the introduction
o f the bala system (reform 5), it would be a part o f a comprehensive
settlement of the mutual relations between the administrative/economic
sectors on the central and temple/local levels.
216 Y earname S.21a: m u dn in -u rta en si2 gal den -lil2-la2-ke4 e2 de n -lil2 dn in -lil2'
la2-ke4 es bar-kin b a-an -d u n - g a dsu l-g i lugal uri5ki-m a-k e4 G A N A 2 n i3-kas7su k u e2
de n -lil2 dn in -lil2-la2-ke4 si b i2-sa2-a - ‘T he year the g o d N in u rta , the great ‘field-m anager’ o f th e god Enlil, p ro n o u n c e d an oracle in th e tem ples o f th e gods Enlil and
N inlil, (and) Sulgi, king o f Ur, p u t in o rd er th e fields (and) accounts, th e sustenance
o f the tem ples o f the gods E nlil a n d N in lil’.
217 See e.g. R .M . W h itin g , Some Observations on the Drehem Calendar, Z A 69/1
(1979), pp. 6-33.
218 H . W aetzoldt (R ecension), The O rganization o f Power: Aspects o f Bureaucracy in
the A ncient N ear East, Eds. R.D . Biggs —M cG . Gibson, S A O C 4 6 , Chicago 1987, JAOS
111 (1991), p. 638.
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The central (royal) sector: significance
and organisation
The reforms introduced a clear division between the central sector
Estate one, in the strict sense of royal, crown-related) and the local
Sector, the most typical economic units o f which were the temple
households. This in no way signified that the king relinquished his right
to derive financial gains from both sectors, but only that the burden of
Cutrent administrative duties and the associated risks were transferred
°nto the representatives o f the local administration. They had to settle
’he accounts with the royal (central) sector by means of paying various
duties, services and taxes, with the bala, already frequently mentioned
lri this text, at the fore.
The separation of the central from the local sector, in view of the fact
that the king did not resign from profits from the temple households,
lf|dicated nothing else but establishing the king’s (or the crown’s) direct
^ n e rs h ip of certain areas of arable land and manufacturing works,
^hich became managed by an administrative apparatus separate from
’•he provincial one and subordinate directly to the central government,
h is difficult to ascertain whether, and to what extent, this sector
ericornpassed any former temple lands, or whether it was established
0ri lands newly reclaimed as a result o f large-scale irrigation projects
'vitiated already by Ur-Namma219.
The central sector functioned in two clearly delineated zones: first,
ln the areas which, with regard to administration, were included into
*his sector in their entirety, and secondly, in the central provinces,
In the shape of a separate administrative/economic sector. The first
encompassed a large section of the economic activity of the capitals,
with regard to both production and distribution of goods arriving from
provinces, as well as the separate administrative/economic centres
219 See list of Ur-Nammas irrigation ventures with source corroboration, W. Sallaberger,
III-Zeit, pp. 135-137.
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established by Sulgi, such as e.g. Puzris-Dagân with respect to livestock.
Like Puzris-Dagân, they were usually geared towards a specialised
branch o f production or manufacture (e.g. the royal weaving workshops
at Ur).
The second zone of the central sector was in all probability
distributed over all provinces of Sumer and Akkad in the form of the
above-mentioned royal estates, comprising arable land, pastures, herds
and manufacturing works. Located in the provinces and neighbouring
temple, municipal or private households, they were nevertheless
managed by administrative personnel independent of the ensi and
his provincial administration, and subordinate directly to the s a g in a .
This arrangement appears to have been most natural, considering the
character of the military governor’s function as a direct representative
of the power and authority of the king and o f his designated su k k a l'
mah, as well as his resulting responsibilities in his region and in relation
to the local governor. O n the other hand, the simple soldiers, officers
and functionaries, or the employees of the royal sector, must have been
among the main holders o f plots of royal land. In this respect, the system
much resembled the later, Old-Babylonian ilku m system220.
The recently discovered texts from Garsana, which have already
been mention elsewhere in this study, belong to source materials which
perfectly demonstrate the complex, multidimensional nature o f the royal
estates’ autonomy, as elements of the central sector in relation to the
entirety of the given province. The settlement of Garsana was one of the
central sector administrative/economic units in the province o f U m m ^
From the political and military point of view, it was the residence or
a provincial garrison subordinate to the sagina, whose role towards the
province governor (ensi2) and the local community have already been
220 The essence and ev olution o f th e M eso p o tam ian p rebendal system was recent
ly presented in a w ide overview by G . van D riel, Elusive Silver. In Search o f a Role f t
a M arket in the Agrarian Environm ent. Aspects o f Mesopotamias Society, Istan b u l — Le*
den 2 0 0 2 , esp. pp. 54-128.
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Ascribed above. From the administrative and economic point of view,
111turn, Garsana was a fully developed and independent economic unit,
'v*th its own labour force (mainly the “soldier-reservists” eren2) and
htU staff o f middle- and lower-level officials. The settlement comprised
arable lands (for farming and fruit-growing) and pastures (for animal
usbandry), and above all numerous manufacturing workshops and
Craft workshops. Existing excerpts from the Garsana documentation
may indicate, for instance, that it was particularly specialised in the
production of building materials, mainly brick. Yet the most important
c°rroboration derived from the Garsana texts - and one most vital to
present considerations - concerns two very evident conclusions.
Firstly, Garsana, in spite o f being located in the province o f Umma
and in the close vicinity o f the city itself, is practically absent (with the
exception o f single, scattered mentions) in the rich documentation of
^tnm a (c. 18,000 published texts); the same applies to the very name
°f the settlement221 and to the wide circle o f Garsana’s administrative
htnctionaries. This proves beyond any doubt that the differentiation,
0r rather the organisational and economic separation o f the two
Sectors: central (i.e. Garsana) and local (i.e. Umma), was consistently
tfaintained, even if administrative units belonging to either were located
111 close proximity. Secondly, a comparison o f the personal names
functionaries and employees of the Garsana and Umma archives
demonstrates, again beyond any doubt, that the ethnic composition
the local population of the province (Umma) was different from
that of the inhabitants, employees and functionaries of Garsana. In the
hfst case Sumerian names predominate, the percentage o f Akkadian
Carries is small and the Amorite, Hurrian and others — minimal,
"'hich is typical for the southern past o f Sumero-Akkad. The Garsana
d°cumentation presents a diametrically different image: Akkadian
t^mes clearly predominate, and with the percentage o f Sumerian
221 O f c. 20 texts of Umma which mention Garsana, nearly half concerns single animals
Ser>t there for royal sacrifices to god Nergal of Garsana, which in itself is very symptomatic.
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names not exceeding 20%, the incredibly high percentage o f Amorite
names is indeed noteworthy; Hurrian and other names also appear
much more frequently. Notwithstanding all the formal reservations
that a name does not necessarily have to reflect the ethnic identity of
its bearer, it seems that the conclusion is clear: the population living
and working in Garsana was generally alien (immigrant) in relation
to the native population of the province, and had been settled there
as a result of the decision o f central authorities. In particular, this may
indicate that the central (royal) sector in its every dimension (political,
military, administrative and economic) engaged the immigrant Amorite
population and groups of captives taken during royal expeditions.
All the above presents the situation and operation of the royal sector
components in the state’s core provinces, but for obvious reasons»
which have already been stated earlier, the periphery zone, which from
the economic point of view was also settled by the military, must have
belonged to this sector almost in its entirety. Independent of the fact that
organisational structures adopted in this zone differed slightly, which
resulted naturally from the periphery’s function within the state (i.e. its
more evident military objective), the basic instrum ent regulating the
relationships in that zone were still the gun2 and gun2 ma-da tributesIncome yielded by the central sector was allocated directly to meet
the requirements of the king, the royal family, the court (both in the
dimension of the economic needs and the cult)222, the central state
apparatus, the army, and also the state in general, e.g. to meet the cost
of foreign policy and wars. The exceptional public activity o f the queens
(nin) is worth stressing here, since in itself it had a vital econormc
dimension. The queens, as royal mothers or wives, to a significant degree
participated in fulfilling the state duties (the queens, omitting here the
221 See the interesting stu d y by M . Sigrist, devoted to the expenses a n d needs ( '11
elu d in g those cult-related) o f th e king, his closest fam ily an d the c o u rt - M . Sign*1,
D rehem , pp. 2 6 5 -3 9 1 ; th e analysis o f th e cu lt calendar in th e U r III Period a n d t e
related festivals a n d cult celebrations - extensive m o n o g rap h by W. Sallaberger, D er
kultische Kalender (ibid. earlier b ib liography o n th e topic).
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second wives lukur, are: W atartum, Taram-Uram, Geme-Suena, ŚulgiS'mti, Abl-simti, Kubatum and Geme-Enlila)223.

3*2. The local sector and the econom y o f the temples:
structure and management
The local economic sector, especially in agriculture - its fundamental
division, in overwhelming majority consisted of temple households. This
ls amply demonstrated by the typically agricultural province o f GirsuLagas, where in operation were several large and separate economic
Ur|its related to temples224. As P. Steinkeller correctly observed225, the
reform o f temple households was the ruler’s key move in his attem pt to
Irnpose order on the economic structure o f the state, pertaining equally
to the numerous and ubiquitous temple households themselves and to
^ e sector o f the state (royal) property in the strict sense. In the ultimate
dimension, all those households in a given province became subordinate
t° the head authority o f the ensi, even though formally the temple
households retained their territorial and administrative autonomy in
*ts earlier organisational form (with their own management, headed
hy the sabra or sanga). In some respects, the ensi was perceived as
a representative of the local community, especially in view of the
Parallel existence o f an entire sector, identified with the king, which
^as subordinate to the sagina. The ensi was, therefore, able to guarantee
223 See e.g. P. M ichałow ski, RoyalW om an o f the Ur I I I Period. Part I, JC S 2 8 (1 9 7 7 ),
Pp. 169-172; idem , Royal Women o f the Ur I I I Period. Part II, JC S 3 1 (1 9 7 9 ), pp. 171^ 6 ; P. Steinkeller, M ore on the Ur I I I Royal Wives, pp. 1 1 S I ' , P. M ichałow ski, Royal
^om en o f the Ur I I I Period. Part III, ASJ 4 (1 9 8 2 ), pp. 129-142; G . Fram e, A N ew
tfe fo r Śu-Sin, A R R IM 2 (1 984), pp. 3-4; M . Sigrist, K ubatum , RA 80 (1986),
P- 185.
224 See table in K. Maekawa, Cultivation o f legumes and mun-vazi plants in Ur III Girsu,
BsA g2 (1985), p. 112.
225 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, p. 21.

the interests o f the crown in the sphere o f the local temple economy in
a less ostentatious manner.
In Sumer, the separation o f temple property from palace property
and the related conflicts and system transformations had a long historyIt has to be remembered that in the Sumerian city-states the leading
role o f the temple, as the main centre of the cult, the economy and for
a long time also o f the political power, was strongly linked to the very
origin of those city-states: the city revolution and the role of irrigation
projects at the close of the prehistoric era. In the conditions of southern
Mesopotamia, it was a temple that constituted the centre around which
the social and political structure of the city-state’s system coalesced»
and it is not by accident that even quite recently the political entities of
the Old-Sumerian era were still being described with the general term
“temple city-state” (cité-temple, Tempelstadt). The institution of the
monarchy itself arose from, and for a long time remained part of, the
internal evolution of the priestly and administrative hierarchy o f the
temple.
O nly the emergence of a new, and initially competitive, centre of
power - the palace - and the formation of its property, separate from
the then-dom inant temple property gave rise to problems in the later
eras. The reforms o f Uru-KA-gina, and the decrees o f Sargon o f Akkad
and then Sulgi in the Neo-Sumerian era, were symptoms in this conflict
Additionally, the king o f Ur had to take under consideration not only
the traditional conditions, but also the fact that in the framework of the
state’s administrative and economic structure, the temple households»
ex definitione linked with the territories o f the old city-states (through
the local gods that represented those political entities), were the natura
representatives of the local economy. This was the motivation behin
the choice o f the method o f subordinating them to the interests of the
monarchy: by imposing the highest supervisory authority on the leve
of a province governor. In was also the ensi, as the chief administratof
of the temple/state sector in his region, that was personally responsible
82

for settling its tax duties towards the crown (i.e. the central sector) in
form of the rotational system of duties (taxes) bala (see below), which
thus acquired the character o f provincial taxation.
Interestingly, the source data do not corroborate the fact of the ensi,
lr> connection with his holding the highest regional authority, having
at his disposal or directly managing any larger landed estates, neither
as a royal prebend nor property transferred to his ownership from the
local resources. As has been demonstrated by H. Limet, the palace (e2gal) o f the ensi was a local centre o f product management rather than
° f production itselP26.
The other, equally im portant element o f the local sector, in its
full social and economic dimension, were the communal property,
Self-governed by the local administrative body, and private property.
Unfortunately, the almost-total absence o f relevant source material (with
^ e exception o f Nippur) permits to draw merely secondary conclusions
-e-g. from state and temple texts) regarding its acreage and role in the
Province’s economy. For instance, the fact that a significant portion of
the employees o f the state/temple sector was employed long-term, but
0r*ly on a part-time basis (a2- l/2 , a2- l/3 , a2-2/3 and others) permits
to conclude that they had stable income form private property227. It is
thus even more difficult to determine the extent o f duties and economic
telationships between the private/communal sector and the state sector
lri both its local and central aspects.

^ 226 H . L im et, Le rôle de palais dans l’économ ie néo-sum érienne, fin:] State a n d
Economy in the A ncien t N ear East, E. L ipiński (éd.), Leuven 1979, pp. 2 4 5 .

227 See e.g. D .M . Sharashenidze, Formy ekspłuatacii raboczei siły, esp. pp. 90-97;
■W aetzoldt, Compensation o f Craft, pp. 137-140.
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C hapter 4.
The bala system as the state econom y’s
integrative m echanism

The bala system of rotational duties, introduced in its final form
by Sulgi and in that form known to present scholarship, constituted
the fundamental element of structure regulating the overall economic
relationships between the central (royal) sector and the local, provincial
sector (mainly the temple one). It is beyond doubt that among all the
features o f the Neo-Sumerian state system, this is the most characteristic,
and at the same time the most exceptional. A very special role in the
operation and coordination o f the bala system was played by accounting
and redistribution centre at Puzris-Dagân, which was concerned mostly
with livestock. The main entities participating in this system were the
core provinces, personally — the governors who represented them,
chiefly the ensis.
Since the publication of the classic study by W.W. Hallo228, the bala
system has been relatively well researched and described in practically
every aspect229. Recently T.M. Sharlach230, in her newest, extensive
228 W .W . H allo, A Sum erian Am phictyony, pp. 88 -1 1 4 .
229 See e.g. th e m ost im p o rta n t analyses o f th e essence o f th e b ala system: P. S tein'
keller, The Core a n d the Periphery, pp. 19-41 (esp. pp. 2 8 -3 0 ); M . Sigrist, Drehem, pp'
3 3 9 -3 5 6 (chapter “ Tour de service - bala")\ T. M aeda, Bal-ensi, pp. 115-164; idem,
Sà-hal-a in U m m a Tablets, pp. 145-174; W. Sallaberger, D er kultische Kalender, pp. 32'
34.
230 T .M . Sharlach, Provincial Taxation.
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Monograph, discussed it mainly from the perspective of Umma and
Girsu-Lagas provincial archives. For this reason the present chapter has
been limited to the most essential information on the bala system, the
^ o re so since the analysis of the position o f the ensi allows to touch
upon this subject.

1. The Sumerian term bala and its meaning in reference
to the tax system in the state o f the Third Dynasty
o f Ur
The Sumerian term bala in its most basic nominal sense signifies as
l^uch as change’, exchange’, ‘rotation’ or ‘return’, or in its verbal sense,
to turn’, ‘to change’ or ‘to exchange’; yet in the sense o f the Akkadian
Palu(m ) it is ‘the term o f duty or responsibility” and ‘the period of
holding office’ (even ‘o f being in power’)231. It appears that both those
semantic elements are present in the understanding of this term in the
^eo-Sumerian administrative documents, where it was used to denote
the form o f duties due from the provincial governors to the central
authorities. W ith reference to material goods, it was used to describe
various commodities (including labour) delivered by the provinces
to the central collection and redistribution points, or supplied to the
centres o f the royal sector within the province itself; thus, a type of
tax’, ‘fee’ or ‘tribute’. From the organisational point of view, the term
denoted the period in which a province was obliged to supply those
commodities, duties or services. It has to be emphasised that this period
°f time was strictly determined (usually one m onth in a year) and
231 A. Deimel, SL 9,16 (Turnus, Amstzeit, Regierungszeit); AHw, p. 817 (Regierungszeit,
^ egierungsjahr, Amtsperiode); E. Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 103 (term o f duty, of office); A. Falkenste>n, NSGU III, p. 94 (im Turnus wechselndes Amt, turnusmässiger Dienst, Pfründe); Hübner>B., Reizammer, A., Inim Kiengi. Sumerisch-deutsches Glossar in zwei Bänden, Bd. 1-2, Marktredwitz 1985, p. 105 (Amtsperiode, Amtszeit, Regierungszeit, Wechselamt).
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cyclically assigned to the given province by central authorities. This is
as much as can be gleaned from the term itself, and upon this much all
the scholars are in agreement. The opinions are far more divided with
regard to what exactly the bala system was in its essence, and on what
administrative and economic mechanisms it relied in its operation.
W.W. Hallo232, who was the first to attempt an overall analysis of
the Neo-Sumerian bala system on the basis of the Puzris-Dagan source
materials, perceived it as a tribute mechanism encompassing the entire
state, aimed at providing steady supplies for the kingdom’s central
temples at N ippur and, to a lesser extent, at Ur; hence the role o f PuzrisDagan as the centre for collecting the tribute, which was paid mostly ¡n
livestock. The term amphictyony was proposed by W.W. Hallo since the
system was, in his opinion, similar to an institution which functioned
in the states of ancient Greece233. W.W. Hallo was also the first to
correctly compile a list of bala “payers” and make the observation that
those were administrators (mainly the ensis) of central provinces234. H e
also asserted that although the typical period of the bala duty was one
m onth in a year, some larger provinces, like Girsu-Lagas, in some years
fulfilled it even for up to three months235. The smaller payers (provinces
= their governors), on the other hand, sometimes had to join forces; i°
some cases a few governors needed to band together to cope with one'
m onth worth o f the bala236.

232 W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 88-91.
233 A sim ilar stance w ith regard to th e bala a n d the role o f P uzris-D agan v,'aS
ad o p ted by M . T anret, Nouvelles donnees, pp. 28 -4 5 (esp. pp. 3 2-33).
234 Ibid., pp. 92, 94-95 (table with chronological list).
235 Example of Girsu-Lagas for the year S.42 / AS.6 - T C L 2:5544, 7-9: iti diri sze-KIN'
ku ~ta, iti sxesz-da!-gu7-sze3, bala gir^-su1“ iti 3-kam — from month XII to m onth II, b3
Girsu, three months is”.
236 W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 90, 96. W.W. Hallo quotes a text fr°nj.
Puzris-Dagan (RSO 9, 472) which registered the fact that as much as six payers (inci. ensi2 °
Esnunna, sabra of Zinam, three other ensi2 o f Isim-Sulgi and sabra of goddess Nanaja) uni*e
to pay the bala due for one month
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P. Steinkeller viewed the bala system as a much more complex fiscal
and economic institution, perceiving it in a slightly different manner
than the one proposed by W.W. Hallo, and defining its three basic
Matures:
1. the bala was a sum of commodities and services supplied by
provinces in relation to their size and capability, usually in products in
which a given province specialised;
2. the overall value o f those commodities and services was for a type
° f bala capital (assets) a given province, to the value o f which it could
expect to receive in exchange the commodities and services it required;
3. the bala contribution was delivered to the redistribution centres
(e.g. Puzris-Dagân) or straight to the province requiring this type of
commodities (and which received it in return for its own bala capital).
Additionally, the majority o f the bala commodities from a given
province was collected and distributed locally, to meet the requirements
°f its own section o f the central (royal) sector237. The author noticed also
that the majority o f commodities delivered by the provinces o f Sumer
and Akkad as their bala were not farm animals at all, but rather just the
opposite - those provinces received livestock from Puzris-Dagànas as part
°f their bala capital. Livestock must have been, therefore, a part o f the
gun2 ma-da tribute and must have come from the periphery zone238. In
his perception, “the bala institution functioned as a central redistribution
system, integrating all the provinces into one interdependent whole”239.
Hi us, by virtue o f its character, it was a powerful administrative and
economic machine which integrated (and fostered its dependence on
the formal intermediation of the royal administration) not only the
core, but also, by the fact that it was linked to the system of the gun2
toa-da tribute, the vast periphery zone o f the state.

237 P. Steinkeller, The Core and the Periphery, pp. 28-29.
238 Ibid., pp. 29-30.
239 Ibid., p. 28.
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In his monographic study on Puzris-Dagân, M. Sigrist240 defined
the bala system as the “order of (rendering) service” (tour de service),
which bound the great “landlords” - province governors and chief
administrators o f temples, to fulfil their obligations towards the official
cult with its centre in Nippur. The author points out, however, that it
is impossible to determine whether those duties were paid from their
private properties, or rather properties which were entrusted to them as
prebend in connection with their holding state functions.
Similarly, in his two im portant articles T. Maeda241, on the m a rg in
o f his more detailed analysis o f the functioning of the term bala in
texts from Puzris-Dagân and Umma, to a large extent returned to WWHallo’s proposition regarding the essence of the system. His interesting
findings concern the frequency and period o f participation of particular
core cities in the bala system. For instance, some cities (e.g. Kis a n d
Adab) are mentioned only sporadically and over short periods, others
in S.46.vi appear together, but in AS.4 are separate (Adab in month
III and Kis in XI), while before the year S.39, that is before the P u z r i S '
Dagàn centre was completed, only two cities, Umma and K a z a l l u m >
appear in the bala system242. All this points to yearly decisions on the
sequence and leads T. Maeda to question the stability of the rotational
system. The author demonstrated also that the bala operations were
supervised by a small group of highly-specialised personnel delegated
by the administration o f Puzris-Dagân243.
Another aspect o f the bala mechanism was pointed out by
W. Sallaberger. In his opinion, the ensi supplying animals to the
N ippur temples, while fulfilling a tax duty, nevertheless did so in their
own name, retaining in a sense their formal right to them as sacrificial
animals given to the temple as its due benefice. In this manner, the
240 M. Sigrist, Drehem, pp. 339-356 (definition of the term pp. 339-340).
241 T. M aeda, Bal-ensi, pp. 115-164; T. M aeda, Sà-bal-a in U m m a Table#’
pp. 145-174.
242 T. Maeda, Bal-ensi, pp. 117-118.
243 Ibid., pp. 122-130.
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bala would be a kind of “Pfriindensystem” reinforcing the system of
^pendencies, but at the same time a justification of the ensis power
before the gods. The author emphasised that the term bala had precisely
this meaning in Old-Babylonian texts from N ippur244.
Finally, T.M. Sharlach, correlating all the views on the character
°f the bala institution, assumed that each hypothesis contains correct
elements, and that the nature of the system included multiple functions
and meanings245. This m ultitude o f relevant factors and complexity of
the system is to a large extent corroborated in her extensive monograph,
based chiefly on texts from Umma and Girsu-Lagas. The author notices,
f°r instance, that if in a certain year some ensi closed his bala account
with a deficit, that is e.g. received more livestock than was his due in
telation to the value o f commodities and services he had delivered, he
began the following year with settling this debt by delivering increased
duties246.

4.2. Governors o f provinces as the main payers
o f the bala “tax”
It has been repeatedly stressed in this text that whereas the provinces
obliged to pay the bala tax were the core provinces o f the state (Sumer
and Akkad) and periodically Esnunna and Isim-Sulgi in the Diyala
region, the actual “payers”, in both the accounting records and in reality,
'''ere the province governors personally. Considering the administrative
structure o f the core, those were predominantly the ensi. If, therefore,
the above hypothesis regarding the existence o f a certain "bala capital”
accepted, it would still have been the “capital”, or perhaps rather the
bala account”, o f concrete people - the province governors, although
-y/ Sallaberger, Der kultische Kalender, p. 33.
245 T.M. Sharlach, Provincial Taxation, pp. 20-21.
246 Ib id , p. 162.
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it concerned goods produced and supplied or received by various
provinces. This seems to have been not just a formal accounting device,
but a very real perception o f the manner o f settling the “assets” and
“liabilities” on the “bala accounts”. This is corroborated by the manner
in which the typical bala texts from Puzris-Dagan are worded. The
following are some eloquent examples.
M VN 8.98 (S.41)
1. 32 gu4 niga 30 la2 1 gu4
2. zi-ga bala ensi2 ka2?-dingirkl u3 ensi2 didli
3. iti ezem dnin-a-zu
4. 146 gu4 [niga] 36+ gu4
5. iti ezem dsul-gi
6. 58 gu4 niga 16 gu4
7. iti su-es-sa
8. 44 gu4 niga 70 gu4
9. iti ezem mah
10. 34 gu4 niga 70 gu4
11. iti diri se-kin-ku5
12. bala ur-dlamma ensi2 gir2-sukl
Reverse
13. su-nigin2 314 gu4 niga
14. su-nigin2 293 gu4
15. su-nigin2 607 gu4 hi-a
16. bala ensi2-ke4-ne
17. zi-ga den-lil2-la2
18. mu us2-sa PU vSA-is-dda-gan ba-du3-a
19. mu us2-sa-bi
Six hundred and seven heads o f cattle were handed over to some
ensis; the ensis and their provinces are o f course meticulously detailed m
particular entries. Yet the summary note (line 15-16), the element that
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•s always the crux of the matter in Sumerian book-keeping, contains
the following: su-nigin2 607 gu4 hi-a, bala ensi2-ke4-ne - „altogether
607 o f various cattle, (as) bala o f the ensis”. Also in one o f the detailed
entries (line 2), apart from the main recipient defined by his province
(Babylon), there is a note mentioning other beneficiaries collectively:
*i-ga bala ensi2 ka2?-dingirki u3 ensi2 didli - “handed over (as) bala of
the ensi of Babylon and other ensis”. This points to the real, from the
formal point of view, active entity and the side of the transaction.
Below is the famous text, published as early as 1900 by H. Radau247,
the analysis o f which led to the discovery o f the entire bala mechanism248.
This document, one of the first known texts to touch upon the matter,
particularly stresses the “personal” element o f the financial accounts
m the bala system. It obviously contains a defined order in which
the bala was to be rendered in a given year by particular ensis. If it
"Was not for the necessity of personalised accounting, so typical for
the Neo-Summerian book-keeping, the names o f cities (= provinces)
Would have sufficed. Instead, each sequence is clearly based on a phrase
m onth X, ensi2 G N ”. Exceptionally, line 18 mentions the sabra of
Ur, but this is only the result of differences in administrative structure
of the capital district, which has already been stressed in the preceding
chapters. Below Radau’s list, there is an example o f an analogous text
from the year AS.4, published by W.W. Hallo, in which this sequence
is expanded to include an additional term explaining the purpose for
issuing the list: “m onth X, bala ensi2 G N ”.249 The texts clearly come
from different years, since the order o f fulfilling the bala obligations is
similar only in part.
247 H . R adau, Early Babylonian H istory dow n to the E n d o f the Fourth D ynasty o f
Ur, N ew York 1900; re-edition in D .C . Snell, The E.A. H offm an Collection a n d Other
American Collections, M V N 0 9 , R om a 1979. See text analysis by W .W . H allo, A S u m 
erian Amphictyony, p. 92.
248 In this aspect, the first to notice this document was B. Landsberger, Der kultische-Kalender der Babylonier u n d Assyrer, LSS 6/1-2, Leipzig 1915, p. 65, note 4.
249 W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, p. 113.
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M VN 9.124 = Radau. EBH 299 EAH 134
1. iti se-KIN-ku5
2. iti mas-ku3-gu7
3. ensi2 gir2-sukl
4. iti D U N -da-gu?
5. ensi2 ummak'
6. iti u5-bi2muszen-gu7
7. ensi2 KA2.D IN G IR ki
8. iti ki-siki dnin-a-zu
9. ensi2 mar2-daki
10. iti ezem dnin-a-zu
11. iti a2-ki-ti
Reverse
12. ensi2 gir2-suki
13. iti ezem dsul-gi
14. ensi2 EZEM -dsul-gi / ZU!-mu u3 KU!-da-LUM-se3
1$. iti su-es-sa
16. ensi2 adab^
17. iti ezem mah
18. sabra u rim ^
19. iti ezem an-na
20. ensi2 surupakk'
21. iti ezem me-ki-gal2
22. ensi, ka-zal-luk'
TCS 14. 113.21
1. iti mas-da3-guy
2. iti szes-da-gu?
3. bala ensi2 gir2-sukl
4. iti u5-bi2-guy
5. bala ensi2 adabki
6. iti ki-siki dnin-a-zu
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7. bala ensi2 mar2-dakl
8. [iti] ezem dnin-a-zu
9. [bala] ensi ka-[zal-lu]b
[...]
Reverse
[...]
1 . bala ensi2 gir2-suki
(blank space)
2’. mu en-mah-gal-an-na en dnanna ba-hug
It appears that the principle of “personalising” bala accounts is to
a certain extent in agreement with the aspect, noticed by W. Sallaberger,
of cult validation (confirmation) of the governors’ power, and this could
have referred only to their person, not to the province they represented.
The most obvious substantiation o f the personal aspect are the existing
references to the payer that mention only his name and position,
with no reference whatsoever to the city (province) o f which he was
a representative. O f course the scribe who wrote the tablet and the
officials who oversaw the payment being made were perfectly aware in
the name o f which province the payer settled the accounts, but that does
not alter the fact that the brief note contained only that information
which was the most vital from the point o f view of calculating the bala
‘capital” - the person o f the “account owner”. Some examples are listed
below.
RSO 9,472
M VN 11.178
M VN 11.178
M VN 11.178
M VN 11.178
MVN 11.178

no date
S.44.viii
S.44.viii
S.44.viii
S.44.viii
S.44.viii

bala ... dnin-lil2-e sabra dna-na-a
bala lugal-nir-gal2
bala en-um-i3-li2
bala du-du
bala $e-lu-us-dda-gan
bala lugal-pa-e3
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M VN 11.178
S.44.viii
RA 9.42 = SA 17 S.45.ix
RA 9.42 = SA 17 S.45.ix
RA 9.42 = SA 17 S.45.ix
A U CT 1.66
OrSP 47/49.81
AS.4.ix
TR U 36

baladnanna-lu2-[dum] (sangadsul-gi-ra)
bala sabra dnanna
bala sabra an
bala sabra dnin-ezem
AS.3.x bala lu d-nanna sabra
dnanna-ki-ag2 sabra dnanna
AS.4.ixbala za-ri2-iq

250

The case o f the sabra of Ur who appears in M VN 9.124 does not
contradict the rule that the bala payers were functionaries who stood
at the head of province administration: also in the name of Uruk, for
a similar reason o f differences in the managerial structure, the bala was
paid not by the ensi, but, as an exception, the sabra of the temples of
the most important gods venerated in the city (Inanna, An and Nanna)The following are examples of the appearance o f the sabra of either city
in the role of a bala payer:
TR O M 1.95
TR U 36
BIN 3.198
BIN 3.540
PD T 2.1122
OrSP 47/49.111
SAT 2.1176

AS.3.ix
AS.4.ix
AS.4
AS.7.x
AS.7
AS.7.x
AS.9

bala sabra unugk'-ke4-ne
bala sabra uri5kl-ma
bala sabra [GN]
bala sabra u ri^-m a
bala sabra uri,.k'-ma
bala sabra uri5kl-ma
bala sabra u ri^-m a

W hat is surprising, however, is the appearance of the sanga of Marad,
as nothing seems to indicate a special form o f management in this
province; the more so since it is the ensi who is most often mentioned
as the payer o f the bala for Marad, even in the same accounting period
as the sanga. For comparison:

250 Known in this function from PIOL 19.398 (S.44).
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TCL 2.5577
TRU 294
AUCT 1.683
JCS 14,113,21
JCS 14,110,13
MVN 20.100
C T 32 BM 103436
TRU 357

S.46.iii bala sanga mar2-daki
S.46.ÜÍ bala sanga mar2-daki
S-46-íii bala ensi2 mar,-dak'
bala ensi2 mar2-dakl
AS.4.i
bala im-lik-e2-a ensi2 mar2-daki
AS.9
SS.2
bala ensi2 mar2-daki
SS.3
bala im-lik-e2-a ensi2 mar2-daki
SS.6
bala ensi2 mar2-daki

Since this regards only one cycle in the third m onth of the year S.46,
it is possible that for some reason an exceptional situation may have
arisen. The appearance o f other sabra and sanga, and sporadically even
the sagina in the role o f bala payers should be regarded as similarly
exceptional, although not impossible, since there were obviously several
such instances:251
RSO 9,472
RSO 9,472
RA 9.42 = SA 17
RA 9.42 = SA 17
RA 9.42 = SA 17
MVN 11.178
OrSP 47/49.81
TRU 36

no date
no date
§.45.ix
S.45.ix
S.45.ix
S.44.viii
AS.4.ix
AS.4.ix

bala ... lugal-nir-gal2 sabra zi-namkl
bala ... dnin-lil2-e sabra dna-na-a
bala sabra dnanna
bala sabra An
bala sabra dnin-ezem
bala dnanna-lu2-[du1Q] (sanga dsul-gi-ra)
dnanna-ki-ag2 sabra dnanna
bala za-ri?-iq2V~

Altogether, the surviving source material permit to reconstruct the
chronological order of the bala payments only for some months and
years. Even this incomplete picture, however, indicates that as a rule,
251 See table in M. Sigrist, Drehem, p. 343.
252 Probably the same who later was the ensi of Susa - see PD T 1.557,20: bala za-ri2-iq
ensi2 susinki (AS.4); after M. Sigrist, Drehem, p. 343 - and at that time still held the function of
the sagina and/or ensi of Asur. According to W.W. Hallo, Zariqum, p. 221, the change o f the
region that Zariqum administered from Asur to Susa took place in AS.4.xii.
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it was the ensi who fulfilled this obligation, and that only sporadically
in the cases described above, the duty fell to other administrators: to
the sabra or sanga o f the temple, or to the sagina. The table below is
based on data compiled in succession by W.W. Hallo253, T. Maeda25“*
and, in her most recent publication, by T.M. Sharlach, corrected and
supplemented with the information on the payer representing the given
province, that is the person who from the formal point of view had the
bala “capital” at his disposal. The entries are based on records found
in concrete tablets and are not formally supplemented on the basis of
external knowledge concerning a given ensi’s period of office. Thus, if
a name of an ensi has been provided, it has indeed appeared in at least
one source informing of his having delivered the bala tax payment in
a given m onth of a given year. If, however, the entry mentions just the
city, it means that in the text or texts which constitute its source basis
there appeared only the remark “bala G N ”. The last column contains
data from those tablets which do not state the m onth of the given year.
Several entries in one box mean that in the given m onth the duties were
paid by more than one administrator.

253 W.W. Hallo, A Sumerian Amphictyony, pp. 94-95 (chronological table), pp. 97-100 (list
of corroborative sources); T.M. Sharlach, Provincial Taxation, pp. 364-369 (chronological table
with corroborative sources).
254 T. M aeda, Bal-ensi, pp. 11 5 -1 6 4 (esp. pp. 15 6 -1 6 2 - list o f texts; pp. 163-164
- chronological graph).
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The data from H. Radau’s text are entered in the last line of the table.
Since it is not known which year was at issue, it has been marked not
with the year, but the symbol o f the last publication. W.W. Hallo, not
taking under consideration the shift by one m onth in the Puzris-Dagân
state calendar257, interpreted the sequence from the m onth iti se-KINkii5 to iti ezem me-ki-gal2 as the list from months XII to XI. However,
although the tablet does not have the year date, it seems improbable
that the yearly list of months should have been made in this sequence.
If it is assumed, on the other hand, that the text dates from after the
year SS.3, that is after the reform of the calendar at Puzris-Dagân, the
correct order of bala payers is obtained: from the m onth I (se-KINku5) to the m onth XII (ezem me-ki-gal2).
The above examples of texts and chronological table o f the bala payers
constitute only a general outline of documentation regarding the role
of the ensi in the framework o f the institution, selected according to the
criterion of the appearance of the term bala. To achieve a true image,
it would be necessary to analyse not only the remaining Puzris-Dagân
documentation on the topic258, but above all the texts from provincial
archives, which show all the actions undertaken by the governors in
their months o f bala payment. As it has already been mentioned,
such analysis, for the provincial archives of Um m a259 and Girsu-Lagas,

257 O n th e so-called R eichskalender (state calendar) used at P uzris-D agän a n d Ur,
an d on its reform d u rin g th e reign o f Su-Suen, see e.g. T. G o m i, E in gewöhnliches Ja h r
m it einem Schaltmonat, B iO r 3 4 (1 977), idem , The Calendars o f Ur a n d Puzris-D agän
in the Early U r-III Period, ASJ 1 (1 9 7 9 ), pp. 1-11, pp. 2 7 5 -2 8 1 ; R .M . W h itin g , Some
Observations on the Drehem Calendar, Z A 69/1 (1 979), pp. 6-33;; M .E . C o h e n , The
Cultic Calendars o f the A n cien t N ear East, B ethesda 1993, pp. 131-160; W . Sallaberger, D er kultische Kalender, pp. 5-14 (esp p. 8-9).
258 See, for instance, th e exam ple o f how m any m ore rem arks in th e P uzris-D agän
archive refer to e.g. the esnis o f K uta (G udua) - D .I. O w en , The Ensis o f G udua, pp.
131-152.
259 T he first to a tte m p t this for th e U m m a archive was T. M aeda, Sa-bal-a in
U m m a Tablets, pp. 145-174.
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which best docum ent the bala system, was recently conducted by
T.M. Sharlach.260

260 T .M . Sharlach, Provincial Taxation.
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Conclusion

In creating the system and organisational structure o f their state,
the monarchs of the Third Dynasty of Ur undoubtedly modelled
them on the kings of Akkad. Additionally, their situation was simpler,
insofar as after nearly a hundred years o f general chaos, which separated
their times from the Akkadian monarchy, they were only spatially
“reconstructing” the organisation o f the kingdom with its system of
provinces. At that time, the Sumerian and Akkadian city-states, under
pressure from the barbarian Gutians and Lullubians, did not have the
ability to regain the power and level o f autonomy which they enjoyed
in the pre-Sargonic period; for this reason, it was probably much easier
for Ur-Namma and his successors to bring the ensis back to the role of
provincial governors.
It is, however, difficult to state unequivocally how innovative was the
system they introduced, which divided the administrative and economic
structures of the state into two entirely separate sectors: central (royal)
and local (to some extent “self-governing”). Some traces o f this system
are certainly found already in the Akkadian monarchy of Sargon the
Great and Naram-Sîn, but in the Old-Akkadian period it seems to
have had a chiefly political and military nature, in which the position
of sagina, the “military governor” independent from the ensi, served
mostly too keep the recently-subdued Sumerian city-states in line and
was thus crucial to the political cohesion o f the kingdom. In the period
of the Third Dynasty of Ur, on the other hand, the presence of military
garrisons o f “reservists” (eren2) in the Sumero-Akkadian provinces
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certainly had a similarly military dimension, but those garrisons made
the development of huge multi-functional royal estates, built around
them and thanks to them, possible, and thus had an additional economic
aspect which was actually far more essential. This, as has already been
indicated, was probably possible due to the fact that Ur-Nam ma and
Sulgi created their state in a different political situation than Sargon
of Akkad. Hence the division into the central and local sectors can be
assumed to have been an original achievement o f the Third Dynasty of
Ur monarchs, especially, or perhaps exclusively, in the fact o f giving the
system its crucial economic and administrative aspect.
In contrast to the above, it is absolutely certain that the bala
„tax” system which they introduced was an entirely novel systematic
solution, especially in its key dimension of the mechanism regulating
mutual economic relations between the two sectors and to a certain
extent integrating the country’s economy into one administrative and
economic organism. It is also possible that the introduction of such
fiscal and economic mechanism became a necessity at the point when
the monarchs o f the Third Dynasty o f Ur conferred such extensive
economic functions upon the central sector, which earlier had a chiefly
military and political orientation. Hitherto too little is known, however,
about the practical functioning o f the royal estates in the Neo-Sumerian
Period (despite even the discovery o f the Garsana texts), to effectively
compare it to the Old-Babylonian ilku m system.
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